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ABSTRACT
Current civil spectrum monitoring systems are largely terrestrial-based and only cover a 
localised area limited to within the radio horizon o f the measurement sites. Such systems 
typically use fixed frequency tuning receivers and can only acquire one specific frequency at 
a time. The aim of this research is to develop a system that is capable o f performing global 
radio spectrum surveillance by mapping what frequencies are being transmitted and from 
which locations on the surface of the earth. The research comprise two areas, namely; 1) the 
use o f orbiting satellites to host specialised radio frequency acquisition receivers; 2) the 
development of novel signal processing algorithms to extract the geolocation information and 
analyse the emission spectrum o f the individual transmitting sources.
The system configuration was designed based on a form of two-dimensional correlation 
function (otherwise known as the Ambiguity Function) to geolocate and map the source 
signals. It uses the principle o f time correlation to identify the along-track location of a target, 
and Doppler difference frequency tuning to select the across-track range at which the 
correlation functions are to be evaluated. In this manner, a geolocation map can then be 
generated by stepping through and evaluating the individual correlation function at the 
various across-track ranges.
In the proposed system, a constellation o f two satellites will be used to form a measurement 
baseline. Each satellite will cany a specialised ‘Microscan’ receiver payload to scan through 
the entire monitoring bandwidth repetitively in fractional time, sampling the radio 
environment as it orbits Earth. The acquired data will then be down-linked during the next 
pass over the ground station for further post-processing. Spectrum analysis and transmitter 
geolocation will be achieved by selectively processing the relevant frequency bins o f interest. 
To enhance the system’s ability to detect weak radio sources, the Post-Detection Integration 
technique will be used to achieve the required processing Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The 
principles of Time Difference o f  Arrival (TDOA) and Frequency Difference o f  Arrival 
(FDOA) will be applied to resolve targets located within the receiving swath. A novel variable 
slip technique was also conceived which will enable the entire receiving swath to be mapped
Abstract
from just one second worth o f complex sampled data obtained by each o f the receiving 
satellite.
Simulation results confirmed that the proposed system has an along-track range resolution to 
the target which is inversely proportional to the signal bandwidth, typically a few hundred 
meters for CDMA mobiles. Across track resolution is variable and can always achieve this 
resolution or better. The processed SNR is proportional to the signal integration time so that 
given enough integration time, any radio sources can be detected however small the received 
SNR.
The proposed system will make comprehensive global surveying o f radio spectrum usage 
possible for the first time and will be useful for civil radio governing agencies. With some 
adaptation, such a system can also potentially function as a low cost electronic intelligence 
(ELINT) gathering asset suitable for use by military establishments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The research is motivated by a need to understand the actual state o f radio spectrum 
occupancy. The radio spectrum is a finite resource that requires effective management to 
minimize interferences between different wireless services. Problems associated with mutual 
interference have been increasing as more wireless services become available. There is a need 
to monitor and regulate the use of the allocated spectrum bands to safeguard the interests o f 
general radio spectrum users. One of the greatest challenges for effective monitoring is to be 
able to capture “up-to-date” information on the actual status of spectrum occupancy and also 
identifying the geospatial location o f emission sites.
Traditionally, radio spectrum monitoring is conducted terrestrially in areas where surveillance 
activities are required (i.e. to locate transmission sites and also their emission spectrum). 
Conventional monitoring techniques are usually narrowband in nature (i.e. acquiring a single 
frequency at a time), typically utilising Angle-of-Atrival (AOA) measurements to derive the 
positions of a transmission sites (i.e. through triangulation technique). Such schemes would 
quickly become impractical when called upon for the task o f global radio spectrum 
surveillance. What is needed is a spaceborne radio surveillance system that could provide a 
“near-real time” global perspective view on the actual state of radio spectrum usages, and also 
geolocate the corresponding emission sites. At present, there are no dedicated spaceborne 
spectrum surveillance systems in the civil domain that can perform the task o f simultaneous 
transmitter geolocation and emission spectrum analysis. The current state o f the art will be 
reviewed in chapter two.
1.2 Proposal
Low earth orbiting (LEO) small satellites such as the UoSAT are widely used to carry both 
active and passive remote sensors in order to derive useful information available from the
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surface of Earth. It is likely that a passive imager of communication signals at Radio 
Frequencies (R.F) can be implemented to constantly monitor signal emissions as the satellite 
passes above the horizons of the transmission sites. Previous PhD research work within 
Surrey Space Centre by Paffett [1] has demonstrated the feasibility o f performing in-orbit 
VHF radio interference environment monitoring, and studies pertaining to implementation of 
a small satellite Signal Intelligent (SIG1NT) payload for spectrum analysis have been 
conducted by Whittaker [2]. Building on this knowledge, it appeared feasible that a 
spaceborne monitoring system could be built. The research would investigate the conceptual 
design of a LEO-based signal-monitoring system that is capable o f generating an “up-to-date” 
global radio frequency usage map on a single pass over the transmission sites. The system 
must be capable of acquiring large frequency span (up to 1 GHz) specifically for the purpose 
o f intercepting terrestrially emitted communication signals, and also designed within mass, 
volume and power limits available on typical UoSAT small satellite platform.
The main focus is on the design of a system to monitor civilian mobile telecommunication 
and navigational signals. It should be emphasised that the technical basis o f our proposal 
prohibits Communication Intelligence (COMINT) since it is not possible to decode/monitor 
detailed traffic (i.e. to eavesdrop) using the proposed method. Rather, the proposed system 
will scan the Earth’s surface for radio transmissions and would estimate the location of all 
functioning transmitters, and also analyse the frequency of their spectral emissions within 
certain resolutions to be discussed. A key technical aspect is the use o f post-detection 
techniques which will allow monitoring of terrestrial transmission not specifically directed 
into space.
Since the system could be detecting signals from mobile/satellite communication terminals (or 
any other emission sources), there could be many transmitters within a spatial location and the 
system will just monitor their total intensity without attempting to resolve the individuals. The 
analogy is with optical photography o f the Earth taken at night as shown in Figure 1.1. With 
this proposal, maps could be constructed where transmitters are located and represented as 
points or patches o f illumination. If spectrum analysis were included then a map could be 
constructed in false colour.
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Figure 1.1: An analogy: optical image of the Farth at night (www.nasa.org)
Such a system should be conceived using Commercial-Of-The-Shelf (COTS) technology [3-5] 
and small satellite platforms to keep cost low.
1.3 Objectives
The aim is to devise a system to monitor the L-Band (l~ 2  GHz) portion o f the radio spectrum 
as it is thriving with RF activities (i.e. from mobile communication, RADAR, broadcasting 
services and etc); see Appendix 1.1 for the L-band table of frequency allocations. It would be 
very useful to study the global spectrum usage within this band since it is hotly contested 
amongst mobile service providers and also satellite uplinks. Another reason for choosing this 
band is that large selections o f Commercial Of-The-Shelf (COTS) electronic components are 
widely available in this band as applications in the L-band had already matured. It will be 
more economical in the context of prototyping and hardware development if there is no need 
for customised components and parts. Although the current interest is in L-band. future 
research however could also be extended to cover other radio bands since the theory remains 
valid.
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1.4 Application
The information acquired by such a system would make the task o f spectrum policing much 
easier for civil radio governing agencies (such as ITU 01* regional radio administering bodies) 
and make comprehensive surveying possible for the first time. It would allow identification 
and location of the sources o f interferences (or unauthorised transmissions) in addition to 
regular and authorised traffic, in an efficient manner. With some adaptation, such a system 
also has the potential of functioning as a low cost electronic intelligence (ELINT) gathering 
asset suitable for use by the military/intelligence establishments.
Commercial mobile communication companies, whether having interests in the space segment 
or not, could benefit by using such a system to gain valuable knowledge on the actual radio 
spectrum usage pattern. By definition they know or should know their own traffic. They will 
not know the usage by unauthorised sources and probably not the precise usage of their 
competition. The information would help them to make better choices when choosing suitable 
operating frequencies for new wireless services and would allow for better evaluation and 
planning, minimising instances o f interference to their services. This would help them to 
maximise their profit through delivery of better services.
The L-band is set for a massive expansion in navigation systems -  the second generation 
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) with many new frequencies and modulations 
(BOC 01* binary offset carrier). The proposed Galileo system, assuming it gets up and running, 
will be a dominant global player. These signals emanate from satellites in MEO (Medium 
Earth Orbit) and lie outside the scope o f this thesis. However terrestrial based navigation 
systems with GPS-like characteristics for ground surveying, aircraft navigation and etc. can 
be expected to be an increasing presence in ever more sophisticated environment. The 
increasing usage of L-band spectrum for navigational purposes must be monitored in addition 
to the expanding global usage of latest L-band wireless communication devices.
The data acquired could also be o f value in facilitating scientific research. One possible 
application might be to study the phenomenon o f pre-seismic EM emission [6-14] in the VHF 
bands, which normally occurs a few days to a few hours prior to large seismic events such as
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earthquakes and volcano eruptions. If the system is sensitive enough to pick up such 
emissions, it might then even be possible to implement a global seismic early warning system 
to help identify possible epicentres so that inhabitants can be forewarned and evacuated in 
time before disaster strikes.
1.5 Thesis Organisation
This thesis addresses the theory and practical means of realising a spaceborne global spectrum 
monitoring system using small satellite technology.
Chapter Two is essentially a review chapter; the aim is to presents an overview o f existing 
spaceborne systems and also the state o f the art of the methods and techniques that are 
required to make the proposal work. The three main scopes are namely; small satellite 
technology, transmitter geolocation technique and radio spectrum analysis methods.
Chapter Three examines the underlying theories and operating principles o f the proposed 
system. In this chapter, the theoretical system performance merits are analytically evaluated to 
be compared with the simulation results in chapter four.
Chapter Four  begins with an overview to the algorithms used in programming the simulator 
and then proceeds to report on the simulation work; documenting the simulated results and 
also presents a comprehensive interpretation to their significance. Further theories are also 
introduced and simulation results are compared against the theoretical results previously 
determine in chapter three to check if  they agree with each other.
Chapter Five examines the system implementation aspects and typical mission scenarios. The 
fixed-frequency acquisition scheme will be described and a later section will introduce a 
novel concept o f combining Microscan receivers with geolocation mapping to achieve 
simultaneous wide-band signal monitoring and transmitter geolocation.
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Chapter Six summarises the thesis and also concludes the research findings. Original 
achievements will be highlighted and suggestions for further work will also be presented 
before the final conclusion.
Chapter 1: Introduction_____________________________________________________________________________
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This chapter presents a perspective o f what is known about the general field o f spaceborne 
radio spectrum surveillance systems. Known geolocation techniques and suitable spectrum 
analyser schemes will also be reviewed, highlighting compatibility with the proposed method.
2.1 Review of spaceborne radio spectrum surveillance systems
The topic of spaceborne radio spectrum surveillance is certainly not new. Such systems are 
designed to monitor radio spectrum activities which originate from within the coverage and 
can be categorised into military and civil systems respectively.
2.1.1 Military Systems
Military spaceborne radio surveillance systems [15-20] are protected by official secrecy acts 
to ensure that their strategic values are not compromised. Details on such military systems 
remained inaccessible to the public, and nothing much is known beyond the occasional hints 
made available in open publications. Such surveillance activities are collectively known as 
Signal Intelligence (SIGINT), whereby the intentions and capabilities o f adversary’s forces 
are determined through the interception and analysis of radio emissions from their military 
hardwares and wireless communication terminals. Such activities are passive in nature (i.e. 
just listening without transmitting), and are performed in a covert manner. They can be sub­
divided into two further categorises namely;
1) ELIN T  (electronic intelligence) [21-26] is the act of deriving intelligences through the 
interception and analysis o f electronic emissions from non-communication type 
signals. Such emission includes RADAR signals, telemetry from missile tests, signals 
from missile guidance systems and last but not least jamming signals. The primary 
objectives o f ELINT are to identify radio emitters by type, function, capability, and 
also their precise location.
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2) COMINT (communication intelligence) [27, 28] is the act o f intercepting and 
analysing the contents o f message bearing transmissions (i.e. voice, teletype, facsimile, 
email and etc). Although most military communication signals are encrypted prior to 
transmission, it is possible to use modem computers and advanced deciphering 
algorithms to decrypt some of the intercepted messages. Also by analysing the pattern 
and variation of RF transmissions over time, additional intelligence such as the type 
and capabilities of the communication equipments could be determined.
Thus, one may roughly distinguish between ELINT which monitors the general nature and 
parameters o f enemy’s electromagnetic emissions from COMINT (i.e. eavesdropping), which 
seek to decipher and decode their messages by intercepting their emissions. Another 
application of ELINT is to acquire information o f military electronic hardware belonging to 
the adversaries. By acquiring knowledge of how they use the RF spectrum, it would then be 
possible to enhance friendly usage while possibly denying adversaries from using the radio 
spectrum through application of counter measures. The scope of this thesis includes ELINT 
but not COMINT.
Very little is known of military spaceborne radio surveillance systems. Appendix 2.1 provides 
a brief summary of what is known of such military SIGINT systems. There are no official 
publications pertaining to their intended purposes, operating principles and also their 
specifications. What is available in open literature can only be taken as having an unofficial 
status. The currently available information is usually derived from civil sources (i.e. 
observations made by military/satellite enthusiasts pursuing their leisure pastime), and the 
information made available is o f the nature o f limited observation rather than detailed 
knowledge. With limited credible sources o f information, we have to make do with what we 
know of basic scientific principles and make the appropriate conjecture.
We conjecture that military SIGINT satellites are capable o f performing wideband signal 
interception (e.g. RADAR, communication and etc), demodulating and extraction of ELINT 
information while in-orbit. Some of the older generations of SIGINT satellites are reported to 
be capable of performing transmitter geolocation using cross-baseline interferometry 
techniques (identifying the approximate quadrant the signals are arriving from), and the latest 
systems are thought to be capable o f achieving more precise transmitter geolocation using
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Time Difference and Frequency Difference o f  Arrival (TDOA/FDOA) techniques. These 
SIGINT systems usually consist o f more than one satellite (i.e. a constellation) so as to 
provide good measurement baselines, they are usually very massive (a couple o f tons each 
[29]) and very complex (with large deployable antennas and sophisticated electronic systems 
onboard). From Appendix 2.1, it is apparent that such SIGINT systems are typically 
implemented using large satellite platforms, because physically large deployable receiving 
antennas (~10’s m) are needed to provide the required sensitivity and spatial resolvability 
when locating transmission sites. They are extremely expensive (costing billons of US dollars 
according to [30]!), complex to implement, highly classified and remain inaccessible for 
peaceful civil usage and applications [18, 29, 30]. The aim of our research work has presently 
been more directed to civilian applications rather than attempting to second guess military 
intelligence applications.
2.1.2 Civil systems
The existing civil radio spectrum monitoring systems are largely owned by government 
agencies (e.g. Ofcom), commercial companies and scientific research organisations. In 
general, most civil systems are not as technologically advanced or sophisticated when 
compared to systems that are reported to have been operated by military establishments. As 
with any spaceborne systems, they are very costly to implement and operate. Therefore very 
few civil spectrum surveillance systems are operated and they vaiy in capabilities and 
performances. Considering the cost incurred in developing such systems, the related 
technology, technique and findings from conducted measurement campaigns remain largely 
proprietary. Such details are not disclosed in order to protect commercial interest and also to 
maintain an edge over competition. Table 2.1 summarises the various known civil spaceborne 
radio spectrum monitoring systems that were implemented.
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Mission Description
Healthsat- II 
[31,321
Used for global in-orbit RSSI measurement in two 15kHz (at 149.825 MHz and 
149.875 MHz) VIIF uplink channel. Measurement lasted for 4 years, and 
concluded that interference to VHF uplink channel is man made and varies with 
both time and geographical location.
S80/T
(33-35]
Test-bed commissioned for little-LEO VHF/UHF uplink channel measurement in 
preparation for the launch of the STARSYS constellation. The measurement 
campaigns stopped when STARSYS project was terminated, limited details were 
published.
Orbcoinm 
|36,37]
The organisation uses their first satellite in their commercial constellation to 
investigate the LEO VHF uplink signal environment. The results were presented to 
International Telecommunication Union and European Conference of Postal and 
Telecommunications Administrations, but are not disclosed in open literature.
IRS-1A (ISRO) 
[38]
Limited VHF uplink channel measurements were performed using the IRS-1A 
remote sensing satellite. The results indicate that interference level varies greatly 
over the satellites orbit, and signal levels higher than -90dBm over the 30kHz 
receiver pass band have been recorded.
FAISAT-2V
[39]
Perform in-orbit radio spectrum mapping of frequencies below lGI-Iz. Aims to 
determine actual usage in the little LEO frequency bands, and to determine the 
probability of interference-free channel for a particular region of the world during 
a particular time of day. No further details have been made public, and studies are 
not disclosed in open literature. The owner Final Analysis Inc went into 
bankruptcy and project was terminated in 2002.
Blackbeard/FORTE
140-42]
Both payloads were operated by US Los Alomos Laboratories to measure short 
duration, broadband transitions such as frequency emissions from lightning strikes. 
Measurements were also made to determine spectrum usages and global RF noise 
when system is not detecting lightning emissions.
TMSAT & FASat-B 
[1,43]
Both satellites carried a Data Transfer Experiment payload which comprises of a 
DSP processor and a receiver unit to step through the VHF uplink channel from 
140 to 152MHz in 15KHz steps. In-orbit radio spectrum environment was mapped 
with the DTE payload. The payloads were capable of performing software 
demodulation on received signals, to analyse the performances of different 
modulation schemes. It was initially proposed that a process of DFT could be 
performed on the demodulated signals to analyse its spectrum contents. However, 
the idea was eventually abandoned as the system had limited memory, and thus 
could not handle the DFT calculation.
ORCA 
]44, 45]
The project was supported by NASA, and the primary goal of ORCA is to provide 
a global radio frequency noise map from 30~~2500MHz. This map will provide the 
data needed to assess the low Earth orbital environment for use by the radio 
astronomy community as well as provide data about global frequency usage to 
locate under-utilised portions of the radio spectrum. No further publications are 
available in open literature on its operational status since 1999.
Table 2.1: Summary of spectrum monitoring systems
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Majority o f the systems listed in Table 2.1 was designed to measure the in-orbit 
RF/interference environment experienced by typical LEO satellites. There is a need to draw a 
distinction between these in-orbit analysis systems, which only spectrum-analyse; and the 
current proposal. By definition spectral analyser have less capability, being only able to 
measure the received signal strength within a particular frequency channel (usually 
narrowband) o f interest. They cannot locate the sites o f the originating signals (i.e. there is no 
geolocation). With the current proposal, the aim is not only just to determine their precise 
emission spectrum and measure their signal intensities in-orbit, but also to achieve accurate 
geolocation of the terrestrial transmitters. To the best o f our knowledge, there are currently no 
commercial spaceborne radio spectrum monitoring systems capable o f performing what this 
research sets out to achieve (i.e. to simultaneously geolocate active RF emission sites on a 
global scale and perform emission spectrum analysis).
2.1.3 Current state of knowledge
As a consequence o f military secrecy and commercial rivalry, it is emphasised that no useful 
publications were found on aspects regarding techniques and theories used in implementing 
existing spaceborne radio spectrum surveillance systems. The challenge is then to develop a 
system from first principles; synthesising knowledge from the field o f small satellite 
technology, transmitter geolocation techniques and spectrum analysis methods to achieve the 
task o f simultaneous transmitter geolocation and emission spectrum analysis from space. The 
following section gives an overview of the current state of the art in the respective fields.
2.2 Surrey small satellite platform
The use of low earth orbiting satellites is required in order for the proposed system to achieve 
global surveillance. The system needs to be implemented with state o f the art small-satellite 
technology which extensively uses COTS components, thereby driving developmental cost 
down. Surrey Satellite Technology Ltd (SSTL) is the leading supplier of small satellite bus 
platforms, space related technology and ‘turn-key’ solutions. A detailed introduction o f its 
core capabilities, founding history, inception o f small satellite research and also the design
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philosophy of small satellite are provided by Sweeting [46, 47]. The unique relationship 
between SSC and SSTL (a University o f Surrey owned company) meant that academic 
research work performed in SSC is often translated into real practical applications for 
commercial exploitation through SSTL. A complete list o f current/past missions and also 
mission summaries can be found in the company’s website (www.sstl.co.uk/).
The current proposal is for a system based on the well established small satellite platform 
supplied by SSTL. The main aim of using small satellites as hosting platforms is to achieve 
reduction in system cost. With launch cost as much as ~  10,000 USD per kg, it makes good 
economical sense to keep the satellite’s mass to a bare minimum. In most instances, Surrey’s 
satellites are injected into space using piggy-back launch opportunities. In such launches, the 
payload space within a launcher is often shared by other spacecraft, and therefore volumetric- 
wise the satellite must be kept to as small a form factor as possible.
In general satellites can be classified by its mass and cost. Table 2.2 shows the widely 
accepted classification scheme used in aerospace industry and Figure 2.1 gives a pictorial 
representation in terms of relative mass and size o f different classes of satellite.
Class Mass (kg) Cost (£M)
Conventional large satellite > 1000 > 100
Conventional small satellite 500-1000 25-100
Mini-satellite 100-500 7-25
Micro-satellite 10-100 1-7
Nano-satellite 1-10 0.1-1
Pico-satellite < 1 <0.1
Table 2.2: Classification of satellite by mass and cost (adapted from Spacecraft System Engineering [46])
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Figure 2.1: Satellite classification of typical SSTL satellite platform
The choice o f platform to be used is very much mission dependent. The main driving factors 
are issues such as the payload's mass, volume and power requirements. It would take a 
thorough mission analysis and trade-off study to determine the most suitable platform type to 
be used. In this research, the intention is to develop the radio spectrum surveillance system 
using either the micro or mini-satellite platform. Typical specifications of such classes of 
satellite platforms are tabulated in Table 2.3 below.
Attributes MicroSat-70 MicroSat-100 MiniSat-400
Mass 5 0 -1 00kg 1 0 0 -150kg 150~400kg
Dimension (0.3mx0.3mx0.6m) (0.6mx0.6mx0.5m) 1.2m diameter, 1m height
Power -  35 W -  38 W -  300 W
Attitude control gravity-gradient/magnetorquers 3 axis attitude control 3 axis attitude control
Pointing accuracy 1° 0.2° 0.1°
Table 2.3: The main attributes of typical SSTL micro and mini satellite bus platform
It is well beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a detailed treatment into the design and 
functioning of individual satellite sub-systems. Each satellite mission is unique and the sub­
systems are designed specifically to the mission requirements. Readers interested in all 
aspects regarding sub-system design are encouraged to consult the reference books by 
Fortescue [46], Seller [48] and Wertz [49].
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2.3 Transmitter geolocation
Transmitter geolocation is germane in this research as it makes this research different from 
existing civil systems, which only perform in-orbit radio measurements, without the capability 
o f geolocating emission sites precisely. The field o f transmitter geolocation evolves from 
RADAR research and development work during WWI1. Despite its predominantly military 
applications, transmitter geolocation activities are now also widely used in civil applications 
such as locating interference sites, tracking location o f mobile phone users during emergency 
(i.e. USA FCC E-911 mandate [50]), for scientific applications such as tracking migrating 
animals [51]. Over the past decades the field has since become matured; an in-depth 
discussion o f all existing methods is clearly beyond the scope o f this thesis. Detailed 
treatment can be found in the reference book by Vaccaro [52] and Lipsky [53]. A review 
paper by Paradowski [54] presents a comprehensive overview o f the current state of 
knowledge pertaining to the field o f emitter location techniques and processing algorithms. 
The following sections shall focus on geolocation techniques that were known to have been 
implemented in spaceborne systems.
2.3.1 Geolocation techniques implemented in spaceborne systems
In general, the physical attributes that can be monitored for geolocation purposes are a 
signal’s amplitude, frequency  and phase . Existing spaceborne geolocation technique measures 
either one or a combination o f the above to estimate the location o f transmission sites. 
Essentially the proposed system must be capable o f detecting “unco-operative” transmitters 
where there is no prior knowledge o f the signal’s physical attributes. Due to the broad nature 
of the field, the next section will only highlight geolocation schemes that were adopted by 
previous spaceborne systems. Categorically the existing technique can be classified into 
Triangulation, Time Difference o f  Arrival (TDOA) and lastly Frequency o f  Arrival (FDOA) 
respectively.
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2.3.2 Triangulation technique
The location o f an emission site can be determined through a process known as triangulation, 
where multiple Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) measurements are taken at different points along a 
satellite’s trajectory. This scheme is suitable for the determination o f all emitter types (i.e. 
CW or pulsed). The founding work in the field was published by Stansfield [55] in 1947, 
where the author presented a generic method of combining Direction Finding (DF) 
measurements with emitter location algorithms [55-59]. The triangulation method was later 
referred to as the Stansfield’s algorithm [55, 60] and was modified into several other forms 
[60-62] which are capable o f achieving better location accuracy. Such technique uses AOA 
measurements to setup Line of Positions (LOPs) for transmitter geolocation, and the location 
estimate corresponds to the point where the LOPs intersect. In general, location accuracy 
improves with the use o f more AOA measurements. Essentially triangulation technique can be 
implemented to locate either continuous wave (CW) or pulsed signal sources and is well 
described in many publications. A defect o f triangulation is the ambiguity in locating two or 
more targets transmitting on the same frequency without any means o f identifying their 
‘signature’. As will be shown in the following chapters this difficulty does not apply to the 
correlation implementation o f TDOA and FDOA.
Fundamentally emitter location by AO A/triangulation does not require the simultaneous 
operation o f multiple measurement platforms, as a single platform is sufficient to perform the 
location task. AOA can be determined through either means of amplitude maximum, 
amplitude comparison or phase interfevometry methods. The first method requires the use o f a 
large spinning antenna (i.e. either mechanically or electrically steered) to confer high 
directivity for accurate AOA measurement. It is conceptually simple but the downside is that 
it is sensitive to amplitude fluctuation and will not work if the source is heavily amplitude 
modulated. Another issue is that such scheme has poor probability-of-intercept (POI), as a 
directional antenna only ‘sees’ a limited region o f earth at any instances o f time. Also, the 
physical size (~10’s m deployable antenna) and mass of the antenna required makes such 
scheme incompatible with the volumetric and mass budget o f small satellite platforms.
Alternatively, AOA can be determined through the use of amplitude comparison method 
which uses low gain antennas to achieve broad geo-spatial coverage (giving high POI).
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Example o f known systems which uses such technique are White-Cloud [63-65] and FORTE 
[66]. The approach requires the use of at least four low gain antennas (beam-width ~  110°) 
arranged to form angular quadrants covering the entire 360° azimuth angle (i.e. including 
elevation angle). Such scheme is not sensitive to amplitude modulated signals (i.e. fluctuating 
signal power) but is more complex since multiple receiving channels are required. A signal’s 
AOA can be calculated by measuring the relative power received at each o f the respective 
antenna. The ratio o f the received powers is then used as a basis for determining the AOA by 
simply comparing the ratio with a pre-defined look-up table. For such a scheme to work, the 
independent channels are to be electrically balanced in order to minimise AOA measurement 
error. However, such scheme will not work if  two or more sources exist in different angular 
direction with identical transmit frequency. It should also be noted that both amplitude 
maximum and amplitude comparison methods are sensitive to effects of multi-path [54] (i.e. 
multi-path signals give erroneous AOA readings).
Lastly, phase interferometry technique gives highly accurate AOA measurement. However, it 
is a more costly option (i.e. when compared to amplitude maximum/comparison technique) as 
it requires the use o f multiple baselines to remove AOA ambiguity. Such approach requires 
the use of digital receivers, and digital signal processing are performed at microwave 
frequencies in order to determine the received frequency [52, 67-69]. Another variant of 
interferometry technique is known as the short base-line (where antennas are spaced a few X 
apart) time difference o f arrival technique. It is much simpler than phase interferometry as 
AOA calculation is entirely independent of received frequency [52, 56]. This scheme 
determines AOA purely by measuring the difference in signal’s arrival time, and the close 
proximity o f the receiving antennas significantly reduces the sensitivity to effects o f multi- 
path [70, 71].
2.3.3 Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) technique
Following Standsfield’s pioneering work, Daniels [72] and Marchand [73] subsequently uses 
Stansfield’s algorithm to develop the Time Difference o f  Arrival (TDOA) emitter location 
technique. This technique is also commonly referred to as raiige difference hyperbolic (or 
hyperbolic multilateration) algorithm and it requires the use o f at least three geographically
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separated measurement platforms to form two or more arbitrary baselines in order to work out 
the locations of radio emitters.
To determine the geolocation o f an emission site, the spatially separate receivers must each 
record (with time-tag) a segment o f the received signal, and relay it to a central processor 
whereby a sliding correlation algorithm is used to compute the relative time delay differences 
between signals from the various receiving channels. The measured TDOA values then maps 
uniquely to a set o f hyperbolic iso-delay curves, whereby the locations o f radio emission sites 
are approximated then by the intersection points of the curves. In such an approach, precision 
o f geolocation is limited by the error in the measurement. The location accuracy and error 
analysis o f TDOA-based technique was presented by Lee [74] and Torrieri [60]. 
Fundamentally the error associated with TDOA measurement depends very much on the 
bandwidth o f the transmission; the TDOA error is inversely proportional to the transmission 
bandwidth[52]. Necessarily the technique will fail when detecting pure CW sources.
2.3.4 Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA) technique
In low Earth orbit, satellites have significant velocity (~7.5 lcm/s) and the geometry in relation 
to any existing terrestrial transmitters is always changing. Due to the high orbital velocity, 
received signals will be shifted in frequency as a result of the well known Doppler 
phenomenon. It is possible to employ Doppler frequency tracking to estimate the geolocation 
o f a known (i.e. cooperative) beacon signal (usually amplitude modulated carrier). This 
technique is widely adopted by emergency search and rescue services such as COSPAS- 
SARSAT systems [75-79] to geolocate distress signals. Scientific application such as tracking 
radio-tags on animals and oceanographic buoys has also been implemented using such 
Doppler tracking scheme (such as ORCA [44, 45]). However, such scheme cannot be used in 
the present proposal against the intended targets which are primarily frequency modulated, 
randomly occurring (i.e. un-cooperative) communication signals instead o f some prior known 
CW beacons. A viable alternative is then to use Frequency Difference o f  Arrival (FDOA) 
measurement technique to geolocate transmitters, since such technique is totally independent 
o f signal frequency.
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In the FDOA approach, the geolocation o f terrestrial transmitters is determined by measuring 
the Doppler difference frequencies of received signals from at least three spatially separated 
measurement platforms [52, 61]. It is required that the group of receivers are to have 
significant velocity in order to generate Doppler shifts and their velocity and vector must be 
approximately equal for such scheme to work.
Since the range vector from each o f the measurement platforms to some particular ground 
target is always different, therefore the Doppler frequency experienced by the individual 
receivers will also be different. The frequency difference that exists in each pair of 
measurement receivers maps uniquely to an iso-Doppler curve [52, 80] which represents the 
locus of possible emission sites. In order to estimate an emitter’s location, a different pair of 
receivers would have to be used to produce a second iso-Doppler curve. The point where the 
two curves intersect then represents the approximate location o f the transmission site. 
However it should be noted that such technique is not suitable for the geolocation of signals 
with high duty-cycle (i.e. RADAR pulses). The geolocation accuracy and error analysis of 
FDOA based technique were investigated by Chestnut [81], Chan [82] and Becker [83], In 
general, the geolocation error significantly reduces with decreasing signal bandwidth.
2.3.5 Joint TDOA/FDOA technique
Recent focus in the field o f emitter geolocation seeks to combine both time and frequency 
difference o f arrival technique to achieve what is commonly known as joint TDOA/FDOA 
technique. Such joint estimation approach make use o f the well known Complex Ambiguity 
Function (CAF) algorithm formulated by Stein [84] to simultaneously determine TDOA and 
FDOA of signals received from two spatially separated measurement receivers. The CAF 
algorithm can be expressed in the form below:
f
A (t, v) -  J s , ( / ) .S 2 (t +  f ) .e x p (-  j2nvt).dt (2.1)
o
where Si and S2 are the intercepted signal (plus noise) in complex form over an averaging 
time f .
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The terms f  and v respectively in Equation (2.1) are not the actual time difference on arrival 
and frequency difference on arrival o f the signals, but are values applied in the evaluation of 
the complex ambiguity function. The actual TDOA and FDOA are ‘embedded’ inside the two 
signals Si and S2, and are revealed as a peak in the CAF processing. The objective is to 
evaluate the ambiguity function by jointly varying f  and i7 to maximise the correlation 
magnitude iA\ The CAF generates a typical ‘ambiguity surface’ such as show in Figure 2.2 
when the modulus squared o f the joint function A ( f , v ) is being plotted.
M( r , v )l2
Figure 2.2: Typical ambiguity map of received signal
The corresponding values of f  and i7 can then be translated into iso-delay curve and iso- 
Doppler curves respectively. As previously explained (Section 2.3.3 and Section 2.3.4), the 
intersect point of the two curves then defines a geolocation estimate. The feasibility of such 
technique is well proven by the Transmitter Location System (TLS) that was implemented by 
Haworth et al. [85] from DERA. and subsequently used by EUTELSAT [86] to geolocate 
interference sources which are affecting their geostationary communication satellite services. 
Incidentally, DERA's TLS [87] is the only known commercially operational spaceborne 
transmitter geolocation system. It is quite possible that equivalent systems had long been 
enlisted into military services; however, no one knows for sure as such systems would be 
highly classified.
Issues regarding geolocation accuracy and error analysis of joint TDOA/FDOA technique 
were investigated by Chestnut [81], Ho [88] and Pattison [89], The geolocation accuracy is
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also highly sensitive to post-processing signal to noise ratio and is treated with great detail by 
Stein [84] and Fowler [90]. More recently, a generalised correlation technique presented by 
Griffin and Duck [91] promises greater geolocation accuracy by allowing both the time delay 
and Doppler difference to be ‘time-varying’ in the course of evaluating the ambiguity function. 
The technique is effective for situations where acceleration and higher time derivatives causes 
significant degradation to the performance of the conventional CAF approach (i.e. such as in 
the case of using LEO intercepting platforms). It is the joint TDOA/FDOA technique 
specifically adapted to the case of fast moving LEO satellites which is the basic principle 
being exploited in this thesis (see chapter three).
2.4 Review of spectrum analysis receivers
Besides geolocating terrestrial transmission sites, another dominant aim of the proposed 
system is to analyse the emission spectrum of terrestrial radio ‘hotspots’ . This could well be 
achieved by incorporating a suitable spectrum analysis scheme within the spaceborne system. 
The receiver for the intended application should be designed such that it has the ability to 
cover a large monitoring bandwidth (typically spanning from 1~2 GHz), and be capable of 
detecting simultaneous short duration signals with good frequency resolution. Ideally, it 
should also possess high sensitivity and dynamic range to detect weak signals. The receiver 
should be compact with minimum parts to keep mass low, so that it could be easily integrated 
into a micro/mini-satellite platform.
Many types o f receivers were developed since the emergence of radio technology; a thorough 
treatment in the subject area of microwave receiver design is given by Tsui [68], a 
comprehensive review paper by Collins [92, 93] compared the relative merits of different 
types o f receivers and Rappolt [94] gave an excellent overview on the types of receivers 
commonly used in signal acquisition. A study was conducted on types of receivers that are 
used in military signal interception systems. Such systems are commonly deployed for 
RADAR signal detection and intelligences gathering (i.e. Electronic Warfare receivers), and 
their relative attributes are summarized in Table 2.4, These specialised military receivers are 
designed to monitor large portions of frequency spectrum with high levels of sensitivity to 
detect weak or covert signals, and it seems possible to borrow some design ideas from these 
high performance receivers. The types o f receivers considered are Superheterodyne
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(commonly known as spectrum analyser), Diode detection, Instantaneous Frequency 
Measurement (IFM), Optical, Channelised and Compressive receivers respectively.
Attributes Superhet Diode I.F.M Optical Channelised Compressive
Instantaneous frequency 
range
Poor Excellent Excellent Good Good Good
Ability to handle 
simultaneous short signals
Poor Poor Poor Good Good Good
Frequency resolution Excellent Poor Good Good Good Good
Sensitivity Excellent Poor Fair to good Fair to good Good Good
Dynamic range Excellent Fair Fair to good Fair Fair to good Good
Table 2.4: Relative merits of different Electronic Warfare receiver architecture [68]
The first column in Table 2.4 [68] lists the receiver attributes in the order of desirability, and 
the top row shows the different types o f receiver architecture considered. The merits of the 
respective receiver types are discussed in the following sections.
2.4.1 Superheterodyne (Spectrum Analyser)
A typical Superheterodyne architecture (i.e. spectrum analyser) is shown in Figure 2.3. The 
Sweep rate (/c) of the system is defined by F/T (Hz/sec), and the system bandwidth (B) is no 
less than approximately 4k  (Hz). The frequency resolution (Af) is approximately equals to B. 
Thus, k  must be sufficiently small in order to achieve high resolution. This creates a problem 
in meeting the simultaneous criteria for large frequency coverage (F), short sweep time (T) 
and high frequency resolution (i.e. low Af).
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Figure 2.3: Superheterodyne receiver architecture and its frequency sweep plot
Superheterodyne has a poor instantaneous frequency range which is no greater than its 
resolution bandwidth at any instant. Also there is no ability for detection of simultaneous 
signals at different frequencies.
2.4.2 Diode detection Receiver
The Diode detection receiver in Figure 2.4 is the simplest possible receiver that could be used 
in the instant acquisition of the E.M environment. However it has essentially no frequency 
resolution and is therefore ruled out from consideration here.
Figure 2.4: Diode detection receiver architecture [681 and its frequency sweep plot
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2.4.3 Instantaneous Frequency Measurement (IFM) Receiver
An IFM receiver describes any receiver which uses a frequency discriminator (as in FM 
receivers). It essentially offers high discrimination but has no inherent capability for resolving 
simultaneous signals at different frequencies. It has therefore no inherent frequency resolution, 
and will only measure the strongest frequency (capture effect) should more than one signal 
arrive at its input port.
2.4.4 Optical (Bragg Cell) Receiver
The Optical receiver uses electro-optical transducers to convert E.M signals into optical 
signals, which are then passed into precision Fourier lens. This process is equivalent to 
performing an optical Fourier transform, which would then output the spectral contents of the 
incoming signals. Currently, acousto-optic technology does not allow relative phase 
information to be extracted [95], thus would not be useful for applications that required the 
knowledge of phase information (i.e. Doppler frequency analysis). At present, the sensitivity 
and dynamic range o f such system is limited by the available detector technology [68]. 
Another disadvantage is the need of a laser source. The output wavelength of the laser is 
sensitive to temperature change, thus fluctuations in operating temperature would constantly 
alter the wavelength of the laser, which will then cause frequency measurement errors. Good 
thermal control is required, thus adding complexity to such receiver.
2.4.5 Channelised (Filter Bank) Receiver
The Channelised receiver in Figure 2.5 consists o f a bank of band pass filters each tuned to a 
separate frequency. Such receiver configuration would prove to be complex (and massive) as 
2000 I.F channels would be required in order to implement 0.5 MHz frequency resolution 
over a 1 GHz frequency span (i.e. 1 GHz/0.5MHz). It implies that such receiver 
implementation is incompatible with the mass, power and volumetric constraints of typical 
small satellite platform.
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Figure 2.5: Channelised receiver architecture
Alternatively, a multi-bank filter approach could also be used whereby the total input 
frequency range (~ spanning 1 GHz) is sub-divided (i.e. using power dividers) into convenient 
sub-ranges (~  10’s MHz wide). It would then be possible to digitally sample each sub-band at 
a lower rate, so that digital processing technique can be implemented for the required 
algorithmic equivalent. However, the implementation of such sub-band acquisition scheme 
still does not solve the problem of system complexity (i.e. many parts, large form factor and 
high power consumption) as multiple parallel acquisition channels are still required in order to 
cover the entire monitoring bandwidth.
2.4.6 Compressive Receiver
The most feasible receiver design seems to be the compressive receiver architecture as shown 
in Figure 2.6, which can be thought of as a Fourier transform device. The input to the 
compressive receiver is a time varying signal, and the outputs of the receiver are pulses 
arriving serially in time domain. The spectral composition of the input signal can be 
determined through the measurement of the relative position of these compressed pulses.
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Figure 2.6: Compressive receiver architecture and its frequency sweep plot
In Figure 2.6, a dispersive Delay Line (DDL) is fed by a mixer and a linearly swept local 
oscillator. The DDL has ideally a linear delay time to frequency relationship, which means 
that the delay experienced by two different (but simultaneous occurring) frequency 
components are proportional to the frequency difference between them. The swept local 
oscillator functions as a frequency expander, where the incoming signal is Frequency 
Modulated (FM) before passing through the SAW DDL which functions as a frequency 
compressor. The SAW DDL must be chosen such that the Delay time Fs Frequency slope is 
closely matched to the negative slope of the swept local oscillator.
A receiver which implements the equivalent of the Fourier Transform and 100% (probability 
of intercept) POI on the input requires a DDL bandwidth in the same order of the frequency 
range. However the design also supports a wide range of designs which are intermediate 
between the full Fourier transform and a spectrum analyser, by sacrificing POI. We can have 
essentially a ‘fast’ spectrum analyser where the value of B if can be significantly less than 
sweep range (F) but greater than the frequency resolution (Af).
The Sweep rate (x) o f the system is defined by F/T (Hz/sec), as in conventional spectrum 
analyser. But the frequency resolution (A/) is quite different from that of the conventional 
spectrum analyser, as it is approximately equals to x/B. Therefore the l.F resolution is 
inversely proportional to the Bandwidth (B), and is able to solve the problem of high 
resolution (low Af) while meeting the requirements for a large sweep width (F) within a
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reasonable Scan time (T). Section 5.2.1 covers the operating principles o f the compressive 
receiver in greater detail.
2.4.7 Choosing a suitable spectrum analyser
Wideband spectrum monitoring system need to perform well in dense signal environments, 
and therefore receivers for such applications must be capable of simultaneous acquisition of 
large frequency bandwidth and 100% time coverage of the band of interest. The relative 
merits of various receivers have been compared in this section, and the following conclusion 
could be drawn.
The Superheterodyne receiver in scanning mode constitutes a conventional spectrum analyser 
and offers an unacceptable choice o f parameters. For example if F= 1 GHz and a fast sweep 
interval of T= 10 msec were chosen, then a minimum B= A f=  Vk= V(F/T) =  10 MHz which is 
generally unacceptable poor resolution of expected communication signals. Alternatively if a 
more appropriate resolution were chosen then the overall scan time would be too long. For 
example if  B= Af= VlO kHz (i.e. a few kHz), then the same formula predicts T in the order of 
100 seconds in order to cover the same range of 1 GHz. If  the system is implemented on a 
LEO satellite platform orbiting at a velocity of 7.5 km/s, in 100 seconds the satellite would 
have travelled by 750 km when the receiver completes the 1 GHz frequency scan. This 
receiver is simply too slow for the intended application of wideband spectrum monitoring! 
The IFM and Diode detection receiver are unsuitable because the IFM receiver can only 
handle one carrier at a time, and the latter does not have any frequency selection capability 
up-front, so it has essentially no frequency resolution. Both the Optical and Channelised 
receiver are inherently parallel processing devices, where by the incoming signals are 
analysed in separate “frequency bins”. Due to their physical complexity and large form-factor, 
both receiver types are not compatible with the mass, volume and power constraints of typical 
small satellite platform. With its right attributes, it seems that the compressive receiver is the 
natural candidate of choice for wideband spectrum surveillance.
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2.5 Implementing the system
A dominating aim of this research was to test the feasibility of mapping terrestrial radio 
emission ‘hotspots’. A constellation of low Earth orbiting satellites can make for an ideal 
platform for such a system. In analogy to Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) a satellite mounted 
antenna (pointing sideways and downwards) could be used to built up a two dimensional map 
within the receiving swath (which is either pointed to the left or right). A minimum of two 
satellites are required in the proposal, and each satellite 'fly' in their regular orbit without 
manoeuvring either themselves or their antennas. Appropriate receivers then tune into the 
radio environment in the frequency range of 1-2 GHz where samples are acquired, stored on­
board and subsequently downloaded to a ground-station for ‘off-line’ processing (and analysis) 
to create an electromagnetic map analogous to the optical picture of Figure 1.1.
In this proposal, the use of low gain antennas (10-16 dBi) give sufficiently wide spatial 
coverage on Earth and there will be no reliance on the antenna to confer high directivity for 
emitter geolocation by AOA measurement. For the proposed system, the most suitable emitter 
geolocation scheme seems to be the joint TDOA/FDOA technique. However in order that the 
scheme should work, some cooperation is required from the target. Basically it must be 
modulated and ideally there must be a quasi-noise like characteristic modulation. Also, two or 
more sources transmitting on the same carrier frequency must have arbitrarily different 
modulations so that no two targets at different locations can create spurious correlations. The 
wider the spectral width the narrower is the width o f the autocorrelation function. The 
narrower this function the sharper is the resolution along-track. A further requirement is that 
the transmitting sources should mostly be ‘on’ (i.e. such as communication or navigation type 
signals). Conventional radar signals with very small duty cycles (i.e. pulsed) are not suitable 
targets for the proposed system.
Expecting multiple targets within the receiving swath, and with possible re-use of their 
allocated frequencies, the proposed technique must therefore be able (1) to resolve multiple 
targets in arbitrary locations transmitting on the same frequency. It is also desired that the 
scheme be capable o f (2) maximising the along-track and across-track resolution (see Section 
4.3). By definition the receivers are not inherently placed to receive maximum signal strength 
from transmitting sources as the putative system is not expected to have high gain antennas.
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Thus (3) sensitivity in terms of signal to noise is a major concern and suitable technique must 
be use in order to enhance a signal’s detectablility. It seems that sufficient sensitivity can be 
achieved by applying the technique of post-detection averaging (see Section 3.4) on received 
signals. Essentially this concept is similar to the principle o f performing 'multiple-looks', 
which is commonly used in satellite altimetry and SAR signal processing to improve signal to 
noise ratio. A further possibility that is also considered is (4) to combine the joint 
TDOA/FDOA geolocation scheme with compressive Microscan spectrum analysers (see 
Section 5.2).
To simplify the study, it is mostly assumed that a frequency band has been pre-selected in 
which the target transmitter (legitimate or illegitimate) is expect to operate. It is then 
envisaged that a cueing receiver is used to monitor the radio spectrum and when a signal of 
interest is detected, an acquisition receiver is then configured and activated to sample that 
particular signal for a few seconds so that the geolocation map of the target can be constructed. 
As it turns out, the following system configuration seems to have the potential to meet all the 
requirements. As seen from Figure 3.4, we envisage two satellites orbit in a common plane at 
altitude typically of 600 km and separated by approximately 1000 km apart (each carrying 
identical payload and antenna). Their respective antennas are directed sideways (i.e. either to 
the right or the left), downwards and ‘squinted’ forwards and backwards respectively in order 
to cover roughly the same patch of Earth within a swath in the order o f 500 km by 300 km 
(defined roughly by antenna’s half power beam-width). Any one source on Earth which is 
more or less continually transmitting is then visible to both satellites while it lies within the 
common (overlapping) swath. With increasing time an 'imaging-swath' is constructed in the 
order of 500 km across-track (Figure 3.4) whereas its along-track coverage is limited only by 
available on-board memory and signal processing capabilities.
As will be shown in later chapters (see Section 3.2), the joint TDOA/FDOA mapping 
technique seems to fit the operational requirements very well. In its simplest form a 
continuous correlator will ‘pick-out’ only those signals which are near equidistant from the 
two satellites (using the TDOA principle) thereby locating targets in the along track direction. 
This processing can then be combined with Doppler difference tuning to select the across- 
track range to be analysed in accordance to the principle of FDOA. Basically the Doppler 
difference frequency varies inversely with the across-track range location. In principle, with
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the use of multiple parallel processing, it is then possible to simultaneously map out any given 
number of pixels across-track and as many pixels along-track for as long as the signal 
processing system is able to accumulate and process the data acquired.
In the course of practical work it became clear that the simplest approach outlined above was 
not sufficient to create a map with a controllable amount of signal processing. Further, a 
simple correlator which correlates the two signals only when there is equal time delay gives 
poor across-track resolution compared to the along track resolution. An idea suggested by 
Hodgart [96] was for the use o f a special ‘correlation sliding’ technique. This enables the 
signal processor to ‘ look’ for as long as desired (i.e. spotlight mode) at any transmitting 
targets so that the across-track resolution can be improved to the point that it matches the 
along-track resolution. This can be regarded as an extension of the ideas o f Griffin and Duck 
now applied to an LEO orbit. A second problem encountered is the quantity o f data that must 
be acquired in order to build the geolocation map in along-track. Here the problem was solved 
by an innovative idea which was to process the data in bursts with a ‘squint’ facility (see 
Section 4.4). Essentially a short block of data can be collected and then processed to look 
ahead and behind in along-track direction so as to build up the entire image. No references 
were found which exploit these principles.
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3.1 System Geometry (Modelling spherical geometry)
Essentially the proposal requires a constellation of two LEO satellite flying in a common 
orbital plane as shown in Figure 3.1. For a start, the model assumes that the satellites are polar 
orbiting and, to keep the analysis simple, the effects due to the eastward rotation of the planet 
are ignored (which could be easily included at a later stage).
z
Figure 3.1: Spherical geometry of the constellation
The study is made for a satellite tracking a non-rotating Earth passing over the equator at 0° 
longitude. Justification as far as signal processing is concerned is that at most only a few 
seconds worth of data is accumulated (see Section 3.3.3) from any one target, in which period
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the effect of Earth rotation does not affect the general principles of a first order analysis (as 
established in Section 4.6).
The satellite geometry needs to be defined in relation to a specific target. In Figure 3.2 we 
identify a nominal (or principle) target position lying in the Y-Z plane. The figure shows two 
satellites orbiting at a height h; we define Top Dead Centre (TDC) as the instance of time 
when satellite configuration is equidistant from a particular target. We can then generalise the 
notion of TDC with respect to any target position when the two satellites are equidistance to 
that target. The angular separation between the TDC point to either satellite is denoted by ys 
and the arc distance is d. The two satellites are thus separated by an angle of 2.ys (or 
equivalently an arc length of 2.d). The Earth's mean radius is taken to be 6378 km and is 
denoted by a. It is convenient at this point to define b= (a+h).
z
Figure 3.2: The X-Z plane of constellation
Assume an ideal polar orbit; let the Right Ascension o f  the Ascending Node (RAAN) be 0°,
which also defines the direction o f X axis (towards vernal equinox). In the figure the Z axis
points north and the Y axis completes the co-ordinate system. At time t= 0, the satellites are
located at;
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x  =  ± (a  +  h ).s \n (y s )
z  =  (a  +  h ).co s (ys )
where ys is the satellite anomaly angular separation and for a given orbital height h, the orbital 
period is;
From the diagram in Figure 3.2, the Angle o f  Advance 6=  Q.t denotes the orbital increment 
between the TDC point and an arbitrary reference along-track position (i.e. in this case 
coinciding with Z). In this notation, t is a reference time with respect to the TDC crossing 
point. By convention at t -  0 sec , the TDC point is aligned with the Z axis and 6 is zero. Thus 
the angle o f advance 6 is negative prior to TDC crossing, and becomes positive afterwards. 
The orbital velocity at an altitude o f h is;
(3.1)
where gearth- 3.986 xlO5 Km3/s2 is the gravitational constant of Earth, and the orbital angular 
velocity is;
0
(3.2)
v  -  r^ 'n ^9 +  h )  =. ( a  +  j / jQ  =  (k m /sqc) 
Tn0
(3.3)
and the ground-track velocity o f the sub-satellite point is;
0
(3.4)
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The target geometry projected over the Y-Z plane is as shown in Figure 3.3. The potential 
target is represented by a person making a mobile phone call at a particular across-track angle 
yr and at 90° longitude. In the figure yi and y? represents the minimum and maximum across- 
track angle (i.e. defining the system's monitoring swath) in which targets can be detected.
The slant range r is the distance from the TDC point to the target and is calculated from;
The proposal will only work if the detection swath is projected either to the left or right hand 
side o f the ground-track, as positioning ambiguity will arise if the swath is directly projected 
along the ground-track path. This is because in such situation targets to the left or right hand 
side o f the ground track will have identical slant-path range and Doppler profile, and thus 
cannot be correctly differentiated by the system. The parameter yn denotes the across-track 
angle to the horizon limit, and RH corresponds to the maximum slant-path range from a target 
located at the horizon to the TDC point given by;
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Figure 3.3: The Y-Z plane of constellation
(3.5)
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(3.6)
Rh =  ^(a  +  h)2 -  a 2 /cm (3.7)
Taking the centre o f the Earth as the origin, the main target at TDC is therefore located at 
Cartesian coordinate given by;
where yr is the target’s across-track arc angle (which maps to an arc length). A more general 
description of the target’s location (i.e. located prior/after TDC) is given by;
where Or is an along-track rotation angle.
In this proposal, the antenna on satellite 1 is angled to point backwards while the antenna on 
satellite 2 is angled to point forward; thus forming a swath area directly opposite the TDC 
point as shown in Figure 3.4. The actual receiving swath depends on the half-power beam 
width of the antennas installed on both satellites.
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y  =  a .sin(/r ) 
z — a. cos(/7)
(3.8a)
(3.8b)
(3.8c)
.v =  a.cos(yr ).sbi(Or ) 
y =  fl.sin(/7) 
z =  c/.cos(/7. ).cos(#T)
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
(3.9c)
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Satellite 2
Figure 3.4: The nominal constellation geometry
The nominal scenario used in the study assumes that the constellation is orbiting at an altitude 
of 600 km, and the angular separation ys is taken to be 5.3°, which then roughly translates to a 
separation (i.e. curved) distance d  o f 645 km. The reason for this particular choice of angular 
separation is given in section 3.2.2. At the instant o f TDC crossing, the (shortest) slant path 
range R„ from either satellite to a nominal target is;
R0 = y {a  + h )~ -2 .a .(a  + h\cos(yr ).cos(ys ) + a 2 bn  (3.10)
or equivalently (by substituting Equation 3.8c);
R0 = (a +  h)~ -  2 .z {a  + h\cos(ys. ) +  a 2 km (3.11)
In the nominal scenario, Ro corresponds to 1058 km. The time varying slant path range from 
both satellite 1 and satellite 2 to a target after the whole constellation has rotated by an angle 
0=  Q.t are as follows;
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(3.12a)
R2 = f  (a +  h)2 -  2 .z.(a +  h). cos(fl.t -  ys ) +  a 2 km (3.12b)
With the above time varying slant path lengths, the velocity component of both satellite 1 and 
satellite 2 are found by differentiating Rj and R2 respectively;
These component velocities are proportional to the respective Doppler shifts.
3.2 General principles
The general principle is that every potential target creates a unique signature in the following 
sense. At any time instant and with sufficiently accurate clocks, the satellites are in a known 
location. Then with respect to some generalised target point (i.e. identified by coordinates Or 
and y-i) on Earth, there are therefore two known ranges. It is not known in advance if  there is a 
signal at that point, nor is there any knowledge about the nature of that signal. However if a 
signal is present, then by using the principle o f correlation, the Time Difference o f  Arrival 
(TDOA) of such a signal is a determined quantity.
However this time delay difference is not unique to that location. Taking the simplest case for 
zero time delay difference, all potential transmitters lying on a great circle in the across-track 
direction that intersects the halfway point between the satellites will share an equal time delay 
to the two satellites as shown in Figure 3.5. For non-zero time delay difference, then there will 
be a modified hyperbolic curve. The first part o f this practical study looks to locate a target in 
the special case that the TDOA is zero.
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Figure 3.5: Lines of equal TDOA
From zero TDOA the along-track position o f a target can be determined but not its across- 
track location. To locate the target's across-track position, we then need to use the principle o f 
Frequency Difference o f  Arrival (FDOA). As both satellites are moving at 7.5 km/s (in Low 
Earth Orbit), thus there exists a Doppler shift in both receiving channels; the Doppler shift is 
positive approaching the target, zero when the satellite is opposite the target (nearest approach) 
and then negative afterwards. Less well appreciated is that with respect to two satellites, there 
is a range o f usable quasi-constant Doppler difference frequency which has a monotonic 
relation to the across-track range. A combination o f TDOA and FDOA then provides unique 
information for locating a specific target in a definite location.
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3.2.1 Time correlation to resolve Along-track range (TDOA)
The nature o f a mobile phone or navigation signal is continuous or quasi-continuous with 
finite bandwidth B created by either the speech or navigational information. For example, the 
signal transmitted from a GLOBALSTAR handset [97-99] has a bandwidth o f 1.25 MHz and 
the bandwidth for an IRIDIUM handset [100-102] is about 50 KHz. The autocorrelation of 
these signals is thus 0.8 psec and 20 psec respectively. These finite times determine the 
resolution with which the time differences can be measured. In principle the wider the 
bandwidth the more precisely can the along-track range be measured.
Consider a single target located at a nominal along-track range location at 0j= 0°. At t= 0 
second, the sub-satellite point o f TDC will be opposite the target. Assuming the nominal 
scenario illustrated in Figure 3.4, the graph in Figure 3.6 shows the time varying delay profile 
for a target located at across-track angle o f yf= 5.3° for earlier and later times. The centre of 
the profile indicates the TDC crossing point at instant t= 0 s.
0(t) (Deg)
Figure 3.6: Plot of instantaneous propagation delay for h- 600 km and ys= yr= 5.3°
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In the following elementary simulation example, the effects o f Doppler shift will be ignored 
to simplify explanation. The plot in Figure 3.7 shows that prior to TDC crossing, the 
propagation delay through path 1 is shorter than the delay through path 2. But observe that 
after TDC crossing, the delay through path 2 then becomes shorter than the delay through 
path 1. To visualise, consider the case when the leading satellite is physically closer to the 
target than the trailing satellite (i.e. prior to TDC crossing), the signal received via path 1 (i.e. 
b lue  lin e )  will then lead the signal received via path 2 (i.e. re d  lin e )  as illustrated in Figure 3.7.
S a te lli te  I
S a te ll i te  2
(a)
Figure 3.7: The target geometry prior to TDC crossing
In this simulation the target signal has been modelled as a real low-pass stochastic process. 
More formal definition is given from Section 4.1. At instances of time near TDC crossing, the 
two propagation paths are approximately the same. In this case, the originating signals will 
take approximately the same amount o f time to travel through their respective channels. As a 
result, the waveforms received via satellite 1 and satellite 2 overlap each other as shown in 
Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The target geometry at TDC
As the constellation advances in time, the target gets increasing closer to the trailing satellite. 
As a result, the propagation delay through path 2 becomes much shorter that the delay 
through path 1. The effect is such that the signal waveform received via path 2 will now lead 
the waveform received from path 1 as illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9: The target geometry after TDC crossing
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As explained from Section 3.3.1, a basic signal processing operation is to multiply 
simultaneous signals and perform filtering in real time. This is equivalent to a 'running 
correlation’ as represented by the diagram in Figure 3.10.
R(0
Figure 3.10: Schematic diagram of a running correlator
Equivalently, it computes a pass through the correlation function as discussed in Section 3.3.1 
and shown in Figure 3.11. The target's along-track range is located approximately at the 
region where the correlation magnitude is at a maximum.
x 10* Autocorrelation of Received Signal
1 1.5
Time sample, k
Figure 3.11: Time correlation profile to detemiine target's along-track range
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From Figure 3.6, it was shown that the propagation delay T/ is increasing with time /, while 
the delay T> is decreasing. Both satellites are acquiring signal information from the same 
transmitter but at different time delays (i.e. due to differences in propagation path lengths), 
and since T/ and z2 are moving in opposite directions in time, the filter estimates the time- 
varying correlation which peaks at time t= 0 sec.
With knowledge of the individual satellite’s position and also the actual time when the signals 
are acquired, the time correlation technique is able to determine the instances of TDC crossing, 
thereby identifying the along-track angle (i.e. location of the transmitter. In the next 
section, the technique to determine the target’s across-track range will be explained.
3.2.2 Differential Doppler tuning to resolve Across-track range (FDOA)
This proposal also exploits the physical phenomena of an apparent change in received 
frequency of an arriving wave (as observed by the two satellites in the constellation) in order 
to determine the across-track range of a target. As is well known, Doppler shift is due to the 
changing of distance between a transmitter and receiver. The actual Doppler shift can be 
expressed compactly as;
f Doppler (3.14)
Therefore, the Doppler frequencies experienced by both satellites are given by;
(3.15a)
(3.15b)
This shift in apparent frequency is related to a factor proportional to the velocity component 
of the satellite platform in the direction of the emitted wave. Consider the nominal system 
geometry (i.e. yg= 5.3°, a= 6378 km, h -  600 km, b= (a+h) ) and assuming a hypothetical
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transmitter (fc=  1 GHz) located along the 90° longitude at across-track angle y?= 5.3°. This 
nominal location angle matching the angular separation y$= 5.3° is also justified in section 
3.2.2. The apparent frequency appears to increase as the satellites move towards the emitting 
source, and reduces when moving away from it as exemplified by Figure 3.12.
x 104
Figure 3 .12: Doppler profile o f a target (ys= yr= 5 .3 “) transmitting at carrier frequency o ffc=  1 GHz
The shape of the ‘S’ curve varies with the elevation angle of the satellite (as seen from the 
transmitter) during a pass, the closer a satellite passes over the transmitter, the steeper the 
Doppler curve (see Figure 3.12). The maximum rate of change of Doppler shift would be 
experienced when a satellite passes directly over the transmission site (i.e. 90° elevation). The 
satellite would be at its closest to the transmission site at the centre of the Doppler curve (i.e. 
Time of Closest Approach ‘TCA ’). This point in time corresponds to the case where the 
transmitter is just directly opposite of the satellite as shown in Figure 3.13. The differential of 
the Doppler curve (i.e. rate of change of Doppler frequency) has been used in other work for 
the determination of the distance between the sub-satellite point to the transmitter during TCA. 
When the distance is large, the rate of change of Doppler is slow, and when the distance is 
small, the rate of change of Doppler would be very fast. However this option is not available
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to this study because it requires specific demodulation of the received signal in order to track 
the apparent change in frequency.
| Satellite !
I Track ;
j J i .  J ,  |
i Solution A ( A : \ ( B ) Solution B .
T ; ^  iI Position of 
I satellite at TCA iM -------------------- ►
Distance from satellite . Distance from satellite j
track derived from shape ‘ track derived from shape 
of Doppler curve I of Doppler curve
Figure 3.13 : Positional ambiguity o f Doppler geolocation technique
Doppler geolocation method gives two possible solutions to the actual position of a 
transmitter as the system cannot differentiate if the transmission originates from either the left 
or right side of a ground track. This occurs because any two transmission sites opposite to 
each other (i.e. see Figure 3.13) will have equal propagation path length, hence the positional 
ambiguity. Thus, this proposal only works if the swath is cast either to the left or right hand 
side of the ground track so that positional ambiguity can be resolved.
The central ideal in this proposal is to use the difference in Doppler frequencies beat which 
exists between the two received signal waveforms to resolve the target’s across-track range. 
The difference in frequencies is given by;
/ a(0 = / iW - / 2(0
- ( v , 0 - v ! ( r » A
C
sin(Q.Z +  ys ) sin(Q ./~ys n  z.v.f0
(3.16)
R,
The following plot in Figure 3.14 shows the time varying Doppler difference frequency plot.
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0(0  (Deg)
Figure 3.14 : Time varying Doppler difference frequency o f a target (ys=  yj-= 5 .3”). carrier frequency f c=  1 GHz
At the instant of TDC crossing, t= 0 and slant path R/= R2=  R(>. Substituting z = a.co s(/r ) 
from Equation (3.8c) into Equation (3.16), the Doppler difference frequency at TDC is thus;
/ a(0)=
S in (a (0 )  + ys) s in (n .(0 ) -  ys ) ] axos{y, ) v ./ 0
Ro Ro
(■ I \ I \\ / 0.a .v .c°s(/7.)
=  (s ,n (r.v) -  S in (-  ys )). - 5 ------ -
C .R  o
^ 2 . /0 .a.v. sin (/s. ). cos( / , )
C.Rr,
(3.17)
This maximum difference frequency is a monotonic function of the across-track angle. 
Therefore, the target’s across-track angle yj can be estimated by measuring the Doppler 
difference frequency between the two signal waveforms during TDC. In the broad peak range 
this Doppler difference frequency has a stationary value; Figure 3.15 shows how this 
frequency varies with target's across-track angle. For example assuming a transmission a t^ =  
1 GHz, then a Doppler difference frequency 27,936 Hz corresponds to a target located at
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across-track angle of 5.3°. Essentially it shows the selectivity of Doppler difference 
frequency to the across-track ranges.
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Co-latitude of target vs Doppler difference frequency
Across-track angle of target, yr (Deg)
Figure 3.15: A plot o f target's across-track angle vs Doppler difference frequency
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3.3 Mathematical Analysis
A  signal monitoring system should be able to make measurement on a generalised radio 
frequency environment with multiple sources distributed arbitrarily along the receiving swath 
area. The signals will usually be modulated, and not generally maintaining a constant 
amplitudes in the direction of the satellite. Apart from modulation imposed amplitude 
variations, there will also be substantial changes in the received power level as a result of the 
gain pattern of the transmitting antenna. In general, we have to assume that the bore-sight of 
any transmitting site will not be pointed directly towards the surveying satellite. Thus it is not 
possible to use or rely on observing a power maximum in the reception of any one transmitter 
in order to characterise the source. Geolocation therefore cannot be achieved from observable 
amplitude change in received signals. The system must be able to resolve two or more sources 
that are transmitting in the same frequency and located sufficiently separated from each other. 
There will inevitably be mutual interference between such transmitters, and the system must 
also be able to distinguish and resolve each source correctly.
This resolution is not expected to be achieved from the directionality of the antennas on the 
satellite. We are considering low gain antennas looking at many hundreds of kilometres 
across-track and hundreds of kilometres along-track. Thus, some other method of 
meaningfully resolving and locating individual transmitters is required. We have identified 
the well-known principles of Time Difference o f Arrival (TDOA) and Frequency Difference 
o f Arrival (FDOA). Together they should be able to locate one or many targets in the 
receiving swath. The aim here is to sketch out some of the general processing principles with 
the objective of proving feasibility. The particular aspects to be addressed are;
1) Linearity- the system must be able to resolve and separate any number of different targets.
2) Resolution- within how many metres or hundreds of metres can one target be 
discriminated.
3) Sensitivity- the signals are not being cooperatively directed to our receiving antennas (and 
in the limit may be just terrestrial traffic not directed into space), then is the method still 
capable of monitoring such signals?
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3.3.1 Geometry
The diagram in Figure 3 .16 illustrates the geometry used in the analysis. A simpler approach 
is to assume that the two satellites are stationary; also envisage that the target is at a moving 
location x  and crosses the line that corresponds to the nearest approach to TDC at t= 0. Thus 
the distance x =  - u  t. where u is the ground-track velocity.
Satellite 2
Figure 3.16 : Geometry o f static satellite constellation and rotating Earth
A linear processing system is required to be selective to different frequency and spatial cell in 
the swath area. The transmitted signal can be modelled as;
Sr ( /)=  A(t\exp(j co0t +  j<f>(t)) (3.18)
where A(t) and <j>(t) are arbitrary amplitude and phase with respect to the output transmitted 
power; or equivalently in complex form (ignoring the arbitrary phase term);
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Sr (t) =  A(t).exp(jd)0t) (3.19)
The two satellites will see the same signal source at two different time delays if and when the 
ranges Rj and R3 are not the same. In general, the propagation path Ri is longer than R2 prior 
to TDC crossing, and path R2 becomes longer than Ri after TDC crossing. In principle, the 
original transmission will be received by both satellites at two different time delays 
corresponding to Equation (3.20a) and (3.20b) respectively;
T (>)=
R,(l)
c  (3.20a)
r,(() = M )
c (3.20b)
Therefore the time-delayed versions of the transmitted signals that the two satellites will 
receive are;
S«, (/) =  Sr (/ - r ,  (/)) =  g, (/) .A (/-r , (tj).exp(jo)0t -  j a 0Tl (tj) (3.21a)
Sk2 (f) =  S., (t -  r 2 (tj) =  g 2 (t)A(t -  t 2 (it)).exp(jco0t -  jco0r 2 (tj) (3.21 b)
where gi(t) and g 2(t) are the time dependent gain factors accounting for the power received in 
each of the respective satellites. Repeating Equation (3.13), the leading satellite’s velocity 
along the Ri vector and the trailing satellite’s velocity along the R2 vector are as follows;
=  (3.22a)
/ \ z.s\n(Q..t -  y A v
v-(/)= \ ( f )  (3-22b)
where Q. is the angular velocity and v is the orbital velocity.
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The apparent frequencies of the signals in both of the receiving paths are obtained by 
differentiating the angular terms of (3.21a) and (3.21 b) associated with the carrier.
W dr, v. (/).ryn_________________________________________________=  O)0 -  a?0 —4  =  coQ ——  (3.23a)dt c
vJt).co0
=  a)0 -o )0 — ^  =  co0 — — (3. 23b)  
dt c
Equation (3.23b) can then be subtracted from (3.23a) to yield a differential Doppler frequency 
coa term that exists between the two receiving channels;
(0  =  (0-  *>2(0 =  (/) -  v2 (/))x C^~  (3.24)c
The aim within the analysing receiver is somehow to estimate the time delay difference -  
t2 as in Equation (3.20) and also estimate the frequency difference col -  co2 as expressed in
Equation (3.24) from the complex signals with the aim of locating the target. The method 
must also generalise to cope with two or more sources transmitting simultaneously on the 
same (or close) carrier frequency but from different locations. Consider first multiplying SRI(t) 
by the complex conjugate of SR2(t) as below;
p (0  =  S „ ,(4 s ; 2(0  (3.25)
from (3.21a) and (3.21b)
P W =  g\ W &2 ( 4 A(f -  T\ ( O K  (/ -  t2 (/j). exp (ja)0T2 (/) -  jo)0r x (/)) (3.26)
Now assume that the location process is confined over a short region of time ?, then the above 
can be approximated as;
P(0 =  Si (f } g 2 {i)M ? ~*j ( t - r 2 (/)).exp(ja>2t -  jcoxt +  j</>A ) (3.27)
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where <x>2-co\- coa and <J>a is an arbitrary phase rotation, thus;
p(t) =  gi ( f }g 2 (?)A(' -  T\ W )A * (f -  t 2 M )e*p (/«V  +  j<j>A) (3.28)
The aim is now to integrate p(t) over a region of time in order to test its correlation (expected 
to be finite when the difference between r7 and r2 lies within the autocorrelation function
width). Before this can be done it is necessary to ‘tune out' or compensate for the differential 
Doppler shift term. We apply a trial differential Doppler term to (3.28) with the aim of 
selecting the actual Doppler frequency.
C(0 = exp(/<V  + J 'k ) (3-29)
where <% is the trial Doppler term and is an arbitrary constant introduced by the initial 
phase angle of a tuning receiver, thus the output will be;
p(h=p(hc ‘(h=s C)s*2 (r).c* (?) (3.30)
substituting Equations (3.28), (3.29) into (3.30) gives;
{()g2 (0A(f ~ (0)A+ ~ t 2 (0)exp(/a>A/ -  j c o j  +  ) (3 .31)
Using Equation (3.31) we now apply an integration over a region of time then essentially we 
have created a version of the famous ambiguity function [84, 91];
I-All 2
where At is the choice of correlation interval. This time can be shown typically to be in the 
order of tens of milliseconds (see Section 3.3.2). In this short time interval the gain variations 
can be disregarded. As numerical tests confirm we do get a significant correlation only for
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T2 and c o c o a. In this case, the value of ^A is unimportant, it just simply introduces a constant
phase offset and will have no effect to the over all signal processing.
Alternatively Equations (3.32) can be written in another way. Instead of describing Doppler 
shifted carriers one can just implicitly acknowledge the actual time variation of the two delays. 
From Figure 3.6, it can be seen that the time delay in tj is increasing, and the delay of t2 is 
decreasing (i.e. for instances after TDC crossing). Since tj and t2 are moving in opposite 
directions in time, the ambiguity function becomes a sliding correlation m easurem ent.
For a single source, this basic ambiguity function is a two-dimensional peaked distribution
across-track resolution. Significant correlation only exist when the difference \tj-t2\ <  At/2 , 
where Ar is the width of the autocorrelation function. In Equation (3.33), At (i.e. window time) 
is the corresponding duration in real time for which the following condition applies;
As will be shown later, this time At is insufficient to establish sufficient across-track 
resolution, requiring a fundamental modification.
(3.33)
i-At/2
with a width in / which maps to an along-track resolution, and a width in cbA which maps to
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3.3.2 Along-track range resolution
Assuming that the system is picking up a signal of bandwidth B Hz, then the ability to resolve 
the target's along-track range is fundamentally governed by its equivalent signal correlation 
width;
Ar =  — (3.35)
B
For a GLOBALSTAR type spread spectrum signal of bandwidth B~ 1.25 MHz. the 
correlation width Ar is thus 0.8 ps. To illustrate, Figure 3.17 shows two arrows representing 
the propagation length of path 1 and path 2 (i.e. R/ and R2) respectively. Since the correlation 
width of GLOBALSTAR type signal is Ar= 0.8 ps, therefore the signals from the two 
receiving channels remains correlated if the difference in path length AR is shorter than A rxc=  
240 m.
R,
A  R
Signals start losing correlation if  
differences in path length get 
larger than 240m\
Figure 3.17 : Difference in propagation path length R, and R:
However, the along-track range resolution can be defined as a distance-wise displacement in 
the along-track direction for which the difference in propagation delay (i.e. r/ - t2) 
accumulates to greater than Ar. The task now is to convert (3.35) to an equivalent shift in the 
along track direction Ar representing the along-track range uncertainty. Thus from Equation 
(3.12) and using 0= Q.t\
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Rx = {a  +  l i f  - l.aici +  h).co s(/r ).cos(<9 +  ys ) + a 2 (3.36a)
Rl ~  [a +  l i f  -  2.a.(a +  /7).cos(/r ).cos(6l ~ y s ) + o 2 (3.36b)
In order to determine the rate at which the signals in the two paths drifts out of correlation, we
need to determine the rate of change of the slant path Rj and R2 with respect to the orbital
increment 0.
At the instant of TDC crossing P= 0, slant path Ri~ R2=  Ro and also ARi= -AR2. It is easily 
shown that the total differential time delay is;
_  &R\ ~ N R 2 _  2 .o A s in (ys ). co s ( / 7.). A <9
Essentially Equation (3.37) establishes that the rotation of the satellite constellation in A6 
creates a delay difference of Ar. Equivalently, envisage a static satellite constellation and a 
rotating Earth, for any given across-track angle yr, the target displacement in the x  direction 
(as shown in Figure 3.18) is;
Ax =  a .cos(/r ).A6> (3.38)
where Ax is the equivalent along-track displacement required to realise a delay difference Ar.
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Z
X
Y
Figure 3.18: Geometry o f target’s along-track displacement Ax as a result o f an orbital increment AO 
equating (3.37) with (3.35) and then substituting (3.38);
rearranging Equation (3.39) and substituting Equation (3.10) for /?0> and given b= (a +h ) then 
yields the following expression for the along-track range resolution;
Continuing with an example of GLOBALSTAR type signal at across-track angle yr =  5.3°; by 
using the nominal system geometry (i.e. ys= 5.3°, a= 6378 km, h= 600 km, 6= (a+h), c=  
3x10sm/s), the along-track range resolution Ax calculates to approximately 200 m. The figure 
of yf= 5.3° is justified in the next section in terms of minimising the data needed to achieve an 
equivalent across-track resolution.
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Assuming that the orbital velocity v= 7.5 km/s and equivalently the ground track velocity u-  
6.9 bn/s, the time (i.e. real-time in orbit) which the two signal waveforms will remain 
correlated (i.e. correlation time Af) is therefore At= Ax/u «  28.6 msec. After which the 
difference in path length AR builds up to greater than 240 m and the signals in the two 
channels start to decorrelate. Essentially the along-track range resolution depends solely on 
the signal’s bandwidth, the larger the transmission bandwidth, the better we can resolve the 
along-track range.
3.3.3 Across-track range resolution
The across-track range resolution can be thought of as a distance-wise measurement; the 
ability to distinguish individual transmitters that might be located very closely to each other in 
the across-track direction. The aim is to find the amount by which the target can move 
northward/southward in an angular shift Ayr and cause a change Afi in the Doppler difference 
frequency where Afd is the resolution limit that determines the across-track range resolution. 
Recalling from Section 3.2 and substituting Equation (3.3) into (3.17) yields Doppler 
difference frequency;
The first objective is then to find the change in Doppler difference frequency for a target (i.e. 
located along the 90° longitude) which has shifted from an initial across-track angle yT to a 
new position yr+Ayr as shown in Figure 3.19.
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z
Figure 3.19 : Geometry o f  target's across-track displacement Ay-r
From the diagram, it can be seen that a rotation of Ayr in the across-track direction 
immediately alters the range Ro and consequently also the Doppler difference frequency of 
Equation (3.41). Thus it is essential to determine the resultant change in Doppler difference 
frequency for any given change in R() and y-/. Therefore;
2.a.bn. sin (/s. \ f0 cos(yr )
x A
R,o y
2.aA Q .sin(/v j f 0 (  R0.s\n(r, \Ayr +  co s(/7 ) a R0
(3.42)
de­
differentiating Equation (3.10) with respect to yr yields;
=  aJj.s\n(yr ).cos(/v ).A/7 43)
d0
substituting Equation (3.43) back into Equation (3.42) gives;
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2 .q i).n .s in (y i.).sin(^, ) . /Q f   ^ a j , .c 0 s(y.r ) .c0 s ( r s ) \ . ( 3 M )
c-K I Rl j
Now that we have determined the resulting chance in the Doppler difference frequency for 
any given amount of across-track displacement Ayr, the problem is then how to interpret and 
use this formula in a sensible manner.
The ability to resolve the target’s across-track range is fundamentally governed by the 
Uncertainty principle', where by the Doppler frequency resolution A/a corresponds to the 
inverse of the observation time At, which the signals in the two receiving channels remained 
correlated.
A t =  A -  (3.45)
A/a
During this time, the sub-satellite point would have moved over the Earth’s surface by a 
distance of;
AX= it.At (3.46)
thus
A/a =  —  =  —  (3.47)
A At AX v '
The physical displacement of a target with a change in yrhas to be a rotation on the Earth’s 
surface (i.e. in across-track direction), which shall be defined here as the across-track range 
resolution A<f;
A£ =  a.Ayr (3.48)
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A good way of expressing the across-track resolution (as suggested by Hodgart [103]) is to 
think in terms of how much distance AX the sub-satellite point has to move in along-track to 
realise a particular across-track resolution A £ The relationship between the across-track range 
resolution A£ and the necessary displacement along-track AX is given by the following 
expression when substituting Equation (3.47) into Equation (3.44) yielding;
n3
A£.AX = -------------. ,  >. x 7—  f- . 7 (3. 49)
2 ./0.6.sin(yJ.sin(y7.) (R0 +a.b.cos(yT).cos(ys))
also since from (3.11)
R0 =  {a2 +  b 2 -2 .a A co s(y 7 ).cos(/s ))/2
thus;
Ag.AX = ------------- f F r
2 ./0A sin ® ).:
(3.50)
This formulation says effectively what is the necessary distance along track AX over which 
data must be collected in order to realise a certain required across track resolution A £ It 
establishes a definite optimal geometry, which minimises the amount of data to be collected. 
For Earth radius ‘a’, orbital height IT  (giving orbital radius ‘Zf ) and a given centre frequency 
‘/c ’; then substitution of trial values of ys and yr finds that minimum AC AX is given when ys= 
yr and that the optimal separation increases with orbital height summarised by Table 3.1 
below (tabulated by assu m in g^ 1 GHz).
Orbital height, h (km) Optimum separation, ys=  yr  (°)
500 4.4
600 5.3
700 6.0
1000 8.7
Table 3.1 : Optimum separation )>•/■ for a given orbital height h
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From this table we have identified a nominal (optimal) system scenario (i.e. ys= yj=  5.3°, a= 
6378 km, h— 600 Ian, c=  3x10s m/s, u= 6.9 xlO3 m/s). The separation angle between both 
satellite to the TDC point shall be fixed at ys= 5.3° in the analysis. We now need to test the 
effect of varying yr in the swath width, the target’s across-track angle were computed from 
yy= 1.3° to 9.3° (incrementing in 1° steps). The aim is to determine with varying yr, the 
amount of along-track rotation AX  that would be needed to achieve an across-track range 
resolution of A8= 200 m (i.e. matching the along-track resolution Ax). Using Equation (3.50) 
and (3.46), the along-track rotation AX  and its corresponding observation time At to realises 
Af= 200 m are tabulated in Table 3.2. Figure 3.20 illustrates the results of the same analysis in 
the form of a graph over a much extended range of yr =  1.3° to 20.3°.
vs(°) 7t (°) A£AX (m 2) A£= Ax (m) AX- u. At (m) At (sec)
5.3 1.3° 968193.83 200 4840.969 0.701
5.3 2.3° 600097.42 200 3000.487 0.434
5.3 3.3° 477710.41 200 2388.552 0.346
5.3 4.3° 431613.97 200 2158.07 0.312
5.3 5.3° 420652.77 200 2103.264 0.304
5.3 6.3° 437905.39 200 2189.527 0.317
5.3 7.3° 453260.05 200 2266.3 0.328
5.3 8.3° 486982.22 200 2434.911 0.352
5.3 9.3° 529365.14 200 2646.826 0.383
Table 3.2 : Required along-track rotation AX  and the corresponding observation lime for A£= 200 m
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Table 3.2 showed that the minimum across-track range rotation AA- 2103.264 m (i.e. row in 
red) could be achieved when ys— yi= 5.3°. This could be better represented by the diagram in 
Figure 3.20 which illustrates the turning point (minimal) occurring at yf= 5.3°. Thus, an 
optimum geometry is defined by ys= yr and this optimum case shall be considered throughout 
the study.
The analysis to this point reveals a fundamental difficulty. Expressed in terms of the 
GLOBALSTAR parameters, we showed that the window At over which the delay difference 
Arstays within the autocorrelation width of 0.8 psec is limited to 28.6 msec and will deliver 
an along-track resolution of approx 200 m. However, our argument for finding an equivalent 
across track resolution (i.e. for A<*= A x* 200 m) has found that data must be collected over 
more than ten times this amount with At* 304 msec (see Table 3.2). An implementation 
according to the ambiguity function extending At to this amount will not work because in 
most of that observation interval, the time delay difference is outside the correlation width. A 
basic modification to the ambiguity function is called for which extends the available signal 
correlation time through a process known as Secondary correlation (see Section 4.2.4). This 
method enables us to find further continuously running blocks of correlated samples in order 
to realise the required Doppler resolution for improved across-track resolution.
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3.4 Post-detection integration
In this study, we first confine the investigation to geolocating signals emitted from satellite 
mobile handsets since their signals are intentionally radiated into space; thus making them a 
good target to start with. In the case of terrestrial mobile (i.e. cellular network such as GSM, 
PCN, UMTS, etc.), the handsets are designed to transmit with only sufficient power levels to 
communicate with base-stations so as to minimise interferences and also prolong battery life. 
Clearly, such transmitters are not designed to radiate signals into space. Their antennas are 
patterned with maximum gain at low elevation angles in order to communicate with base- 
stations mounted on roof-tops or pylons. A monitoring system at low earth orbit is clearly at 
far greater distances (i.e. 500-1000 km) as compared to a few or tens of kilometres from 
terrestrial base-stations. Therefore, with conventional means, such signals might not be so 
easily detectable.
Where in the case of satellite mobile systems (i.e. IRIDIUM, GLOBALSTAR etc, see 
Appendix 3.1), with broad antenna directivity (omni-directional), the signals are designed to 
be radiated into space for communication with orbiting satellites. Signals from such handsets 
are therefore more readily detectable as compared to those from terrestrial mobiles. For some 
of the time, the monitoring satellites are at the same order of distance to those 
designated/official receiving satellites and also at comparable received power levels. But even 
in such optimistic cases, anticipating the lack of proper codes for demodulation, there will still 
be significant problem when attempting to detect the signals. The proposed system therefore 
must be capable of detecting and geolocating unco-operative sources without having to resort 
to performing signal demodulation.
In modern SIGINT satellites [18, 29, 30, 63], the high receiver sensitivity is typically 
achieved through the use of very large deployable antenna structures, some spanning over 
10~100’s of metre in diameter [18]. The use of such high gain antenna would be impractical 
in the context of a small satellite mission. Realistically, each satellite must cany an antenna 
which could be physically accommodated by the small-satellite platform. The volumetric 
constraints of a small satellite platform would mean that the size of the antenna should not 
exceed the form-factor of the satellite’s physical structure.
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Taking a conservative approach, the study assumes that both satellites in the proposed system 
carry a 0.9 m long helical antenna (typically- 16dBi see Appendix 3.2) to provide the 
directionality for signal reception. It would be appropriate to consider the typical link budgets 
of such low power transmitters to have a better understanding of the level of system 
sensitivity that would be required. Here we shall focus on the link budget analysis of 
IRIDIUM and GLOBALSTAR handsets without elaborating on their respective system and 
operating principles (which is beyond the scope of the present thesis see references [104, 105] 
for a more in-depth treatment). For a more realistic analysis, it is assumed that the antenna on 
each intercepting satellite have a bore-sight gain of Gr-  16 dBi ( -  40x), receiver’s system 
noise temperature of Tsys~  324 °K, atmospheric/system loss of 2 dB (see Appendix 3.3) and 
also the worst case satellite to target separation distance of 1058 Jan.
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3.4.1 Link budget of IRIDIUM [100, 101, 104, 106-108]
The signal parameters for the IRIDIUM satellite mobile handsets [104, 109, 110] are as 
follows;
Multiple Access scheme: TDMA-FDMA 
Range of TX frequency: 1616-1626.5 MHz 
Average wavelength, X - 0.1850 m 
Average EIRP: -1.9dBW (-0 .6457 W)
Signal Bandwidth, Bt=  50 kHz.
The power density and received power at each of the receiving satellite (assume worst case 
distance 1058 km) away are;
Realistic system noise temperature ~  324 °K
Power density, /=  0.6457 / (1 .6 )x 4 tex(1 0 5 8 x 103)2=  2.87*1 (T14 W/m2
Received Power, PR=  lxG rxl2/4ji= 3.11*1 O'15 W
The noise power in the resolution bandwidth of 50 KHz is; 
k.Tsys.Bf=  (1 .38xl0 '23)x324x(50x 103)=  2.24*10’16 W 
Therefore typical input SNR ratio at the input of satellite is;
SNRur 10 logio(PR/kTsBT)= 10 log,0(3.1 1x 1 0 '15/2 .2 4 x 1 0 '16) « 11.4 dB
IRIDIUM handsets uses TDMA scheme for channel sharing, figures from available literatures 
[100, 104, 109] suggests a duty cycle of 9.6%. Thus the actual number o f ‘ looks’ available is 
much reduced as such TDMA transmitters are inactive for 90.4% of the time. The effective 
number of ‘looks’ available must thus be scaled by a factor of 0.096, and the effect is such 
that the SNRm will be degraded.
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3.4.2 Link budget of GLOBALSTAR [97, 98,111]
The signal parameters for the GLOBALSTAR satellite mobile handsets [99, 104] are as 
follows;
Multiply Access scheme: FDMA-CDMA 
Range of TX frequency: 1610-1626.5 MHz 
Average wavelength, X= 0.1853 m 
Average EIRP: -7.3 dBW (-0 .1862 W)
Spread bandwidth= Signal Bandwidth, Bt: 1.25MHz
The power density and received power at each of the receiving satellite (assume worst case 
distance 1058 km) away are;
Realistic system noise temperature -  324 °K
Power density, / =  0.1862/(1 .6)x4tix(1058x103)2=  8.273*10'15 W/m2
Received Power, .Pr=  IxGi'x/2/4ti= 9.04*10'16 W
The noise power in the transmission bandwidth of 1.25 MHz is; 
f(.Tsys.Bf=  (1 .38xl0 ‘23)x324x(1.25xl06)=  5.59*1075 W
Therefore the input SNR ratio at the input of satellite is;
SNRiu=  10 logio(PR/kTsBT)= 10 log inf9 .0 4 x  1 ( r 16/5 .5 9 x  1Q~15) g -7.91 dB
The analysis shows that the input signal to noise ratio SNR\n for GLOBALSTAR type uplink 
signals are approximately -7.91 dB below noise, and such transmissions would be very 
difficult to detect by conventional means. The very low received SNRin is a direct 
consequence of the -1 .25  MHz spreading bandwidth used in CDMA communication systems. 
Therefore, to detect weak signals, the system must explore the possible use of signal 
processing technique to achieve the required sensitivity.
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3.4.3 Enhancing signal’s  detectablility
The difficulties of detecting low powered transmitters are immediately seen in these less than 
optimistic link budgets analysis. The analysis showed that reception is impossible when using 
conventional receiver with the usual intention of demodulating the signals. But if the intention 
is just to detect the presence of signals rather than to demodulate them, then we can use Post- 
Detection Integration (PDI) technique to increase greatly the sensitivity of the detection 
system such that it is even possible to detect weak signals that are buried in noise. Effectively 
this is the principle used in scatterometry and incoherent radar systems where the receiver 
takes multiple ‘looks’ at the target and integrates the result [112]. Necessarily all modulation 
information is lost in the process.
With access to the CDMA codes of GLOBALSTAR, the output signal to noise can obviously 
be enhanced (as is necessarily done for that system by its users). However the argument here 
is that (1) we should not seek to invade privacy/security of this system (or any other 
communication system) by decoding the traffic and (2) it might not be a GLOBALSTAR 
signal in practice (i.e. some other unknown source). All our system ‘knows’ is that there may 
be a source of radio frequency emission with a particular characteristic frequency and 
bandwidth and is seeking to locate it (or them). The argument here is that all R.F sources are 
to be treated as ‘noise-like’ and their confidentiality preserved. The geo-locating system is 
concerned only to map the electromagnetic world in terms of frequency usage and location. 
This basic objective is met and privacy preserved at the same time with post-detection 
integration technique.
Consider the generate scheme in Figure 3.21, the two complex signals Si(t) and S 2(t) are 
multiplied in a conjugate mixing operation before performing Doppler tuning to remove the 
differential frequency between the two receiving channels.
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Figure 3.21 : Conjugate multiplication and Doppler frequency tuning prior to time averaging process
The ambiguity function plot is then created by low pass filtering the discrete samples V/, 
V 2, . . .  V i  which are the product of the two signal processes S\(f) and S2(t) (i.e. after Doppler 
tuning) sampled at discrete time. With discrete samples, the equivalent of low pass filtering is 
to average all correlating samples to obtain the time average sequence Wj, W2, ... Wk.
Assuming that S\(f)= S2(t) are voltage signals, then Vj, V2, ••• V, are all samples of power 
measurements. This implies that the average value of v(t) corresponds to the average power of 
the input process before detection given by;
<v(f)> =  (S g i) )  =  (S i  (;)> =  P watts (3.51)
The nominal scatter (i.e. or o -  standard deviation) on each sample V is also P watts. In order 
to reduce the magnitude of the scatter, V  correlated samples are averaged and for square law 
detection (Elachi [112]), the standard deviation (or scatter) reduces to;
P
<r„ =  —f— watts (3.52)
V/7
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Assuming that the signals in the two receiving paths remained correlated for an interval of At 
(i.e. signal correlation time) and if the data are sampled at every interval of Ts, then the literal 
number of looks IT  available while the signals remained correlated is;
n = f  (3*53)
Again following Elachi’s formulation which assumes “correlated noise” in both receiving 
channels, the processing signal to noise ratio (SNRolll) for a given input signal to noise ratio 
(SNR-,„) is then;
SNR0III =
1 +
SNR
+
in  )
\ 2 (3.54)
SNR*
However in practice, the thermal noise should be largely independent when comparing one 
receiver with the other since they are placed in two different satellites 1000’s of km apart. 
Thus, the internally generated thermal noise in the two receivers must be uncorrelated. 
Although the antenna on each of the satellite are notionally looking at the same patch of Earth, 
however the time delay for the two receiving paths are different in general and that could 
imply that the external noise received (i.e. Earth noise) will likely be quite uncorrelated. With 
uncorrelated noise source, Hodgart’s analysis [103] suggests that processing signal to noise 
improves with the case of dual-channel receiver implementation. The processing signal to 
noise ratio for the case of “uncorrelated noise” is given by;
SNRM = T
1 +
SNRin 2.SNR2
(3.55)
Figure 3.22 shows the plot of the normalised processing output signal to noise (SNRoul) versus 
a range of input signal to noise (SNRn,) for both Elachi’s and Hodgart’s formulation.
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Normalised SNRoutvs SNR(n
101ogl0(/ )
Figure 3.22: Post-Detection Integration (normalised Input SNR„, vs processing SNR.,,,,)
From the graph, it was shown that not much is gained by having higher input signal to noise 
ratios. As even in the case of (i.e. less optimistic) Elachi's formulation; with SNRm=  10 dB, 
then SNR<mfz -0.9 dB which means that the power measurement is within 0.9dB (or -10% ) of 
the best possible value assuming the complete absences of thermal noise.
Now as an example, consider the case where by the signals are sampled at a rate of f s -  1.25 
MHz which also corresponds to a sampling time of Ts=  0.8 psec. If the system is picking up 
GLOBALSTAR type signals with bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, then from Section 3.3.2 (Equation 
3.40), the duration which the signals in the two receiving paths remained correlated is 
approximately At= 28.6msec. Then the number of looks available while the signals remained 
correlated is;
n =  —  =  2 8 ,6x10  = 35,750 looks (3.56)
T 0.8x10 6
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The argument above assumes basic primary correlation for GLOBALSTAR signals. Next 
assuming uncorrelated noise, Equation (3.55) is then used to determine the processing signal 
to noise ratio SNRmit of the GLOBALSTAR signal; with SNRi„~ 0.162 (i.e. -7.91 dB) and n=  
35,750 looks.
35  7 5 0
SNRolll — -z—   ^  «1363 =  10 log10 (l 363) «  31 .3dB (3.57)
i + _ J _  + — !— _ 
v 0.162 2.(0.162)2 ,
Therefore with 35,750 looks, the calculation showed that the equivalent processing signal to 
noise ratio SNRou, ~  31.3 dB can be achieved even with a low input signal to noise of -7.91 dB. 
Both Stein [84] and Haworth [86] suggests that the minimum required signal to noise ratio for 
the peak of the ambiguity function to be distinctively identified is in the order of 10-20 dB. 
This suggests that the right order of integration can be achieved. In short, with post-detection 
integration technique, the output signal to noise is proportional to the numbers of samples 
available for time averaging. By increasing the available signal correlation time At, the more 
number of looks we will have for a given sampling time Ts and the system will get 
increasingly sensitive. In theory given enough looks n, any radio source could be detected 
however small the input SNRin. In the context of satellite surveillance and given enough 
processing power any one target signal could be integrated over the entire time that it lies 
within the beam defined swath of each satellite.
It is also of interest to determine the absolute minimum input signal to noise ratio which the 
post-detection integration technique can handle. Assuming that the minimum acceptable 
SNRollt for proper evaluation of ambiguity function is 10 dB and maximum integration time is 
limited to 40 second (i.e. time target remained in swath); then the approximate required SNRj„ 
for both Elachi and Hodgarf s formulation are as follows;
Number of looks in 40 seconds;
40 o
n =  =  50 x 106 looks (3.58)
0 .8 /i?
Using Elachi’s formulation (Equation 3.54), the minimum required SNRin is;
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g 6 .3 2 x 1 0~4 « - 3 2 dB
50 x 10
(3.59)
Whereas from Hodgart’s formulation (Equation 3.55), the minimum required SNRin is;
The results from the above evaluation are highly encouraging, as it seems probable that the 
system could detect terrestrial mobile signals with extended integration time (see section 4.3.1 
for analysis). Essentially, the proposed system acts as a radiation monitoring device and with 
post-detection integration, it can find signals when the actual input signal to noise ratio is well 
below unity. The effects of the enhanced sensitivity are observed and verified in the 
simulation work (which will be presented in the ensuing chapter), and it seems that we have 
overcome the sensitivity problem. The next chapter shall cover the various aspects of the 
simulation work and also result discussion.
---------------r « 3 .1 6 x l0 ~ 4 w -35dB
2 x  50x  10
(3.60)
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Chapter 4: Simulation Work (Further Theory and Results)
The groundwork for the theories had been covered in chapter three; in order to test the various 
concepts, a simulator was developed to simulate the physical processes in an actual system. 
The focus of this chapter is to present the simulation work in a detailed manner and also 
analyse the results to validate the theories developed. In this chapter more essential signal 
processing operations will be introduced, while illustrating its application through simulations. 
The entire simulator was implemented using MATLAB, and the programming codes are 
heavily vectorised to speed up the simulation (see Appendix 4.2 for program code). 
Essentially the simulator comprises of two programs namely; Synthesis and Analysis. The 
details on the modelling/simulation work will be addressed in the ensuing sections.
4.1 Synthesis program
The purpose of the Synthesis program is to simulate the signal environment caused by a 
population of terrestrial emitters located at points of our choosing, to a number of our 
choosing and with EIRP also to our choosing. Perhaps the most important aspect of the 
simulation is to model the source signals adequately. Figure 4 .1 shows the schematic for the 
‘Synthesis Program' which generates the required synthetic signals for the analysis work.
Propagation N oise
m odel m odel
s i(»)
S 2 ( l l )
Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram o f the Synthesis Program
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Schematically, this program consists of a ‘Transmitter model’ which simulates emitters 
located within the receiving swath. For the purpose of simulation, Hodgart suggested that an 
adequate model of typical radio communication type sources (i.e. quasi-CW) is a complex 
low pass Gaussian noise of the appropriate scaled bandwidth. Since there could be many such 
transmitters located within a certain spatial location, the simulator then models them 
collectively as one common source. This seemed plausible because the analysis does not seek 
to demodulate the actual signal and there is no signal recognition as such. From the point of 
view of system the key parameter is only the width of the correlation function
At present the model is capable of simulating typical satellite communication signals (e.g. 
IRIDIUM, GLOBALSTAR and etc.), terrestrial mobile-radio sources and also cellular 
communication signals (e.g. GSM, CDMA-2000 and etc.). The complex (i.e. I/Q) source 
signals are first being generated and then passed onward to the ‘Propagation model’ ; whereby 
the original signal sequence is divided into two channels, each being modified in a way to 
simulate the physical effects of wave propagation (i.e. path-loss, time of arrival and frequency 
of arrival as modified by Doppler) through the two receiving paths. The effects of receiver 
and system noise are then added to the two signal channels by the ‘Noise model’. The 
simulations did not attempt to model the effect of front-end tuning (mixing down conversion 
filtering etc). This simplification can be justified since the basic test is of the ability to geo- 
locate signals of the same frequency, where an additional simulation of tuning effect would 
serve no useful purpose.
Finally, the simulation yields two signal sequences S[l,«] and S[2,??] which corresponds to the 
signals arriving at the two satellites via path one and two respectively. For discussion 
purposes, we shall assume the case of generating random signals with same spectral width as 
GLOBALSTAR type signals, but the method in general applies and is valid for other types of 
signals. Essentially, the simulator was programmed using a modular approach; whereby the 
individual modules (i.e. Transmitter, Propagation and Noise model respectively) were 
separately programmed and their outputs validated against analytically derived solutions. The 
ensuing sections document the algorithms that were used in the programming of the simulator.
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4.1.1 The Signal Generator
The GLOBALSTAR system uses CDMA technology which enables multiple mobile users to 
make and receive calls using a common frequency band. The bandwidth of the pseudo­
random spreading code for GLOBALSTAR type CDMA signal is l.23 MHz, but in the 
analysis the signal bandwidth was approximated to B=  1.25 MHz (i.e. for convenience) and 
thus implying that the signal correlation width is Ar= 1 IB— 0.8 psec.
The nominal system requires that the clocks on the two intercepting satellites be synchronised 
and that signals are sampled in the receiver at regular time intervals A; for discussion on 
requirements for clock synchronisation see Section 4.5.1. In the simulation, the larger we 
make simulated sampling interval A, the less data we have to create. However it will be 
explained in a later section that the smaller the value of A, the more powerful will be the 
signal extraction from noise (i.e. post-detection integration). If we want to take advantage of 
the enhancement in signal to noise, then the sampling interval must not be longer than the 
correlation width of the signal (i.e. A= 0.8 psec for GLOBALSTAR). In other words, the 
value of A should not be made greater than 0.8 psec. On the other hand choosing a smaller 
simulated interval than 0.8 psec would not be useful because of correlation between adjacent 
samples.
In reality the source signal is a band pass process, however in the context of simulation, the 
aim is to create an equivalent complex low pass signal which imitates the actual 
GLOBALSTAR band pass signal of bandwidth B=  1.25 MHz. Therefore, a complex low pass 
process of bandwidth Bl2 is created in order to simulate the equivalent band pass process of 
bandwidth B. The simulation has to test the effect of varying correlation between signals 
arriving from the same source at the two satellites. It is therefore necessary to generate signals 
at an appropriate fraction of A, to allow sufficiently accurate interpolation of variable time 
delay from the source to each receiver.
In order to generate the synthetic signal that corresponds to the correct signal bandwidth (~  
1.25 MHz) of GLOBALSTAR, the signal generator however must create samples at a rate 
higher than 1.25 M samples per seconds. Here we define the signal generation rate asfy, and
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by definition the sample generation interval is 8= l/fg. In implementing the simulator, a signal 
generation rate of 10 M samples per second was adopted and the corresponding signal 
generation interval is thus 8=  0.1 psec.
The synthetic signal S(;?) is created here by synthesis of a low pass complex process, which it 
seems to be the fastest possible way of creating correlated random noise-like signals of same 
bandwidth as created by the random spreading code used by the GLOBALSTAR handsets. 
For realism test, the source signal was modelled by using Gaussian distribution. In MATLAB 
and in many other simulation languages, vectors of uncorrelated complex random variables 
are readily generated but need digital filtering in order to simulate the complex low pass 
process with the required signal attribute (i.e. in this case bandwidth B=  1.25 MHz). Figure 
4.2 shows the schematic of a moving average filter that is very commonly used in signal 
smoothing operations, but was used here in the signal generator to make the random samples 
correlate. It has a recursive topology and also a finite impulse response. As the name implies, 
the moving average filter operates by averaging a number of points from the input signal to 
produce each point in the output signal.
Figure 4.2 : Implementing the signal generator 
The transfer function for the filter is given by;
Y 1 - z -D
X  1 -Z
(4.1)
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Suppose we are imitating GLOBALSTAR source with nominal bandwidth of B= 1.25 MHz. 
with a predefined signal generation rate of?,=  10 M samples per second, the number of delay 
stages required is;
D - 1 =
1 0 x 1 0 '
1.25 x 106 
D =  8 + 1 =  9 stages
(4.2)
In the simulation, the digital filter takes the moving average of eight adjacent points. The 
corresponding normalised power spectrum is described by Equation (4.3) and is show in 
Figure 4.3 plotted in term of unit generation interval.
S(fn) = sin (n.fn.D) 
£>.sin(/r./„)
S(f„)
(4.3)
Periodic Power Spectrum for D=9
Normalised Frequency, A  
Figure 4 .3 : Power spectrum o f  a 9 stage moving average Filter
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The plot showed only one side of the spectrum and here we can define the low pass process as 
having a normalised bandwidth 5„/2= 0.0625. Thus the equivalent band pass process has a 
normalised bandwidth of Bn=  0.125, and the correlation function of the moving average filter 
(with D= 9) is a sampled triangle as shown in Figure 4.4.
Correlation (unction for D=9
Figure 4.4: Correlation function o f a 9 stage moving average filter
The filter is easily implemented in MATLAB by using the filter(b, a, x) command, where b 
and a corresponds to the coefficients of the denominator and numerator of the transfer 
function respectively and jc is the random input sequence that is to be filtered (see Appendix 
4.1).
In the simulation, we need to generate two data sequences which corresponds to the ‘ In- 
phase’ and ‘Quadrature’ components of each of the complex data sequences that are received 
by the respective satellites. The ‘In-phase’ and ‘Quadrature’ components are independently 
generated and identically filtered to form complex output S[l,w]=>>//[/7]+/\y/()[/7] and S[2,77]=
y-y/[n]+j.y->()[n], which can be envisaged as samples of a particular source referenced to its
E1RP.
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4.1.2 Modelling the correct EIRP and received power
The actual physical waveform being modelled can be written as;
S(t) =  yi(t).cos((D0.( ) - y Q(t).sm(a)0.t) (4.4)
and the power of this signal is;
, ( y Q ( ' ) 2 ) _ < F y  , ° y  _  2 2 (4.5)
2 2 - y— v '
The RMS value to output y[ri\ is therefore
Gy =  f D  x ctx (4.6)
However, it would be convenient to make the output power unity (i.e. ay=  1, normalised!) as 
it keeps separate the link budget calculations and could be combined with it to correctly 
model the true received power at the intercepting satellites. Therefore the input power to the 
moving average filter is;
" ' = 7 5  (4 J)
We are however working with complex variable directly and leaving the actual carrier 
frequency as implied. So we have;
s(/)=0'/(4j'O(0) (« )
The signal generator therefore synthesises a source of unit power having the correct ratio of 
sampling generation interval to autocorrelation width. On an interpretation of this ratio as 0.1 
psec the simulated autocorrelation width is therefore 0.8 psec.
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4.1.3 Reducing data storage requirement
There is a need to address the issue on signal generation and data storage requirement. If we 
were to simulate an equivalent of one second worth of complex (I /Q) data, then this means 
that a total of 107 complex samples would be generated in that time. Assuming an arbitrary 
requirement for 8 bits arithmetic precision, then 20 Mbytes of storage space would be 
required for each complex data sequence; or a total of 40 Mbytes of storage for the two 
satellites. In practice, the number of bits (i.e. arithmetic precision) needed for data sampling 
will be determined by the order of system dynamic range required. No doubt it seems a lot for 
just one second worth of data! However, we can do with a lot less as we need not sample the 
signal at such a high rate. The situation is not so demanding since the creation of all this data 
is only needed in the initial stages of simulating variable delays (i.e. propagation delay). Once 
the delay has been incorporated, then the signals can be sampled at intervals of 0.8 pisec for 
storage and processing in the simulated receivers.
Effectively, we are simulating ‘arriving signals’ at the two individual satellites at exactly the 
same time instances in real-time, which left a common source at some earlier and generally 
different times. An integer count of 7c’ increases by one for every sample that is acquired. 
Therefore the corresponding real-time instances which the data are sampled are then given by 
tk~  k.A. Assuming that the data acquisition process runs from tk-  -0.5 sec to 0.5 sec with 
sampling interval of A= 0.8 pisec, then the count k will range from -625,000 to 625,000 where 
k= 0 corresponds to the instance of TDC crossing. The data storage requirement in this case 
would be 2.5 Mbytes for each complex data sequence, or a total of 5 Mbytes for both 
sequences. Further methods of data reduction and speeding up the simulation were adopted by 
decimating the data at later stages of the data processing
As the approach of vectorisation was taken in the MATLAB simulation, the synthetic signal 
sequence was generated at a rate of 107 complex samples and all of which were stored in 
vectorised form. The next task would be to use the generated signals (i.e. S[1,/?] and S[2,/7]) 
to form the received signal sequences that (i.e. s[l,£] and s[2,A:]) would be sampled by each of 
the satellite in real-time.
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In the simulation, ranges from source to both satellites are determinate so that time varying 
propagation delays x[l,fc] and x[2,k\ are calculated as follows;
r [ u ] = ^ M  (4.9a)
r [2 =  (4.9b)
c
As the system is dynamic, the propagation delays in both of the receiving paths are time 
varying parameters which are unequal except when the constellation is TDC to a target at /*= 
0 (see Figure 3.4 for geometry). Then at that instance in time, i?[l,0]= W[2,0]= Rq and to 
corresponds to the propagation delay at TDC given by;
r0 = A  (4.10)
As described above, the data are being simulated at a rate equivalent to 10 MHz. Thus, for a 
notional duration of one second, then 107 complex samples will be generated. Now we have to 
work out a scheme to use the calculated delay information (i.e. x[l ,/c] and x[2,fc]) to form the 
signal sequences received by both satellites. The general idea is that we ‘run’ the signal 
generator, buffer its output, and the sample the buffer at the two points which corresponds to 
the earlier time when the signal left the target.
MATLAB works very efficiently in vectorised form. So instead of taking the shift register 
approach of physically transferring data laboriously from one register to another, we simply 
convert the information on the time varying propagation delay into two pointing reference 
vectors and use them as pointers to locate the correct data (i.e. within the synthetic sequence) 
to be sampled.
Now the task is then to translate the calculated delays into equivalent pointing information so 
that the correct samples could be extracted from the signal vector to form si(/*) and S2(fy), 
simulating samples acquired on both satellites in real time /*. Three pointing vectors were 
created to construct the two received signal sequences. Firstly vector t[k] corresponds to the
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real-time (i.e. /*) pointing vector which we have previously explained. The simulator 
generates a new data output every 0.1 psec, but the generated signals are only sampled once 
in every 0.8 fisec. So if the signal acquisition is to last for one second, then the real-time tk 
counts from -0.5, -0.4999992, -0.4999984 ... , 0 ,.. .  0.4999984, 0.4999992, 0.5 sec and 
equivalently, k counts from -625000, -624999, -624998 ... 0 ... 624998, 624999, 625000.
The next sets of pointers are n [\,k ] and n[2,k] which are both “offset-pointing” shifts with 
respect to the real-time pointing vector /[&] and are calculated as follows;
/ ?[U] = - [\,k]-T0
n[2
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
In both of the equations above, to is chosen so that for TDC and looking at an optimal target, 
then t [ 1 ,0 ] - to and t [2 ,0 ] - to are both zero, implying that 77[1 ,0 ]  and 77[2,0] are both zero as well. 
In Figure 4.5, it is shown that 77[l,/c] and 77[2,/c] are just respective shifts from the notional 
real-time pointing vector t[k] and drifts slowly in different directions. The two pointers then 
points to the respective position in the buffer corresponding to the propagation delay to the 
two satellites.
In the simulation, the offset shift 771 starts by being ‘positive’ (i.e. as it is to the right of tf) and 
772 is ‘negative’ (i.e. as it is to the left of tu). And as the simulation continues, both pointers 77] 
and 779 starts drifting towards the direction of the real-time pointer tu (i.e. the notional centre). 
In this way, all three pointers will point to exactly the same location in the signal buffer at the 
instance of TDC where tk~  0 sec. As the simulation ends, the offset shift 77/ become ‘negative’ 
(signifying a progressively longer propagation delay) and in become ‘positive’ (as 
propagation delay gets progressively shorter). In this implementation, the absolute time delay 
of the signals does not have to be monitored as it is accounted for by subtracting To from the 
actual propagation delay t[1,/c] and t[2,/c].
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Figure 4.5: Sampling o f synthetic signal vector to form the two signals received by the respective satellites
The received sequence S\(tk) and s2(//t) are constructed by ‘reading-in' the appropriate complex 
samples ‘pointed-to' by n \ ( t k) and #i2(f*). It is also shown in the figure that the real-time 
pointing vector tk advances by 8 steps after each sampling instances.
In the actual implementation of the simulation, we however need to generate a synthetic data 
sequence of slightly longer than 10 M samples in order to accommodate for the offset shifts 
introduced by n\ and n2 right at the very beginning and also the end of the simulation. 
Therefore the actual length of the synthetic sequence to be generated is approximated by;
Vector length= 10 M +  n[ 1,1 ]-«[2,1 ] (4.12)
where n [ 1,1] and n [ 2 ,1 ] are the offset delay counts relative to the real-time pointer tk.
In the simulation, the actual signal sequence was made slightly longer than the calculated 
vector length (i.e. Actual length= Vector length +  20) to account for rounding-off and also to 
provide a slight margin to prevent errors caused by the pointers pointing out of the buffer's
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range. It should be noted that neither of the pointing vectors n[\,k] or n[2,k] will be an integer 
number. Therefore, linear interpolation was adopted to simulate precisely the expected 
samples at each real-time delay. However, it is probable that there would be little difference to 
the simulation if the data were directly recorded to the nearest 0.1 psec. The steps taken in
linearly interpolating the output samples are as follows;
n '= Integer (n) => Round n to the nearest integer (4.13)
n ”=  n ’+ l  
fn= n-n’
then we need to read the values of S[n'] and S[/7”] from the respective signal vectors
generated previously and then linearly interpolate the sample s' by;
3' =  S [n1.(l-/H) +  S [« ’V » (4.14)
Finally the signal sequence s' [1] and s' [2] are further modified as below to form the received 
signal sequences via the respective satellites;
s[l, k] <r- f f RljU ] x s [1, k] x exp(- jcoQt[ 1, fc]) (4.15a)
s[2, fc] < -  jP R [2, k] x s [2, k] x exp(- jo)0r[2, fc]) (4.15b)
Note that the essential phase rotation in the last term must be included in the signal 
representation. We also model the power level up each link and incorporate the delay r as a 
phase rotation at the carrier frequency. In the next section, the calculation of the received 
power PR and the correct modelling of the propagation delay and free space loss will be 
presented.
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4.1.4 Simulating the intercepted signals
In order to simulate the propagation delay and received power levels of the intercepted signals, 
the precise system geometry must be correctly modelled. The range between the intercepting 
satellite platforms and any target must be known (for all time) so that the propagation delay 
and path loss can be calculated. As the system is dynamic in nature, the precise antenna 
boresight pointing vector must also be modelled so as to account for the much reduced off- 
boresight antenna gains which subsequently affect the signal level received by the 
intercepting satellites. However the time duration in many of the actual simulations is short 
(in the order of one second), so it is not necessaiy to track continuous link variations over a 
prolonged interval of time. Nonetheless it is important to always keep the available link 
budget and power loss on the antenna beam edges in check to account for reduction in 
received power away from boresight. Thus, the first thing would be to define the geometry of 
the satellite constellation and also the corresponding target geometry in spherical coordinate 
system.
Satellite constellation geometry
By using the same definition/notation as the previous analysis in section one of chapter three, 
and first assuming that the target is located in the along-track direction at the nominal zero 
angle (i.e. 0 j=  0°) corresponding to the TDC crossing point.
With the same notation, the two intercepting satellites are separated by an angle of ±ys 
degrees apart. And as explained in the introduction, the 24 hour rotation of the Earth is 
ignored in the simulations since this effect introduces distortions which are not of interest in 
this evaluation (the problem is considered further in Section 4.6). It is further found 
convenient for the purpose of analysing antenna gains, to visualise the constellation as static 
and the targets as rotating on a circular track at the same angular rate in the opposite sense as 
the actual constellation. At nominal real-time equals to zero (i.e. tk=  0), the satellites are 
located at;
S[l] =  { -  b. s in ©  ),0, b. cos ©  )} (4.16a)
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S[2] =  { -  b. sin (ys ),0, b. cos(^5 )} (4.16b)
4.1.5 Target’s geometry (one target at optimal position yT-  75)
As explained in Section 3.3.3, for a given satellite altitude there is an optimal angular 
separation between the satellites. In the nominal scenario (i.e. h -  600 km), the optimal 
satellite separation angle from TDC is 5.3° and correspondingly, the optimal target 
location is at y-i~ 5.3° (these figures are maintained in the simulations). The following 
equations are used in all the simulation.
For the case of one target located at across-track angle yr and at time /=  0 (i.e. nominal zero 
along-track angle), the bore-sight of the antenna on the receiving satellites points directly 
towards a fixed  location on the ground given by the following coordinates (for any yf)\
T0 =  {0, a. sin (yT ), a. cos(/r )} (4.17)
This formula is valid for any across-track angle, not necessary optimal at time zero. Then with 
varying time, the target’s location is given by;
T[A] =  {a.cos(yr ).s\n (n.tk),a .sm(yT\a.cos(yT ).cos(Q./a.)} (4-18)
By completely defining the exact positions (i.e. in spherical coordinates) of the intercepting 
satellites and the target, the range vectors of both the propagation paths can be computed by;
R[l,fc]=S[l]-T[fc] (4.19a)
R[2,fc] =  S[2]-T[/c] (4.19b)
The magnitude of the range vectors R[l,k] and R[2,k] then corresponds to the time varying 
distances between the target and the intercepting satellites given by;
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|R[l,A:] =  yj\b2 -  2.aZ>.cos©.).cos(Q..tk +  ^s) +  a2} (4.20a)
|r[2,At| =  yj{b2 - 2.a.b.cos(yr ).cos(Q.tk - y s)+ t f 2} (4.20b)
The time varying propagation delays of both receiving paths can then be calculated by;
r [U ] = 5 M  (421a)
c
r[2,A] =  f e l  (4.21b)
c
As established in chapter three, the range Rj increases with time while range R2 decreases. 
The nominal range vector at the instance of TDC crossing (i.e. at tk=  0) in this case also 
represents the antenna pointing vector;
R 0[l] =  S [l,0]-T [0] (4.22a)
R 0[2] =  S [2,0]-T [0] (4.22b)
The distances between the target and the two intercepting satellites at the instance of TDC 
crossing (tk=  0) are then the same and is given by;
R 0 = 4/ 162 - 2.a.Acos© ) 2 + a2 | (4.23)
Thus the delay time from a target located at TDC crossing (i.e. tk=  0) to either of the 
intercepting satellites in this condition is given by;
r „ = —  (4.24)
c
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4.1.6 Time varying antenna pointing angles and gains
The dynamic nature of the orbiting system implies that any potential target on the ground will 
eventually move into and out of the detection swath with time. Thus, it is required that the 
time varying antenna gains on both intercepting satellites must be accurately modelled so that 
the received signal power levels can be correctly simulated. We define here an angular term ft 
as the angle that exists between the nominal bore-sight vectors and the actual range vectors 
that subtended from the satellites to the target. Figure 4.6 illustrates the angles and p 2 in the 
target pointing geometry.
Satellite 2
Figure 4 .6 : Off-boresight antenna pointing angles /?i and /?2
The off-boresight antenna pointing angles for each of the two intercepting satellites can be 
readily determined by taking the scalar product (i.e. dot product) of vector R/ with Rlt and R? 
with Rtf respectively. To simplify analysis, it is assumed that targets within the detection 
swath radiate omni-directionally. In the actual Matlab simulation codes, the time varying 
boresight offset angles are computed by implementing the following equations in vectorised 
forms;
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(4.25a)
(4.25b)
The two offset angles and f 2 are generally different, so the receiving antenna gains are not 
the same except for when tk=  0. Also to help simplify the analysis further, the antenna gain 
profiles for both satellites are assumed to have a Gaussian shaped beam with no sidelobes 
(instead of the more practical sin x/x shaped beam) and is approximated by the following 
function (Hodgart [113]);
where GR is the antenna gain on boresight and angle p  is the boresight offset angles on the 
respective satellites. Useful sources of antenna theory and modelling are Balanis [114]. The 
more practical aspects of antenna systems are covered by Kraus [115].
It is emphasised that with this proposal, transmitter geolocation is achieved through accurate 
measurement of Time Difference o f  Arrival and Frequency Difference o f Arrival of the signals. 
Accuracy of attitude determination and control need only be sufficient to maintain pointing of 
the low gain antennas. Figure 4.7 illustrates the time-varying antenna gain profiles for the 
respective receiving satellites ‘tracking5 a target which is located at the optimum across-track 
angle yT=  5.3°. At TDC (i.e. tk=  0), the angle P f  0)= p f f ) -  0° and the gain of both receiving 
antennas are at their maximum.
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Real-time, tk
(seconds)
Figure 4.7: Antenna gain pattern on the receiving satellites
With the knowledge of the time-varying antenna gains and also the propagation distances, the 
received power for all time instances can be computed by;
4.7T./?[l,/r]
(4.27a)
/>„M = 2 ' 2 
4.K.R[2.k\
xG (j3[2,k]jxPx (4.27b)
where PT is the true E1RP of the signal source
The given formulas are correct assuming that time tk= 0 corresponds to the instance of TDC 
crossing and the potential targets are located along the great circle in the X-Z plane in the 
across-track direction. The angle ys always describes the ‘+ /-’ orbital separation of both 
intercepting satellite from TDC. In the simulation, we can set the arbitrary target co-latitude to 
yr= ys for optimal system geometry. Alternatively, yr can also be set to any lower or higher
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values to simulate other target locations. In which case, the previous formulas must be 
modified to account for the shift of target’s across-track angle away from the optimal location.
4.1.7 Target’s  geometry (one target at arbitrary location)
In reality we can expect the targets to be widely scattered at arbitrary locations within the 
receiving swaths and not generally located at the TDC crossing points. Modifications to the 
formulas are needed to allow targets to be located out of the Y-Z plane with arbitrary along- 
track angles (i.e. simulating target offset from TDC position). The previous derivations must 
be modified to account for targets located either earlier or later along-track, and also for 
targets located at different across-track angle. It seems that the simplest possible way to 
accomplish this modification is to adopt a non-standard co-ordinate system, identifying the 
target’s location in a mixed co-ordinate expression
x =  a.cos(yr ).s\n(0T)
y  =  a.sm(yT) (4.28)
z =  a.cos(^7.) cos(Or )
In the usual sense, yr is the target’s across-track angle while the new angle Or is an along- 
track angle describing a physical rotation to the target’s vector (i.e. originating from the centre 
of Earth to the target’s actual location) around the Y axis of the spherical Earth. The 
coordinates of a target are thus given by two angles (yr\ Of).
Now envisaging running the real-time operation in exactly the same time range as before, 
however now we have to correctly incorporate the necessary shifts to allow for a non- 
optimum 77-location and the non-zero Or The simplest way forward is to go through the same 
general procedure as the previous section and examine which formulas need to be modified. 
Again here TDC corresponds to /*= 0, but however the target is no longer at the equidistant 
point from the two satellites. Here count k=  0 still means that real time /*= 0, but however the 
target is no longer equidistant from the satellites at this time. The time at which the two 
receiving paths becomes equidistant again will generally occur at some earlier or later time 
instances.
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As before, the two intercepting satellites are separated by an angle of ys apart, and are 
assumed to be stationary while the Earth rotates in the opposite sense taking the target with it 
(i.e. applying a rotation to the Earth around Y  axis). Again the positions of the satellites are 
fixed, and are represented in spherical coordinates (x, y, z) as;
S[l] =  {-£ .sin © ),0 ,Z >.cos© )} (4.29a)
S[2]= {+  A sin© ),0,Z>.cos© )} (4.29b)
The boresight of the receiving antennas still point towards the direction of the nominal 
location (i.e. at time tk=  0 sec). With the new target modification angle 0T, the location of the 
actual target at time tk=  0 is not located at the boresight direction of the receiving antennas, 
but at somewhere else and is described by;
Te [0] =  { -  a.c o s © ). sin ®  ), <7.sin© . ), a. co s©  ).co s© .)} (4.30)
to replace Equation (4.17) and with varying time, the target’s location is given by;
Te M = c o s © ). sin ©  A - # r ),a .sin © ),<7.cos© ).cos(Q /A. -0r)} (4.31)
which replaces Equation (4.18).
4.1.8 Simulating thermal noise
Besides the source signals, noise sequences must also be generated and then subsequently be 
added to the synthetic source signals to represent the collective effects of noise in the system. 
It is important that the level of system noise be correctly specified so as to make the 
simulation more realistic. A fixed system noise temperature of Tsys=  324°k is assumed in the 
entire simulation work, accounting for all the various noise effects reference to the input of 
the receiver.
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It had been established in the previous section that the input powers of the source signals (i.e. 
P R[ 1 ,/c] P R[2,/fc]) are alt referred to some specific antenna pointing vectors. At this same point
in the analogue world, the input system noise power for a GLOBALSTAR system is then 
given by;
Where B -  1.25 MHz is the typical GLOBALSTAR transmission bandwidth, and we envisage 
running the noise generating operations in exactly the same time range as we had previously 
generated the source signals (see Section 4.1.1). Basically we use the same generator as 
before, but this time there is no need for interpolation between points as we are effectively 
simulating random noise. The filtered noise samples are generated at intervals of S= 1 / f g, but 
the noise sequences are acquired every A which corresponds to the same on-board sampling 
time (lk=  k.A) as before. The respective noise sequences (i.e. N[l,/c] and N[2,A:]) are then 
added directly to the previously generated received signal sequences (i.e. s [l ,k] and s[2,/c]) to 
form the synthetic signal sequences. As time evolves to transfer the data samples to the 
respective signal vectors, simulating the actual data acquisition process on-board both 
satellites in real time tk where by;
The receiving antennas on both satellites are spatially separated over large distances, but in 
general pointing towards the same patch of ground on Earth. It is not sufficiently sure at this 
stage the extent to which the noise sources may be correlated, so we need to examine both 
conditions -  correlated thermal noise and uncorrelated thermal noise, which represent the 
upper and lower bounds of the noise entering into the receiver’s front-end. Clearly if internal 
thermal noise sources were dominating in the receivers, then the noise would be uncorrelated. 
At the other extreme, with Earth as the dominating noise source and with both receiving 
antennas ‘ looking’ at the same patch of ground, then the noise could be correlated. 
Calculations between the two extremes find only a 5~6dB difference and the more general 
question on how to compute the noise correlation is left unresolved in this thesis.
(4.32)
t, =  k. A (4.33)
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Correlated thermal noise
To simulate signals with correlated noise, we run the noise generator to obtain N[l,/c] and add 
it to both signal stream s[l,fc] and s[2,/c] as shown later. The generated noise sequences are 
thus;
n T l,q <—T/vT U n I U ]  (4.34a)
n ' M ^ V A T - x N M  (4.34b)
Uncorrelated thermal noise
To simulate signals with uncorrelated noise, we add the previously generated noise sequence 
N[l,/c] to s[l,/c] and re-run the noise generator to obtain a completely independent noise 
sequence N[2,/c] to be added to s[2,/c] as shown below;
n ‘[l,/c] < -  J N ~  x N[l,fc] (4.35a)
n % k ] ^  ^ x N [ 2 , k ]  (4.35b)
4.1.9 Constructing the sampled signals
Now we can start to work on constructing the overall signal after having synthesized the two 
received signals sequences, and working out the various delays and received power 
calculation. Let the synthesised sequence be sequence s' [ 1 ,/c] and s'[2,/c] respectively, the 
received sequences are constructed by extension of Equation (4.15).
s[l, k] < -  7PR [1, k\ x s [l, k]x exp(- jco0 (r[l, k] -  t 0 )) + n [l, k] (4.36a)
s[2,k]<r- ^jPn[2Jc\x  s [2,fc]x exp(- jco0(r[2 ,k ]- r 0))+  n [2,k] (4.36b)
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In the simulation, it is the phase difference between the two signals which determines the 
processing performance. The absolute phase shift from target to each receiver does not need 
to be simulated. In the above model an absolute phase is converted to a relative phase by 
subtracting a common to from the delay representation in the delay vectors t[ 1 ,/c] and t[2,/c], 
where tO is the common delay from target to the satellites in the TDC position. The effects of 
thermal noise are also accounted by the addition of ii’ [l,£] and n’[2,/c] to the respective 
received signal sequence. At GLOBALSTAR frequency, the wavelength is -1 8 .8  cm. An 
alteration of this order of the distance between the satellites will cause an arbitrary phase 
rotation of 2n. It is not expected in reality to be able to measure distance between satellites to 
this order of precision; but fortunately the algorithms being employed do not depend on 
knowledge of absolute phase (i.e. only requiring the knowledge of relative phase difference). 
The inter-satellite distance and absolute location need only be known to GPS order of error 
(e.g. 50 m).
4.2 Analysis program
The diagram in Figure 4.8 shows the schematic block for the ‘Analysis program’. This 
simulation is to be used in tandem with the ‘Synthesis program’ to act as a test bed for the 
development of signal processing algorithms. Basically we use the ‘Synthesis program’ to 
setup the system’s orbital configuration, define the geolocation and also the signal parameters 
of hypothetical transmitters. The ‘Analysis program’ is intended to process the data generated 
by the ‘Synthesis program’ and demonstrate that with the correct signal processing, we can 
determine the location of the transmitting sources. In a real system, real time R.F signals s / / )
and s2(t) are down converted into respective I and Q channels and sampled. In the simulation
equivalent complex synthetic time sequence of signals s [ 1 ,Ar] and s[2,/c] are processed. These 
are identified in their real and imaginary components with the in-phase and quadrature phase 
channels respectively.
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Signal Processing
s[U-]-
s[2.A] •
Figure 4 .8 : Schematic Diagram o f the Analysis Program
Figure 4.8 shows the introduction of deliberate time delay compensations rR[l,k] and rR[2,k] 
in the receiver. In what has been called primary correlation, these delay compensations are 
either equal or zero; and correlation can only occur between input signals when the actual 
time delays r[l,k] and r[2,k] are within a correlation width of each other. By making the 
compensation terms unequal, extended or secondary correlation can be achieved as described 
later in Section 4.2.4.
The signal processing block manipulates the two signals by applying the necessary time 
delays compensation before conjugate mixing s[l,Ar] and s[2,k]. The output from the mixing 
process then passes through a Doppler tuning operation to select on an across-track range of 
interest by means of 'tuning-out’ the differential Doppler beat between the two signal 
sequences. For each of the selected across-track range, the output from the Doppler tuning 
stage is fed into a digital filter so as to realise a correlation process (i.e. recursive moving 
average filter). The magnitudes of the correlation processes are then squared and stored in a 
memory space before moving on to analyse a different across-track range, whereby the whole 
Doppler tuning and filtering operations are repeated again. In this way, a geolocation map can 
then gradually be built-up to estimate the locations of emission sites within the receiving 
swath. The next section describes the process in much more detail.
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Currently, the Synthesis program is capable of simulating data for any arbitrary numbers of 
transmitters and also of various signal bandwidths. Essentially the simulator creates files of 
complex data such as the two satellites would sample and accumulate from our choice of 
targets located anywhere on Earth.
4.2.1 Geolocation mapping (Primary correlation)
In primary (or basic) correlation, the main idea is to implement essentially the Complex 
Ambiguity Function (as described earlier in chapter three) to create a map showing the 
geolocation of terrestrially based transmitters. In this case, no time delay compensation is 
introduced here. The equations used in the following analysis had been covered previously in 
chapter three. This section will show how to implement and use the various concepts 
presented earlier to create a three dimensional geolocation plot of transmitting sources. Here 
we proceed by example to Illustrate what is happening in the simulation.
The current focus is on spread-spectrum type signals such as that of the GLOBALSTAR 
system. To illustrate an example, the analysis below considers a single transmitter located at 
the TDC crossing point (i.e. <9t =  0 ° )  in the along-track direction and at the optimal target 
across-track angle of yr= y$= 5.3° in the across-track direction. The GLOBALSTAR handsets 
transmit a signal with bandwidth B of approximately 1.25 MHz, thus the corresponding signal 
correlation width is 0 .8  psec (1 IB). Assuming our nominal constellation geometry and also 
that the signals are sampled at a rate f s=  1.25 MHz (or equivalently Ts=  0 .8  psec), then in one 
second, each satellite would have acquired 1.25 M samples of complex data.
From Section 3.3.2 Equation (3.40), it was shown that for a transmitter of bandwidth B =  1.25 
MHz, the real-time in which there is correlation is At= 28.6 msec. In this time the difference 
in delay times to the two satellite receivers lies within ±  1/(25)= ±  0.4 psec. The 
corresponding number of correlated samples available for correlation in that time is n=  35,750 
samples. In a one second interval, the TDC point would have moved about 7.5 km in orbit, or 
equivalent to a ground track displacement of approximately 6.9 km. In the corresponding 
simulation, the Synthesis program  starts creating data half a second prior (i.e. t=  -0.5 sec) to 
TDC crossing and continues for another half a second afterwards (i.e. until t -  0.5 sec).
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Using the synthesis program we create files of complex data s[l,/c] and s[2,/c] representing 
samples taken simultaneously onboard the two satellites at A interval. As before, we have an 
integer count of k and when k= 0 then the satellites are equidistant from the nominal optimum 
target. The objective then is to process at and also around this target, showing how it could 
successfully be identified and have its correlation peak located and the effects of other sources 
and thermal noise suppressed by the concept of post-detection averaging.
The two complex signal sequences s[l,k] and s[2,k] are conjugately multiplied. The Doppler 
frequency embedded in this product is unwrapped from further multiplying by a complex 
exponential over a range of test Doppler frequencies coA before performing further correlation 
operations. The numerical operation on finite samples can be written as;
A'=;»+/.
Mo(m) =  £ s [ l ,  fc]s* [2,fc]exp(- jd>A.A.k)
k=m-L
(4.37)
In the equation above, m corresponds to a rotational count (i.e. expressed in integers) in the 
along-track direction given by;
m =  —  (4.38)
A.Q
Varying the value of m has the effect of shifting the entire correlation window in the along- 
track direction to different locations (i.e. different 0) where the correlation functions are to be 
analysed. Assuming that the ground-track velocity u -  6.9 km/s then in 0.8 psec, the ground- 
track would have moved by dg=  5.52x1 O'3 m. For example, to calculate the ambiguity 
function of a point +  69 m away from the TDC crossing, then set m -  69ldg-  12.500, thus by 
varying m, the entire along-track correlation profile for any given target across-track angle 
can be determined to any desired precision.
The complex signals s[l ,k] and s[2,£] cany their respective Doppler rotations which are 
“tuned-out” by searching over a range of coA. The limit to the block count ±  L corresponds to a 
difference of path length which is at the limit of correlation (roughly) as determined by the
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GLOBALSTAR signal bandwidth. The starting and ending counts for the respective 
correlation block can be found by solving for />, below;
, M i l . (4.39) 
c \ c J  2 2.B
and also;
=  -  (4.40)
c c 2
which then solves for L. The middle of the block is trivially determined by;
*ifr.o.) (441)
c c
where to= 0 and computation of coA simply follow from;
coA =  [v, (o) -  v2 (0)] x &  (4.42)
c
where V2(0)= -vi(0) as in (3.13) which requires solving for range;
£ ,( o) = K 2(o) (4.43)
which is given by (3.12) for a given across-track angle.
Running the analysis over range -m  to +m determines along-track coverage, with m allowed 
to increase to the limit set by available data. Re-running entire calculation over a range of <% 
is needed in order to cover a sufficient across-track range. This requires recalculating a>A 
every time for a choice of across-track angle yT.
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The simulated three-dimensional correlation plot in Figure 4.9 is one of the first results of the 
MATLAB simulation. It shows the ambiguity function (i.e. geolocation map) which spans for 
5 km in the along-track direction, and 10 km in the across-track direction where also the target 
is located at the centre of the plot. It was created using the Analysis program and it essentially 
calculates the ambiguity function of the synthetic data generated by the Synthesis program.
The plot was created by implementing Equation 4.37. Here to keep the simulation time down, 
the data sequence was decimated by a factor of 20 before being processed. With a sampling 
time of Ts=  0.8 psec, each data point in the plot was calculated by effectively taking a moving 
average over a total of n=  (28.6* 1 O'j/(20><0.8x 1 O'6) « 1787 samples.
100. 
90 N 
80-,
Along-track direction (5 km span) 
Figure 4.9 : Ambiguity map for a target located at ys= 5.3 (i.e. primary correlation)
The along-track span of 5 km was chosen instead of reproducing the entire 6.9 km ground- 
track displacement as not all the data in the one second interval could be used and parts of the 
data set were truncated during the filtering operations. As for the across-track direction, there 
is no fixed limit to the span that could be simulated, which would seem to be, for the chosen 
geometry in the order of 500 km. Here to keep the simulation time short, a span of 10 km in
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the across-track direction was chosen with range increment of every 50 m in both along and 
across-track directions. In this preliminary test, both ranges need to be sufficient to reveal the 
whole extent of the ambiguity function.
4.2.2 Range Resolution
The simulation plots in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows the cross sectional correlation 
profile in both the along and across-track direction. The range resolution is defined by the 
width of the correlation plot at the half-power point (-3 dB point). From both plots, it is seen 
that the along-track range resolution is approximately 200 tn and the across-track range 
resolution is in the order of 2100 m which is very much what was predicted by Equation
(3.40).
A long-back correlation profile (1 frame)
5 km
Figure 4 . 10: Along-track range resolution for a signal o f bandwidth 1.25 MHz (primary correlation)
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Across-track correlation profile (1 frame)
10 km
Figure 4.11:  Across-track range resolution for a signal o f bandwidth 1.25 MFIz (primary correlation)
Contour profile (1 frame)
Along-track direction (5km span)
5 km
Figure 4.12:  Contour plot for a signal o f bandwidth 1.25 MHz (primary correlation)
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Figure 4.12 shows the contour plot of this ambiguity function. From the plot it is clearly 
shown that the target’s across-track range resolution is much worse than its along-track range 
resolution. By the proposed method the along track resolution has a weak dependence on 
satellite geometry but is largely determined by the signal bandwidth (being inversely 
proportional). But fortunately after some thought, it was realised that additional processing by 
what we call Secondary correlation could reduce the width of correlation function in the 
across-track dimension to match the along track resolution. Essentially the method is able to 
extend the observation time over which correlation can be maintained (see section 4.2.4).
4.2.3 Noise floor and number of processed samples
The effects of using reduced number of samples in the computation of the ambiguity map 
shall be examined here in this section. Using the same example scenario in the preceding 
section, the analysis showed that the two signal paths will remain correlated for 
approximately 28.6 msec. At a sampling rate of 1.25 M samples per second, 35,796 samples 
will be acquired in that time interval. Here we apply various decimation factors (i.e. 256, 64, 
16 and 1 respectively) to see the effects of having reduced number of samples available to the 
computation process, and the results are as shown in Figure 4.13.
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Range, R,,= 1058 km: Received power, P= -120 4 dBm: Noise power, N= -112 5 dBm
(a) Decimation factor = 256 (b) Decimation factor = 64
(c) Decimation factor =16 (d) Decimation factor = 1
Figure 4.13:  Ambiguity plot profile with various Decimation factors
The plot in Figure 4.13(a) shows the ambiguity map computed from just 139 correlating 
samples out of the 35,796 samples available in the primary correlating block. From the plot, 
the peak of the ambiguity function is rather difficult to make out as the processing SNR 
achieved from just 139 samples is simply insufficient to discriminate the correlation peak 
accurately. Subsequent plots in Figure 4.13(b and c) shows the ambiguity map computed from 
559 and 2237 samples respectively. From the figure, it is very apparent that the use of 
increasing larger amount of data samples does indeed bring about a useful improvement to the 
processing SNR. Figure 4.13(d) shows the ambiguity plot generated from the use of all the 
available 35,796 samples in the correlating block. The correlation peak is very distinct and the 
noise floor is very much suppressed and ‘calm’ when compared to the other plots. This is the
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collective effect of the post-detection integration algorithm at work, enhancing the processing 
SNR with increasing number of data samples being used. Section 4.3.1 elaborates on these 
issues regarding signal and noise, while the main focus here is to devise a mean to enhance 
the across-track range resolution which will be discussed next.
4.2.4 Extended Integration (secondary correlation)
In Section 3.4 it had been shown that it is possible to use time integration techniques such as 
Post-Detection Integration (PDI) to greatly improve the detectablility of weak signals (i.e. 
signal with low SNR,-,,). The previous analysis established that the more correlated samples 'n ’ 
that are available for time averaging, the more powerful will be the signal extraction from 
noise. However with the method that has so far been proposed, the number of samples for 
processing is limited by a collection time for which the samples are sufficiently cross 
correlated. The limitation can be expressed in terms of a delay difference to the samples 
which must lie within ±0.4 psec. This in turn limits the time available for data collection to a 
window of ~ 28.6 msec. We need a way somehow to extend this collection time over which 
the samples remain effectively correlated.
The problem subjected to certain restrictions can be solved by a process of what will be called 
Secondary correlation. The concept enables us to find further blocks of data both earlier and 
later in order to look at the same target. Looking at Equation (4.44) this may be compared 
with the earlier Equation (4.37). It is seen that the two data streams are offset by one sample 
count. The reason for the block length limitation (i.e. as in the first equation) is that outside 
the correlation block the difference between ranges expressed as a delay time is at a limit set 
by the correlation width. However correlation is easily restored in earlier or later block simply 
by offsetting the data by appropriate amount. We may identify the centre points in earlier/later 
block counts as K\, K-i, K2, K,2... etc. Different Doppler shifts coA(Kn) then needs to be 
calculated for each block to take into account of the spherical geometry.
k = m + K { + l.
Mi im) = 21SD’ t2’/c ~1J exp(- [^ 1 Ja./c) (4.44)
k = m + K { - I .
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This principle generalises to earlier and later blocks K.n and IC„ as long as the signals 
involved remains within the main receiving beam. So in general the concept finds for further 
blocks of data to correlate through;
iih -K „ + L
M„ (rn) = 2 ]  Is[l, k ]s* [2, k - n ]  exp(- jcbA Ja./c) (4.45)
m+K„ -L
where IT is a block count and IiT again corresponds to a count in the along-track direction. 
The starting and ending counts for the respective correlation block can be found by solving 
for Iki,±l below. It is a slightly different formulation when compared to (3.60).
f  6 , a\ ^2^K„±L 11 ,A)
-------------V©±/. +«-AJ ----------------------- 2 2.B
(4.46)
The mid point of the correlation block can be solved by the following;
R, [tK ) R2[tK -W’A) n.A =  l l h i--------I (4.47)
The choice of sampling interval A compared to correlation width MB determines the amount 
of data available to secondary correlation or delay compensation. If it is desired to utilise all 
the data without interruption, then in the switch from one block to the next, the delay 
difference is necessarily A= 0.8 pisec . To stay within the width of the correlation function it 
is necessary then to identify A= MB. Choosing a greater sampling interval necessarily creates 
spaces between block in which the delay compensation is not possible. Table 4.1 illustrates 
results for choices of A= 100 pisec, 50 pisec and then the fastest at MB =  0.8 jasec.
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A (jus) n I'miti kntnx Block length Twin (sec) Tiiuix (sec) Con. Time (sec)
100 0 -143 144 287 -0.0143 0.0143 0.0287
1 35662 35948 286 3.5662 3.5948 0.0286
2 71509 71796 287 7.1509 7.1796 0.0287
50 0 -286 287 573 -0.0143 0.0144 0.0287
t 35513 36086 573 1.7757 1.8043 0.0286
2 71323 71896 573 3.5662 3.5948 0.0286
0.8 0 17898 17899 35797 -0 .0 1 4 3 0.0143 0.0286
1 17899 53696 35797 0.0148 0.0445 0.0286
2 53697 89494 35797 0.0445 0.0742 0.0286
3 89494 125291 35797 0.0742 0.1039 0.0286
4 125291 161088 35797 0.1039 0.1336 0.0286
5 161089 196886 35797 0.1336 0.1633 0.0286
Table 4.1: Available number o f ‘looks’ for various sampling rate
The table computes up to ± 5 slips for A= 0.8 psec, which corresponds to a time frame of ± 
0.163 sec. Approximately 400,000 correlated samples are available for the correlation process, 
and this will give useful output processing signal to noise ratio. For a low input SNRm, the 
analysis shows that the sampling rate must be in the order of MB to allow the system to use 
contiguous sections of the data, more correlated data means more powerful post-detection 
integration and thus able to resolve weaker signals. The aspects regarding signal to noise 
enhancements will be examined in Section 4.3.1.
4.3 Improving range resolution (Coherent integration)
Finally, to get also the necessary improvement in across-track range resolution, it is important 
that the sampling time A is chosen so that contiguous sections of data are available for 
correlation. The correlation blocks are then added coherently as;
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I  A. (4.48)
where we count the blocks from -N..., -1, 0, I, ...N
This principle was applied in the following simulation. The plot shows the across-track 
correlation profile for various correlation block lengths (a.k.a. frames'). The plot which 
corresponds to having just one correlation frame is from our previous example in Figure 4.9. 
Back then in Figure 4.11, the across-track range resolution was found to be in the order of 
A<£= 2100 m and the along-track range resolution is approximately Ar= 200 m. With 
increasing correlation frames, the across-track range resolution begins to get progressively 
narrower as could be seen in the figure below.
10 km
Figure 4.14: Across-track range correlation profiles for various degree of secondary correlation
With this concept block lengths of arbitrarily increased duration can be synthesised, and the 
across track resolution improved to any desired amount. The improvement in across-track 
range resolution requires that there are no gaps in between each correlation block and that the 
samples are contiguous. Here we re-iterate the point that the along-track range resolution does
Across-track correlation profile from different number of frames
 1 frame
3 frames
 5  frames
 7 frames
 9  frames
 11 frames
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not improve with extended/secondary integration as it is fundamentally limited by the 
bandwidth of the signal.
Referring to the example in Section 3.3.3 (Table 3.2), where we considered A^= Ax= 200 m, 
then we need to calculate how many frames of correlation blocks are needed in order to 
realise the 200 m across-track range resolution. Thus the number of frames required is;
, At 0.31frames = ----------------------= ----------» 11 (4.49)
Correlation Time 0.0286
The plot in Figure 4.15 shows the simulated ambiguity function profile for the case of 
coherently integrating over 11 frames of correlating blocks. When we compare this plot to 
Figure 4.9, we immediately realise that the across-track range resolution had been improved 
very significantly.
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11 frames
::
Along-track direction (5 km span)
Figure 4.15: Ambiguity map for a target located at yf = 5.3 (coherently integrated over 11 frames)
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The plot in Figure 4.16 shows the range resolution in both the along and across-track direction. 
With 11 frames of correlated data, the across-track range resolution improves to an extent 
where it is comparable to that of the along-track range resolution. Note also the very much 
suppressed noise floor that came about as a result of post-detection integration.
Correlation plot of along-track and across-track profile (11 frames)
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Figure 4.16: Correlation profile in both along and across-track direction (coherently integrated over 11 frames)
The simulation plots in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 shows the cross-sectional correlation 
profile in both the along and across-track direction. The range resolution is defined by the 
width of the correlation plot at the half-power point (-3 dB point). From both plots, it was 
shown that the along-track range resolution for a 1.25 MHz wide signal is approximately 200 
m and the across-track range resolution is in the order of 220 m.
10 km
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Along-track correlation profile (1 frame)
5 km
Figure 4 .17: Along-track range resolution for a signal o f bandw idth 1.25 MHz (integrated over 11 frames)
Across-track correlation profile (11 frames)
10 km
Figure 4.18: Across-track range resolution for signal bandw idth of 1.25 MHz (integrated over 11 frames)
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10 km
Contour profile (11 frames)
20 40 60 80 100
Along-track direction (5km span)
5 km
Figure 4.19 : Contour plot for a signal o f bandwidth 1.25 MHz (coherently integrated over 11 frames)
Figure 4.19 shows the contour plot of the 2-D function. It is clearly shown from the plot that 
the target's across-track range resolution is now comparable to its along-track range 
resolution. By comparing the plot in Figure 4.19 to that of Figure 4.12, we can see the 
significance of the improvement brought about by the Coherent Integration technique. 
Therefore, we can expect to estimate the target's along-track and across-track location to 
similar level of certainty of within about 200 m.
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4.3.1 Improving post-processing SNR
The effective signal to noise after processing is further enhanced by secondary correlation, 
simply because the number of observations (i.e. ‘looks’) is increased with the number of 
correlating blocks. So in expanding from one frame of data with primary correlation to 11 
consecutive frames of data with secondary correlation, the processed signal to noise improves 
by a factor of 11 or (~ 10.4 dB).
It is of interest to determine if the proposed system is sensitive enough to detect terrestrial 
mobile signals. To test, we assume the detection of a terrestrial CDMA 2000 mobile phone 
signal. The spreading bandwidth for the CDMA-2000 handsets is approximately 1.25 MHz 
and maximum transmit EIRP is limited to 23 dBm (0.2W). The typical link budget is as below;
Link budget of terrestrial CDMA-2000 signal (assuming maximum EIRP)
The signal parameters for the CDMA terrestrial mobile handsets are as follows;
Multiply Access scheme: FDMA-CDMA 
Transmit frequency bands: 800 MHz and 1.9 GHz band 
Average wavelength, X— 0.375 m and 0.158 m 
Average EIRP: 23 dBm (~ 0.2 W)
Spread bandwidth® Signal Bandwidth, By: 1.25MHz
Assuming transmission is on the 1.9 GHz band, the power density and received power at each 
of the receiving satellite (assume worst case distance 1058 km) away are;
Realistic system noise temperature ~ 324 °K
Power density, 1= 0.2/(1.6)x4tix(1058x103)2= 8.88*10'15 W/m2
Received Power, PR-  IxGrxA,2/47i= 7.02*1 O'16 W
The noise power in the transmission bandwidth of l .25 MHz is; 
h.Tsys.B f=  (1.38xl0'23)x324x(1.25xl06)= 5.59*10'IS W 
Therefore the input SNR ratio at the input of satellite is;
SNRln=  10 log,0(PR/kTsBT)= 10 logm(7.02x 10'16/5.59x 1 O'15) ~ -9 dB 0.126)
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Assuming that the intention is to have the along-track and across-track range resolution to be 
in the order of ~ 200 m, the previous calculation finds that coherent integration over 11 
frames of correlating data block would be required. The number of ‘looks’ available in a 
correlating frame was found to be approximately n= 35,750 (for BT= 1.25 MHz, see Section 
3.4.3), thus there will be a total of n= 393,250 ‘looks’ within the 11 correlating frames. The 
lower and upper bounds of the processing SNR0U\ are defined by Elachi’s and Hodgart’s 
formulation respectively and are calculated as follows;
SNRom Lower bound (using Equation 3.54) assuming correlated noise;
/ \
SNRolll = 10. log 393,250
i+- U V  1 ' 20.126; 10.126
34AdB (4.50)
SNR0Ut Upper bound (using Equation 3.55) assuming uncorrelated noise;
SNRolll = 10. log
r \
393,250
1 + 1 + -----
0.126 2x 0.126'
39.9 dB (4.51)
Thus we can expect that the processing SNR0Ul for typical terrestrial CDMA signals (<S7VKjn~  -9 
dB) to be within the bounds of 34.4dB to 39.9dB. This figure therefore shows that a healthy 
margin over the minimum level needed for the proper detection of signal (which can be 
expected to be around the 10 dB margin) can be achieved. There should therefore be a 
satisfactory dynamic range to the measurement, since the figures used in this spot check are 
conservative. Through the above evaluation, it does seem to show that terrestrial mobile 
handset signals can theoretically be detected by the proposed system.
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4.3.2 Discriminating multiple targets
As previously mentioned, the range resolution that the system can achieve is very important 
as it determines the ability for the system to discriminate against target sources located near 
each other. The ability to enhance the across-track resolution to match the along-track 
resolution was clearly a desirable objective in this respect. This- important aspect was 
demonstrated by simulating multiple statistically independent sources each transmitting at the 
same frequency and located in close proximity of each other.
The plots in Figure 4.20 illustrate the case of simulating four targets located near the vicinity 
of TDC. All the targets are separated from TDC point by 2 km in their respective orthogonal 
directions. Figure 4.20(a) shows the case of only performing primary correlation. Apparently, 
there is no way of telling from the ambiguity plot that there are actually four target 
transmitters located in the vicinity. Figure 4.20(b) shows the case of performing coherent 
integration over 3 correlation frames; here it becomes clear that there are four targets in the 
plot. Figure 4.20(c) and (d) then showed the effects of coherently integrating over 7 and 11 
correlation frames respectively. It is very obvious from these plots that the target’s across- 
track range resolution improves and the signal to noise is enhanced by extended coherent 
integration, thereby demonstrating that the method works against multiple targets.
Another desirable effects brought about by coherent integration is that the noise floor 
becomes lower when processing over more correlation frames. The effect of enhanced 
sensitivity is immediately apparent when comparing the respective plots shown in Figure 4.20. 
The more correlation frames used, the lower the noise floor and the more prominent the 
correlation peaks. Therefore we can better identify and discriminate between each of the 
individual transmitters in the plot. Note however that the along-track range resolution does 
not improve with coherent integration technique as the range resolution is determined solely 
by the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. There is no way of improving the along-track 
resolution through signal processing. The only option is to physically increase the orbital 
separations between the two satellites, such that signals received from both paths decorrelate 
faster and therefore realising a narrower along-track range resolution.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20: Discriminating multiple targets by using coherent integration technique
4.4 Burst mode acquisition
In Section 4.2.1, it was shown that the geolocation of emission sites can be determined 
through numerical computation of the signal's Complex Ambiguity> Function. The uncertainty 
principle says that frequency resolution is inversely proportional to the signal correlation time, 
thus the minimum ‘burst-time' required is dependent only on the Doppler resolution that is to 
be achieved. Previous analysis (see Section 3.3.2) on GLOBALSTAR signals showed that for 
the case of primary correlation, the signals will only correlate for an observation time At= 
28.6 msec. This however gives a course Doppler resolution A//= 35 Hz, which in turn 
correspond to an across-track. range uncertainty of approximately 2100 m. To reduce range 
uncertainty, the signal observation time was increased so as to improve the across-track 
resolution. It was also shown that in order to achieve the intended 200 m across-track range
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uncertainty (i.e. for GLOBALSTAR signal), the system must coherently integrate over 
approximately 11 frames of contiguous correlating data blocks. This requires a total 
integration time of 0.31 seconds (just to calculate one pixel in the image frame), which 
delivers only one ‘strip’ of processed data in across-track direction with no computation in the 
In'* variable along-track (see Section 4.2.1). Here it becomes apparent that there will be a 
problem of having to collect very large amount of data in order to achieve useful mapping (i.e. 
100’s km in along-track direction).
For example, the duration of time which data would have to be collected in order to build a 
map spanning 300 km in along-track is approximately 43.5 sec (i.e. 300km^6.9km/s) plus an 
additional 0.31 sec (i.e. overhead needed for calculation of one pixel); implying that a total of 
43.8 sec worth of data must be collected. Discounting the 0.31 second overhead, the amount 
of data required to be stored is 1.25xl06 complex samples (i.e. GLOBALSTAR signals) per 
second per satellite. With the intention of performing ‘off-line’ signal processing, then all data 
collected by each satellite must be stored and then down-linked at some appropriate time to 
the ground station. Thus, the challenge is that potentially gigabits of data would have to be 
stored onboard and downloaded for further processing. Some important consideration would 
be the amount of on-board data storage that is required, and also whether the downlink can 
support the required high data transfer rate to ground. The problem in down-linking is that the 
typical time window (which is approximately ten minutes during a favourable pass) available 
for downloading is relatively short when compared to the much longer time which data may 
be collected (limited only by available onboard memory) along-track. There is certainly a 
need for an efficient system that can extract as much information about the RF environment, 
from the use of as little data samples as possible. These arguments led to the consideration of 
the possibility of running the system in a ‘burst mode’, in which the order of one second or 
less data need only be collected for every few tens of seconds by modifying the CAF so as to 
look ahead or behind the TDC. Such a ‘variable slip’ method is analogous to the squint modes 
of SAR and scatterometers, whereby the entire terrain covered by the overlapping antenna 
beams (i.e. defined by the 3dB beam-width) can be mapped.
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4.4.1 Variable Slip Technique
The analysis so far has been focused on the recovery of geolocation information of emitters 
located at a region opposite the TDC point. With primary correlation we process just one 
block of data centred at a point in time */’ when the satellites are just opposite the target zone. 
With secondary correlation this principle did not change, only the time of observation was 
extended before and after this primary block of data.
The idea is to apply differential variable delay slips between the two original data sequences 
to look ahead and behind of the TDC region for correlation. The advantage is that it is then 
possible to create a geolocation map of the entire monitoring swath by using just one record 
(which we have selected as approximately one second worth of sampled data). This highly 
efficient technique, allows data acquisition and storage to be kept to a minimum while still 
being able to recover the required information to create the geolocation map within the entire 
receiving swath. The concept is depicted in Figure 4.21; here the black line represents the one 
second long data sequence received via satellite 1, and the red line represents the sequence 
received via satellite 2. The blue rectangular strip represents the 5 km along-track span to be 
analysed, and assuming that the Doppler difference frequency has been tuned-out with proper 
across-track range selection, then the ensuing time averaging process will create a correlation 
graph as depicted by the blue line. The plots to the left denote ‘positive’ number of shifts in 
variable slip count, and the plots to the right denote negative slips. From Equation (4.37) in a 
central block, to repeat we had;
k = m + l.
Mo(m)= ^s[l,fc]s*[2,fc]exp(—yMA.A./c) (4.52)
k = m - L
which correlated a target at equal range from two satellites. It is necessary only to generalise 
secondary correlation principles by an overall further shift to data offset, so;
k - m + L
^s[l,/cJs*[2,fc-/]exp(-jM A.A./c) (4.53)
k = m - L
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choice of 7 ’ will steer the correlation to any desired amount (positive or negative ) along- 
track.
. 1 .  _ i
1 — 1—Slip= 0 I
I
Slip= 2
J L
SI'P= 3 Slip= -3
Figure 4 .21 : Slip counts and correlation offset in the along-track direction
From the diagram in Figure 4.21 it was shown that the slips are only applied to the data 
sequence received via satellite 2 while always keeping the data sequence from satellite 1 
stationary. The effect of applying positive slips is such that the correlation peak moves 
towards the right hand side, and in so doing revealing the ambiguity function of regions 
located slightly further to the left. The whole process is equivalent to looking backwards in 
time to a region that is previously out of the computational range of the ambiguity function. 
Likewise, if negative slips are applied, the correlation peak moves to the left and is equivalent 
to looking forward in time. When no slips are applied, we then have our nominal case with the 
target centred in the middle of the plot as depicted by Figure 4.22 (a) and Figure 4.22 (d).
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(a ) slip = 0  ( d ) s l ip = 0
(e ) slip= -5
(f) slip= -1 0
(b) slip= 5
(c )  slip= 10
Figure 4.22 : The effects o f vary ing slip counts on ambiguity map offset
Figure 4.22 (a,b,c) shows the effects of increasing positive slips, and Figure 4.22 (d,e,f) shows 
the case for increasing negative slips. In theory, a single slip count in either positive or 
negative direction will cause the correlation peak to shift by a ground-track distance of 
approximately 200 m. This had been verified through simulation, and Figure 4.23 summarises 
the observations by plotting the along-track correlation profile with various number of slips 
applied (from slip= -13 to 13).
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S lip =  -13  to 13
5 km
Figure 4 .23 : Along-track range offset from vary ing slip counts
The nominal correlation plot at TDC is shown in the middle of the graph; the resultant plot for 
the various slip counts showed that the interval between each correlation peak is relatively 
constant and is approximately 200 m apart. This figure is important as it shows that the along- 
track ground displacement is linearly related to the number of slips applied. By applying the 
appropriate amount of slips to the mapping process, the geolocation map within the receiving 
swath can be reconstructed entirely. For example, previously we had simulated the ambiguity 
function for a target located at a colatitude of ys centred at TDC (at 9= 0°). Now assuming that 
each geolocation plot spans 5 km in the along-track direction, then the boundary of the 
ambiguity map is at -2.5 km and 2.5 km from TDC. Assuming that using the same data set, 
but we now need to look ahead of TDC to map a region spanning from 17.5 km to 22.5 km 
with the ambiguity map centred at 20 km in the along track direction, then the number of slip 
counts required is approximately;
Range offset to new map centre 20000m , . .Slip count = -----5---------------------- tL--------= ------------= 100 (4.54)
Range interval for each slip 200m
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Thus we have to apply a positive slip of 100 counts in order to create a geolocation plot 
centred at 20 km in the along-track direction. In theory, the entire receiving swath can be 
mapped out by applying the necessary slips between the data sequences. The recovery process 
is possible as apart from receiving signals from transmitters located just opposite of TDC, the 
system is also picking up signals emitted from some other unknown location much further 
away from TDC. These signals arrived in time to be intercepted together with those signals 
originating from regions just opposite TDC. By applying the necessary slips, we can select on 
any region of interest within the receiving swath. The ambiguity function of that particular 
region can then be computed to resolve the locations of emission sites.
4.4.2 Mapping the entire swath
A simulation was performed to verify the concept o f ‘variable slip’; the Synthesis program 
initiated five GLOBALSTAR type transmitters located at TDC (i.e. 0 km), -5 km, -10 km, -15 
km and -20 km respectively all at a colatitude of ys= 5.3°. The program then generates one 
second worth of synthetic data which was then applied to the Analysis Program to create the 
geolocation map shown in Figure 4.24.
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5 targets (0. -5. -10 , -15 ,-20km ) same colatitude
A cross-trai,i\ uireuuuu
Figure 4.24 : Using variable slip technique to recover a large span o f geolocation map
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By applying the various required slip counts to calculate the respective ambiguity plots, a 
geolocation map spanning 25 km in the along-track direction and 5 km in the across-track 
direction was created by ‘stitching’ together the individual plots. The simulation had 
demonstrated that the variable slip concept worked, this is a major step in reducing the 
amount of data to be collected for geolocation mapping.
To conclude, conventional technique implies that the system can only produce a geolocation 
map spanning no longer than 7.5 km in the along-track direction from approximately just one 
second worth of sampled data. However, with variable slip technique, the system is then able 
to look both ahead and behind of TDC (i.e. to determine regions with significant correlation) 
by simply applying the necessary slip counts to the original data. It was also observed from 
the simulation that the geolocation map starts to distort at progressively higher slip-counts, 
therefore precluding the complete recovery of the entire swath map at the present. This 
problem is inherent in SAR signal processing and can be solved by appropriate mathematical 
compensation in the signal processing. I will assume that similar methods can be sought and 
applied in our application but such an investigation was felt to lie outside the scope of this 
thesis.
In theory, the geolocation system can map the entire receiving swath from just one second 
worth (or less ~ down to 0.31 sec) of data using the variable slip algorithm. The interval 
between sampling would depend only on the beam-width of the receiving antenna. As an 
example, assume for the moment that the effective swath width projected by a receiving 
antenna is approximately 500 km by 300 km in both across-track and along-track direction 
respectively. Thus, the interval between sampling is given by;
.. , Along - track swath lengthSampling interval = ------ 5 5 —
Ground velocity
300 km
6.9 km/sec 
43.5 sec
(4.55)
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As a further example, the diagram in Figure 4.25 shows that three seconds worth of data 
collected at intervals of 43.5 seconds can produce a geolocation map spanning a region of 
over 500 km*900 km.
G ro und  track  *
I
I Sat 1 t t
Assuming u=6.9 Km, the system takes burst data 
every 43.5 sec interval
Sat 1 ■!
W ,
•VM
i .
300 km
IlT
* • • . ' . V y . * ,
• -  * *» • • <
s :
t=+87 sec
t= + 43.5 sec
1=0 sec
Figure 4 .25 : Geometry o f receiving swath and the required sampling interval for continuous mapping
Basically, the wider the beam width, the longer would be the sampling interval. The upper 
limit is clearly set by the footprint which is in turn defined by the antenna gain. The lower the 
antenna gain the wider the footprint and the less frequently do the system need to process the 
bursts.
4.5 Effects of L.O and clock error
It is important at this point to consider the effects of having imperfections in a practical 
system and also how it would affect performance and geolocation accuracy in the along-track 
direction. Perhaps the two most prominent sources of error are timing error which affects the
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synchronicity of data acquisition onboard both satellites. The system requires adequate 
synchronisation for the system and data acquisition to work correctly. The other error 
pertains to the stability of the local oscillator carried onboard the satellites. Any physical local 
oscillators will inevitable suffer from frequency drifts introduced by temperature changes or 
other mechanical 01* environmental factors. Sufficiently stable frequency oscillators are 
required in order that the across-track range error be kept to a minimum. Here the aim is to 
establish the levels of accuracies required.
4.5.1 Clock error and required timing accuracy
Most modem spacecrafts use the timing signals broadcast by the GPS system as a basis for 
global time reference and synchronisation. The ability for spacecrafts to know the time 
accurately is very important as it affects all aspects of a mission, from executing orbital 
manoeuvres, initiating pre-scheduled tasks and In our case, synchronising data acquisition 
onboard both satellites. To provide a feel for the typical timing accuracies that are achievable 
by using GPS signals, we consider the SGR-05 GPS receiver and timing subsystem 
manufactured by SSTL. The timing subsystem is capable of synchronising the clocks on host 
satellite to within one microsecond of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC); which the typical 
timing accuracy achievable is claimed to be 0.5 psec error for 95 % (i.e. within ± 2a) of the 
time (see Appendix 4.3 for the specification sheet).
Since the ephemeris of both satellites are known, their orbital location and thus the range to 
each individual points on the Earth’s surface can be determined. As discussed previously, the 
current proposal requires the knowledge of the time instant that the data were acquired. The 
time information is critical in the post-processing operation since there is a unique 
combination of Doppler and time delay profile for each point on Earth’s surface. A timing 
error incurred during the data acquisition phase will translate into a geolocation error when 
constructing a geolocation map. The questions to be answered are then;
1) How timing error affects geolocation accuracy?
2) How accurate must the reference clock be?
3) Are there any remedies to correct for the error?
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To help answer these questions, varying timing errors were simulated and the results are as 
shown in Figure 4.26. Referring back to Section 3.3.2, many of the simulations were referred 
to an example study of the GLOBALSTAR system which assumed a 0.8 psec sampling 
interval. It is convenient to use the results of this simulation and explore the effect on 
geolocation error of timing error expressed in multiples and sub multiples of 0.8 psec. The 
plot illustrates the effects of having varying degrees of timing offset errors (in multiples of 0.4 
psec) introduced into the data acquisition process.
Range displacement as a result of tim e synchronisation error
Figure 4 .26 : Along-track range error as a direct result o f timing error
From the simulation, it is seen that the extent to which timing errors translate into relative 
shifts to the correlation peak in the along-track direction. As expected it is seen that there is a 
linear relationship between the along-track range error and the timing error injected. The 
‘blue’ line in the centre of the plot indicates the scenario of having no timing error injected 
into the simulation. Subsequently, the timing errors are increased progressively in steps of 0.4 
psec and the results are such that the correlation peaks starts shifting by approximately 100 m 
for every 0.4 psec increment in time error. Assuming that the amount of timing error is known.
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relatively fixed and does not vary with time, it might then be possible to use the variable slip 
technique to correct/calibrate for the resulting range error.
Depending on the chosen sampling rate, to a certain degree we can process the data to 
minimize the error. Assuming our nominal case of sampling the data at 0.8 psec interval, and 
if the time error is known to be say 1.6 psec then the along-track error should be correctable 
by slipping the data relative to each other in the required direction (depending on the time 
error, ± terrot). Say in this case, we have to apply a variable slip of +2 to move the peak toward 
the right side of the plot and make the correlation peak centred at TDC again. So any amount 
of correctable errors will be in steps of 0.8 psec for system sampling at a rate of 1.25 M 
samples per second.
Also, knowledge of the error could be inferred from known beacons or targets on Earth. 
Given a typical time error of 0,5 psec (i.e. 2a) offered by the SGR-05 GPS timing subsystem, 
we can immediately suggest a ± 2o range error in the order of;
° '5/*SeC x 100 m = 125 m (4.56)
0.4//sec
4.5.2 Local oscillator stability requirement
A local oscillator is basically a sine wave generating device used in receiver systems to up or 
down-convert input signals to a different frequency band for further processing. We assume 
here that both satellites will carry a RF receiver comprising a LO and a microwave mixer 
located at the RF front-end. The function of the RF front-end is to ‘tune-into’ the frequency of 
interest, so that the corresponding signal can be down-converted to the Intermediate 
Frequency (l.F) stages for data sampling to take place. Having previously determined the 
system’s timing requirement, the next set of questions to be answered are;
1) What is the relationship between LO instability and across-track range error?
2) How stable must the LO be in order to realise a certain across-track range error?
3) Are there any strategies to ensure the stability of the LO with time? And finally if 
there are any remedies to correct for the error introduced by the inherent LO instability?
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First, we have to establish what is exactly meant by LO stability? In an ideal LO, the 
frequency of the sine wave output remains the same regardless of time. However in practice, 
the actual frequency of a real LO varies significantly with time. This apparent fluctuation in 
the output frequency are principally caused by temperature variations subjected to the 
electronic circuitries (i.e. thermal instability), variations of the input power supply (i.e. supply 
voltage instability) and also mechanical disturbances (i.e. vibration) to the electronic 
components within the receiver circuits. The stability of an oscillator can be further divided 
into two parts namely; long-term and short-term stability.
The long-term stability is usually expressed in parts per million (ppm) of frequency change 
per hour, days or even years. The long-term stability is a reasonably predictable phenomenon 
caused by temperature changes and aging effects of electronic devices used in the building of 
the frequency control circuitries. The short-term frequency variations encompass all other 
factors (apart from temperature drifts and aging) causing frequency changes about the 
nominal frequency with time duration of typically less than a few seconds long. This fast 
varying phenomenon (or short-term stability) is more Important when considering the stability 
of a LO, and must be properly accounted for when designing the system to minimise the 
corresponding across-track range error. More precise characterisation of noise and stability in 
oscillators follows the concepts of the Allan Variance [116].
It is important to determine the magnitude of across-track range uncertainty associated with 
LO/frequency uncertainty. The following analysis is suggested for the nominal system 
geometry (see Figure 3.4) which assumes the presence of a GLOBALSTAR type signal at 
across-track angle of yr= 5.3° and transmitting at approximately j f r  1.62 GHz. From Section 
3.3.3 (Table 3.2), it had been established that a Doppler frequency resolution of 3.2 Hz is 
required in order to geolocate the correlation peak of a target (at yr- 5.3°) to better than 200 
m (i.e. equivalent to ± 100 m) in the across-track direction. From Figure 4.27, it is apparent 
that the stability of both LOl and L02 are the dominant factor which determines the 
geolocation accuracy in the across-track direction.
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Signal Processing
Figure 4.27 : Local oscillator stability requirement
If the local oscillators (i.e. LOl and L02) are not stable, then there exists a Doppler difference 
tuning error A /d  which causes an erroneous shift to the geolocation map in the across-track 
direction. It is thus required that both LOl and L02 must not deviate by more than ± 1.6 Hz 
(from nominal values) so that the across-track range accuracy can be kept to within ± 100 m. 
Therefore, the frequency stability needed from both oscillators must be in the order of;
LO stability = ------------ *  9.88 x  10 10 (4.57)
1.62x10' Hz
This order of frequency stability can easily be supported by current state of the art COTS 
master reference frequency source such as the military grade oven controlled crystal oscillator 
9633 OCXO manufactured by Symmetricom Inc.; its small form-factor and power 
consumption makes it an ideal reference frequency source. The specifications of a range of 
suitable ultra-stable oscillators by Symmetricom Inc. can be found in Appendix 4.4. The 
frequency stability stated in some of the specification sheets even far exceeds the current 
requirement of better than 9.88X10‘U). For example the 9633 Military OCXO is capable of 
frequency stability in the order of 5x 1 O'12 (i.e. rated at 10 seconds Allan Deviation), which is 
approximately two orders of magnitude better than what is required.
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The question next is how much across-track range error will be induced for a given amount of 
Doppler difference tuning error A /d ?  The answer to the question can be found in the plots 
shown in Figure 4.28 which illustrates vary ing amount of Doppler difference tuning error and 
the effect it had on the across-track range error.
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A /i =  0  H z A/d= 2 . 5 H z
Figure 4.28 : Across-track range displacements from vary ing degrees o f local-oscillator instability
The graph in Figure 4.29 summarises the observation made from the plots shown in Figure 
4.28. It illustrates the magnitude of across-track range displacements from varying amount of 
A/d.
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A cro s s-trac k  range error as a  result of L O  drift
Figure 4.29 : Across-track range error as a direct result of local-oscillator instability
The blue line represents the across-track correlation profile where both LOl and L02 are 
absolutely stable (i.e. no frequency error). The correlation peak is thus shown to be located in 
the middle of the plot, and it represents the ultimate ideal case. Subsequent graphs then 
simulates increasing amount of Doppler difference tuning errors (in steps of 2.5 Hz), and the 
resultant range shifts in across-track direction immediately becomes apparent. It was also 
shown in Figure 4.29 that the relationship between LO frequency stability and the across- 
track range error is again linear. This is a highly desirable relationship as it would allow for 
proper geolocation map calibration. From the graph, it can be concluded that a frequency 
stability of ±2.5 Hz corresponds to a physical shift of ±150 m in the across-track direction and 
it scales linearly. With knowledge of the frequency error, the across-track range error can be 
calibrated.
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4.6 Mapping Error due to earth’s rotation
The eastward rotation of planet Earth as shown in Figure 4.30 must be taken into account 
when creating the geolocation map. The proposed system could be placed in near-polar orbit 
and the effects approaches maximum near the equator. The earth rotates 360° on its axis in a 
day, and that corresponds to a ground velocity of approximately 463 m/sec for points located 
along the equator. The eastward rotational rate reduces with increasing latitude and is zero 
over the poles.
z▲ North
Slave 1
Figure 4 .30 : Effects from rotating earth
The rotation will distort the generated map in the across-track direction; however a brief 
calculation finds for a distortion of approximately 143m (i.e. equator’s eastward velocity x 
observation time ~ 463m x 0.31 sec), which is barely more than the expected range resolution.
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Such problems are also encountered in Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems and can be 
compensated. Basically, the distortion can be corrected if the satellite's ephemeris is known. 
Future work should include correction algorithms (from SARS technique) to remove the map 
distortion.
4.7 Mapping Error due to target’s altitude
The analysis so far had been based on the assumption that a target’s altitude is at sea level (i.e. 
a= 6378 km). But in reality such is not always the case, since transmitters could be located on 
a hill, mountain and even carried on an aircraft.
TDC
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Figure 4.31 : Geometry o f altitude induced across-track range error
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Figure 4.31 illustrates the scenario whereby a transmitter is located on a mountain at height 
Intrinsically, the target’s altitude affects the accuracy of the geolocation map as for a 
given altitude, there is a corresponding point on the earth’s surface (which is located closer to 
the sub-satellite point) that also gives the same slant-path range V  calculated by;
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where hs is the altitude of the target, yB is the across-track angle of that particular target, a= 
earth’s radius and b= (a+h) is the altitude of the satellite from the centre of the earth. The 
apparent “projected” target across-track angle yP is given by;
To illustrate the point, consider a transmitter located at yB =  5.3° at the top of a 8 km mountain 
(e.g. Mt. Everest). Assuming ye= 5.3°, he-  8 km, ys~ 5.3°, h= 600 km then the angular error yR
r 2 = b 2 + (a + h£ f  -  2 (a  + hE ).b. cos ©  ) (4.58)
(4.59)
is;
Y e  =VE -Y r
/ 2.6.(6378 + 8).cos(5.3) -  (2 x 6378 x 8).(l -8 )  
(2x6378x6978)
= 5.3° -  cos (4.60)
\
0.064°
Thus the associated across-track range error is given by;
Y = — x2 xTTxa
360
»7km
(4.61)
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The effects of varying target altitude can be summarised by the graph shown in Figure 4.32. 
In the plot, the satellite's separation angle is ys= 5.3°, the blue line represents the case of y,= 
5.3° and the pink line represents ye=  8°.
A cross-tra ck  range error v s  target's attitude (for ys= 5.3°)
- ys=5.3 — yc=8
Target’s Altitude, hc (km)
Figure 4.32: Plot o f across-track range error vs. target's altitude
It is shown from the graph that the across-track range error and target's altitude are linearly 
related, and also the across-track range error reduces with increasing target across-track range 
angle. Such errors are correctable (i.e. through means of iterative computation) for all ground 
traffics if the associated terrain data (i.e. in the form of digital map) are available; but the error 
cannot be corrected for the case of an airborne transmitter as the flight altitude would 
essentially be an unknown. The equivalent error in across-track range would then roughly be 
equal to the altitude of the aircraft.
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Chapter 5: Emission Spectrum Analysis
The purpose of this chapter is to link the joint TDOA/FDOA geolocation technique developed 
previously in chapter three, with suitable spectrum analysis schemes so that the geolocation 
and emission spectrum of each target can be determined simultaneously. Two spectrum 
analysis schemes are being put forward, namely; fixed-frequency acquisition and Microscan 
acquisition schemes. Broadly, the goal is to show how the various schemes would geolocate 
and perform emission spectrum analysis. The design of the receiver payload will also be 
examined.
5.1 Fixed-frequency analysis scheme (Static tuning)
The fixed-frequency scheme requires the use of a conventional heterodyne receiver for signal 
acquisition, and meshes seamlessly into a scheme which is compatible with the geolocation 
mapping technique developed so far. A brief introduction on the operating principles of a 
heterodyne receiver will be given in the following section and the effects I.F filtering have on 
the calculation of the signal’s cross-correlation function will also be investigated.
5.1.1 Principles of heterodyne receiver
The heterodyne receiver was historically conceived to overcome the severe restrictions in 
tuning range associated with the use of tuneable bandpass filters. Instead of using a tuneable 
bandpass filter, the heterodyne receiver uses a bandpass filter with a fixed centre frequency. 
As is well-known, the receiver uses a process of frequency translation to move the frequency 
of interest into the passband of the fixed frequency filter to be measured. The centre 
frequency /  and bandwidth Bip are easily adjustable with high precision using modern digital 
receiver technology. In this case, to measure the signals transmitted by GLOBALSTAR’s 
handsets, Bw should be made greater than 1.25 MHz so as to pass the entire transmission 
bandwidth for sampling.
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5.1.2 Combining static tuning and geolocation
In the current simulation, the synthetic data generated to represent the signals received by 
both satellites are used directly for cross-correlation processing without prior filtering (see 
Figure 5.1). But in a real system, filtering would have to be implemented to provide the 
required frequency selectivity (which will be analysed in the next section). The aim of this 
section is to investigate how I.F filtering affects the output of the cross-correlation process; 
the following analysis was suggested by Hodgart [117]. In the simulator, the unfiltered signals 
received by the two satellites can be modelled by;
lli(0  = X ck exP0‘(^£ /2W
k (5-1)
u2(0 = H ck exp(/(£fy -C0D / 2 » x  exp(y<J>)
k
where u, and u2 are complex signals received by satellite 1 and satellite 2 respectively. In 
both equations, ck are complex amplitude or sidebands common to both signals. Frequencies 
Qk are both positive and negative relative to some implied carrier frequency a)0, coD is the 
Doppler shift and (j) is an arbitrary phase shift. The cross-correlation operation is represented 
by Figure 5.1 and can be evaluated by the following expression;
1 71w = —  Ju, (Oil* (r)exp(- jcoDTt)dt (5.2)
f t  0
where exp(fycoDTf) is a tuning Doppler and 1\ is an integration time for the evaluation of the 
cross-correlation function.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram representing the ambiguity function of unfiltered input signals ui(t) and u2(t) 
Using Equation (5.1), the expected value of the conjugate product u1(t).u2*(t) is given by;
(u, {t)u; (/)) = Z Z c*c/ expO'fc + ®d 12Wexp ( /( -  c°i+ ®d 12»
* I
= Z ( | c* I) exPO'®DOx e x p (-# )
A
= Z  A- exP0,fiV ) x exp(-yV)
(5.3)
where pk is a random power associated with each frequency component, and assuming that the 
Doppler difference beat signal is exactly tuned out by having coDf= coD) then the expected 
value for Equation (5.3) is thus;
1(w) = —  J Z  p k.exp(jcoDt).exp(- ja>Drt)dt x exp(- j(f)
■ L  0 k
= Z A - xexP ( - J4 )
(5.4)
Assuming perfect range correlation (i.e. at TDC) and also Doppler tuning, the perceived 
power will then correspond to the absolute value of Equation (5.4);
(5.5)
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which shows that it is just the sum of the component powers in the common signal (as would 
be expected).
5.1.3 Static tuning scheme
For a more realistic representation, Figure 5.2 shows the use of a static filter G(H) 
(representing I.F filtering) to pass wanted transmission and reject those that were unwanted 
before the cross-correlation operation.
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Figure 5.2: Diagram representing the ambiguity function o f sialic filtered input signals v t(t) and v2(t)
The filtered input vi(t) and v2(t) are given by;
viW = Z ca-G(Q* +  « V 2) exP(XQ* + " » /2M
(5.6)
v2(z1) = S ca--G(Qa- “ cod / 2)exp(/(0A. - 0D/ 2»xexp (/>)
k
where G is a frequency dependent gain, and the expected value of the conjugate product 
vi(t).v2*(t) is given by;
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( v  i (0 V ; ( 0 )  =  Z ( | C*|)-G (Q * +ft>D / 2 ).G ‘ ( Q k - c o D /2 \e x p ( jc o Dt)x e x p (- j< f> )
(5.7)
= ^  p k .G(Qa + coD / 2)lG* (Qa -  coD / 2\exp(ja>Dt)x exp
k
By applying Doppler tuning and integrating over 7l, the expected value for the cross­
correlation function of v,(t) and v2(t) is thus;
1 rr
(w) = —  j ( v , {t)v  2 (0) exp(- jo )DTt)dt
L 0 (5.8)
=  Z ^ G ( D a + M D / 2 ) G t ( Q A -G )0 / 2 ) x  Q x p( - j t f )
k
To simplify the analysis further, the frequency response of the static filter is represented by an 
idealised rectangular filter (i.e. G(D)= 1) as shown in Figure 5.3.
t
Figure 5.3: Signal components within passband o f the IF filter
In the diagram the blue lines represent signal components within the passband of the static 
filter and those in red are out of band signals. If the sideband frequencies/! and also the 
associated Doppler shiftf o  are all within the passband given by;
- £ < / * + / » < + £  (5-9)
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then the expected value can be determined by first making a linear phase approximation due 
to a finite delay x in the filter, thus Equation (5.8) then becomes;
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(w) = £  Pk expO'©* + coD / 2)r)exp(- j(Clk -  coa / 2)r)x exp(-y^)
k (5.10)
= X  Pk exP 0<yDr)x exp
k
By taking the absolute value of Equation (5.10), the expected value for the cross-correlation 
function is again given by;
with a transmission (i.e. including Doppler shift), then the cross-correlation amplitude will be 
the same as the case of not having any IF filtering. However, if Br is too narrow and does not 
pass all the frequency components associated with a transmission; then the case will be 
equivalent to having a signal source that is transmitting with a narrower bandwidth. The 
immediate effect is that the along-track range resolution will be degraded proportionally, but 
the across-track range resolution will not be affected as it is only dependent on the coherent 
correlation time 21.
5.1.4 Mission scenario (fixed-frequency analysis)
The fixed-frequency acquisition scheme is straight forward to implement and uses the 
acquire-and-locate concept; whereby during a routine satellite pass over the ground station, a 
human operator uploads a set of specific frequencies to be monitored (i.e. automatic 
acquisition mode). As soon as, or whenever such a signal has been detected, a brief duration 
of that signal will be acquired so that the geolocation of the source can be determined. 
Alternatively, the owners of the surveillance system can also pre-schedule a task for the signal 
environment to be acquired at some specific locations on Earth.
(5.11)
k
which concludes that if the filter B\r is wide enough to pass all spectral components associated
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In the fixed-frequency scheme, a wideband cueing receiver (which is essentially a spectrum 
analyser) must be installed onboard the satellites to survey the general RF environment within 
the radio spectrum of interest. Its purpose is to measure and obtain coarse frequency readings 
regarding the input signals, and use the derived frequency parameters to setup a separate 
tuning receiver to acquire and sample the received signals. In this scheme, the receiving 
antenna is multiplexed to both the wideband monitoring receiver and the fixed-frequency 
tuning receiver through a microwave power-divider as shown in Figure 5.4.
Received signal
Figure 5.4: Block diagram o f cueing receiver implementation
A cueing receiver based on the conventional spectrum analyser cannot be expected to perform 
satisfactorily. Taking for example the GLOBALSTAR signal with a bandwidth of 1.25 MHz, 
one could set the R)F of the cueing receiver to match the signal bandwidth. The corresponding 
maximum sweep-rate is then k= (1.25x106)2= 1.5625x10'2 Hz/sec and a frequency span of 1 
GHz can be swept in a time of 0.64 msec (i.e. 1 x 109/1.5625x 101"). However, the catch is that 
the tuning frequency of any analysis receiver needs to be set to some small fraction of the 
expected bandwidth of any transmission. In a sparse RF environment, there may be sufficient 
discrimination in the spectral image to realise this order of resolution. However in a dense RF 
environment, the l.F bandwidth of the cueing receiver has to deliver a resolution which meets 
the accuracy requirement in order for the analysis receiver to settle. The problem becomes 
more acute the narrower the inherent bandwidth of the signals that are to be searched. 
Supposing if the aim is to acquire IRIDIUM signals which has a bandwidth of 50 kHz, and 
also further supposing that if the analysis receiver has to be set to within ± 5% of this 
bandwidth, then this would require a preliminary resolution by the cueing receiver to within
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say ± 2.5 kHz (± 5% of 50 kHz). Therefore # 1F would have to be in the order of 5 kHz, and a 
conventional spectrum analyser that is set to this bandwidth would be limited to a sweep-rate 
k= (5x103)2= 25x10° Hz/sec. If it were desired to search the whole of the 1 GHz span, then a 
search time in the order of 40 seconds (i.e. 1 x 10Q/1. 5 6 2 5 x 1012) would be needed which is 
almost definitely to slow.
Alternatively, a compressive receiver could be used to rapidly acquire the status of the radio 
environment. Such receivers are also commonly known as “Microscan" receivers, and are 
capable of achieving instantaneous input bandwidth of up to 1 GHz wide. The principle of 
operation and theories of compressive receivers will be introduced in a later section (see 
Section 5.2.1) and shall not be elaborated for now.
5.1.5 Generic fixed-frequency receiver payload design
A generic diagram of the fixed-frequency receiver payload scheme is as shown in Figure 5.5. 
It takes the form of a Superheterodyne configuration, which uses two I.F stages to get the L- 
band signals of interest down to a suitable l.F frequency for quadrature (1/Q) sampling.
R F  s e c tio n  IF  s e c tio n  D a ta  a c q u s it io n
( I & Q )
Figure 5.5: Schematic diagram o f fixed-frequency payload scheme
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The implementation of such a scheme is straight forward, and the operation of the receiver 
system is almost self explanatory from the diagram. A highly tuneable front-end is crucial, as 
it serves to translate the frequency band of interest into the passband of the second I.F for 
signal acquisition.
The sampling clock shown in the figure must be synchronised to the GPS time (derived from 
the spacecraft's timing subsystem) and is driving the ADC’s sample-and-hold circuit at a 
sampling rate off s Hz. The number of bits needed for the signal digitisation process depends 
on the required dynamic range, noise performance and must be properly chosen to minimising 
onboard memory storage requirements. The acquired data are time tagged, written to the 
satellite’s onboard memory unit and subsequently down-linked during the next pass over the 
ground station.
Signal acquisition
At an altitude of 600 km and with directive receiving antennas having 3 dB beam-width of 
-5°, then a target will typically remain in view in the receiving swath for approximately 
40-50 sec (depending on target's geometry) as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Multiple targets located within system's swath
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Both satellites will sample the target signal for a sufficient time to enable the realisation of the 
required range resolution and signal to noise (see Section 4.3) ratio before tuning the receiver 
to the next frequency to be acquired. This process would continue until all the signals on the 
task list are completely sampled. After completing the data acquisition phase, both satellites 
would then return to the default monitoring mode. The acquired data are down-linked during 
the next pass over the ground station for further post-processing.
Geolocation processing and analysis
In principle, once any signal has been detected then typically less than a second’s worth of 
data are required to be collected. By using the variable slip technique (see Section 4.4.1), the 
geolocation of transmitting sources located anywhere within the swath (defined by the 
overlapping antenna beams) can be determined all within the same time interval. The system 
is effective at achieving simultaneous location of multiple sources (within certain limitations 
of dynamic range) that are transmitting on the same frequency. The maps generated can be 
overlaid on top of each other to produce a three-dimensional signal intensity map, showing 
the geolocation of transmission ‘hotspot’.
However, the main drawback of such a scheme is that only one frequency can be acquired at 
any one time. A signal of interest must remained ‘on’ until at least it had been sampled, since 
the system cannot perform simultaneous multiple signal acquisition at different frequencies. 
Such scheme is suitable for detecting communication signals which usually stays ‘on’ for 
some considerable duration of time, but certainly not for ‘pulsed’ signals from RADAR 
equipments. Depending on the intended application, the fixed-frequency scheme is 
particularly good if a specific frequency must be constantly monitored; for example locating 
GPS jamming signals or any other interference signals for which the transmitting frequency 
are known before hand. In short, the concept of fixed-frequency acquisition seems straight 
forward.
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5.2 Wideband acquisition and geolocation analysis scheme
Having shown the limiting nature of using fixed-frequency acquisition scheme for wideband 
surveillance, it seems that an alternative receiver scheme would be required for fast wideband 
acquisition. The Microscan receivers commonly used in Electronic Warfare (EW) 
applications seem to possess the right attributes for the intended purpose of wideband 
monitoring. Such receivers are characterised by having a very wide input bandwidth, high 
sensitivity and also capable of achieving 100% Probability-of-Intercept (POI). We look here 
at the possibility of combining Microscan receiver with the joint TD/FDOA geolocation 
technique developed so far. The operating principles of a Microscan receiver will be 
introduced in the following section before proceeding to establish its compatibility with the 
joint TD/FDOA geolocation scheme.
5.2.1 Principles of Compressive receiver (Microscan)
Compressive receivers are basically Fourier transform devices which could be used as a 
wideband spectrum analyser. It is also commonly known as Microscan receiver since a very 
fast linearly sweeping local oscillator is used to convert the input signals into frequency- 
modulated (FM) signals (sweeps linearly over lOO’s of MHz bandwidth in a few 
microseconds). Such receivers are capable of fast scanning the radio spectrum of interest, 
while providing frequency resolvability which is not constrained by sweep-rate /c< B\r2. The 
schematic diagram of a typical compressive receiver is as shown in Figure 5.7.
x(t) — „ ' JLL
C ( t )
Swoop
LO
DDL y(t)
Figure 5.7: Basic compressive receiver architecture
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The two key components in a compressive receiver are the sweep local oscillator (SLO) [118, 
119] and the Dispersive Delay Line (DDL). The SLO functions as a frequency expander and 
has a frequency versus time slope of gradient ‘m’ as shown in Figure 5.8 (a). It is used in 
conjunction with a mixer to frequency modulate the input signal x(t) before passing it through 
the SAW DDL, which functions as a frequency compressor. The SLO c(t) sweeps from fo to ft 
in a time interval of Tscan, thus the corresponding sweep rate is k= (fi - fo)ITscan (Hz/sec) and 
Figure 5.8 (b) shows the time domain output of the SLO c(t), which is essential a chirp signal.
Figure 5.8: Sweep slope and output chirp signal
Assuming that the input signal x(t) is a continuous wave (CW) of frequency/. The resultant 
frequency modulated output g(t) from the mixer can then be represented by the frequency 
versus time plot shown in Figure 5.9. Essentially the constant CW input signal is translated to 
an intermediate frequency, where g(t) sweep through the passband from f  to fa with a period 
of TSCan as shown in Figure 5.9. The design of a wideband fast sweeping local oscillator is a 
specialised field and is beyond the scope of the current thesis, a detailed treatment is provided 
by Tsui [68] and Wiley [56].
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Figure 5.9: Sweep range and slope o f SLO
The other essential component in a compressive receiver is the Dispersive Delay Line (DDL) 
used in performing pulse compression, the typical frequency versus delay plot is as shown in 
Figure 5.10 (a). Dispersive Delay Lines are designed to work at some particular centre 
frequency with pass band ranging from/ft,,^,, to f u p p e r  giving a total pass-bandwidth of B j p .
DDL Freq vs Delay plot
Pulse
Amplitude
(a) (b)
Figure 5.10: Frequency vs delay time o f DDL and a compressed pulse from the output o f the DDL
There are many approaches in manufacturing Dispersive Delay Lines, but the most prominent 
technology is to manufacture DDL in the form of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices 
since they could be made to a very small form factor. The most commonly used materials in 
producing the SAW devices are Quartz, Lithium Niobate Trioxide (LiNbO) and Lithium 
Titanium Trioxide (LiTiOa). Their design and manufacturing technique are extensively 
covered by Gerard [120] and Tsui [68]. Basically, the input electrical signal is first converted
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into an acoustic signal by a transducer and the acoustic signal is delayed dispersively within 
the substrate as it propagates through it, subsequently the acoustic signal is then converted 
back into an electrical signal at the output terminal of the device. Such devices are basically a 
form of linear filter, which modifies the input signals by imparting a specific amount of group 
delay that is linearly proportional to the frequency components propagating within the device.
The insertion loss of the substrate is very much frequency dependent. In a DDL, the high 
frequency spectral components are attenuated more when compared to the lower frequency 
ones. It is desirable to maintain a uniformly distributed insertion loss across the operating 
bandwidth of the DDL, and this can be achieved by applying shorter delay time to 
progressively higher frequencies and longer delay time to the lower frequencies as shown in 
the illustration.
From Figure 5.10 (a), the difference in total group delay (i.e. ti -  to) is generally known as the 
Dispersive Delay time lT  (or dispersion). The DDL must have good Delay time Vs 
Frequency linearity, which means that the delays experienced by two different (but 
simultaneous occurring) frequency components should be proportional to the frequency 
differences between them. For the system to work, the DDL must have Delay versus 
frequency slope that corresponds to the negative slope of the SLO’s frequency sweep gradient 
(i.e. -m) shown in Figure 5.8 (a).
Assuming that a FM signal changes frequency linearly from f t  to fu  in the time interval of t0 to 
tj, then the corresponding sweep slope® m as in Figure 5.9. If this signal enters a DDL with a 
frequency versus time slope of —m, then the output y(t) will be a burst of energy at time to + h 
as shown in Figure 5.10 (b). Pulse compression occurs because the leading edge of the signal 
(fLower) entering the DDL at time to is being delayed by h, while the trailing edge of the signal 
(fUpper) entering the DDL is being delayed by to. The dispersive nature of the DDL causes both 
the leading and trailing edges of the signal to emerge from the DDL as a sharp pulse at time to 
+ t] shown in Figure 5.10 (b).
Since different frequency components will take different amount of time to emerge from the 
DDL, therefore, the spectrum of the input signal can be determined through the measurement 
of the relative position of the output pulses.
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To summarise, the sweep rate (;c) of the system is defined by F/T (Hz/sec), as in conventional 
spectrum analyser. But the frequency resolution (Af) is quite different from that of the 
conventional swept-spectrum analyser given by;
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Thus the effective frequency resolution (Af) is inversely proportional to the DDL’s bandwidth 
(2?if), and is able to solve the problem of achieving high resolution (i.e. low Af) while meeting 
the requirements for a large sweep width (F) within a reasonable scan time (rscan). A given 
minimum scan time Tsca„ and required scan range F  determines ;c. Then the required Af is 
achieved by making j5[F sufficiently large. For example if a frequency resolution of Af= 5 kHz 
is required and if a sweep time of Tscan=  1 sec over F=  1 GHz is acceptable, then a DDL with 
a bandwidth 2?if=109/(1x5x103)= 200 kHz would deliver the required Af. The sensitivity of a 
Microscan receiver [121-123] is as a conventional receiver but expressed in terms of 
resolution bandwidth A/(and not B^) which is given by;
where k  is the Boltzmann constant, Tsys is the effective noise temperature of the receiver and 
A f is the required frequency resolution. It should be emphasized that such receivers cannot 
demodulate the intercepted signal, as the modulated information will be loss during the 
process of pulse compression. It only measures the spectral energy contained within the 
compression bandwidth.
5.2.2 Microscan receiver as true Fourier Transform device (MCM & CMC)
The schematic previously shown in Figure 5.7 represents a generic compressive receiver 
scheme which is suitable for systems where true Fourier Transform may not be needed (i.e. 
for applications which require amplitude information only). However, for applications which 
require the knowledge of phase, then a true Fourier Transform operation would be required
(5.12)
Sensitivity = k.Tsys .Af (5.13)
[68, 124, 125].
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There are two approaches that could be used to achieve a true Fourier transform, commonly 
referred to as Multiply-Convolve-Multiply (MCM) and Convolve-Multiply-Convolve (CMC) 
and their respective schematic are as shown in Figure 5.11. In both configurations, a DDL 
performs a process of time-domain convolution, while a mixer realises a time-domain 
multiplication.
Sw eep
LO LO
expf-iy///2) exp(-^ Y'/2)
Sw eep
exp| - - j / t r
(a) (b)
Figure 5.11: True Fourier transform implementation based on the MCM and CMC configuration
The most commonly adapted configuration is that of the MCM arrangement shown in Figure 
5.11 (a), and the following derivation explains the Fourier Transformation process. If the 
input signal is x(t), then the output of the first mixer is thus;
/  j
a{t) = x(t). exp + -  jp t2 ) (5.14)
where ju= 2mc and k is the sweep rate of the local oscillator. The impulse response of the DDL 
can be represented by;
/?(f) = expj^-iy///2j  (5.15)
Thus, the output from the DDL is given by the following convolution integral;
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(5.16a)
or equivalently;
(5.16b)
The output from the second mixer can then be written as;
t ( 0  = b(t). expf + — jp t2 (5.17)
by substituting Equation (5.16) into (5.17) and also let co= pt, then the output from the second 
mixer is therefore;
The result in Equation (5.18) is significant as it confirms that the output from the second 
mixer is the Fourier Transform of the input signal x(t). The first two components perform the 
same function as the generic compressive receiver shown in Figure 5.7. The final chirp 
multiplication does not affect the amplitude of signals emerging from the DDL, it basically 
shifts the centre frequency of the output pulses to a suitable base-band frequency where 
further signal processing and data sampling could be carried out. With minor reconfiguration, 
such scheme could be made to achieve 100 % POI (see Section 5.2.5).
By using the same approach, it could be shown that the CMC configuration in Figure 5.11 (b) 
will also produce the Fourier Transform of the input signal. In such a scheme, the first DDL 
only serves to delay the individual spectral components (i.e. depending on their frequencies) 
and will not affect the input signals significantly. The mixer and second DDL will then 
function as a conventional compressive receiver (see Figure 5.7) and doesn’t actually provide
(5.18)
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any significant advantage over the MCM or the basic compressive receiver scheme, and the 
fact that it uses two DDL also means that it is more costly and therefore it is seldom used.
5.2.3 Long-multiplier and long-convolver algorithm
There are two ways of implementing the MCM based Microscan receiver [68, 125]; namely 
the M(S)-C(L)-M(S) and M(L)-C(S)-M(L) algorithm, which are also commonly known as the 
“long-convolver” and “long-multiplier” scheme respectively (*note: “S” and “L” in the 
brackets denotes “Short'’ and “Long”). In the “long-convolver" scheme, the received signals 
are multiplied by a “short” FM chirp before being processed by a “long” DDL as exemplified 
by the sweep-intercept diagram shown in Figure 5.12.
Am plitude
Transit timeN
/»
S i
f  /«Ai i
T ,
O utput o f 
D D L
T ,
Tim e
Figure 5.12: Sweep intercept diagram o f Long-Convolver M (S)-C(L) scheme for 100% POI
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From the diagram, the bandwidth of the DDL is twice the input bandwidth of the receiver (i.e. 
B d d l=  2 x B r f ), and the SLO sweeps over a bandwidth which is equal to the receiver’s input 
bandwidth (i.e. B SCan=  B r f ) . In this manner, the output from the first mixer is always inside the 
passband of the DDL and therefore, all the spectral components within the input signal will be 
intercepted at all times (i.e. 100 % POI). Depending on its frequency, different spectral 
components will be delayed differently as it propagates through the DDL. The spectrum of the 
intercepted signals can then be determined by simply measuring the relative time position of 
the individual output pulses. It is important to note that since the different frequency 
components propagates through different portions of the DDL; therefore, the centre frequency 
of each output pulse will be different. In this case, the centre frequency of the output pulse 
which corresponds to f ,  will be higher than that corresponding to f .  However, the centre 
frequencies of the different pulses can be made the same (to simplify signal acquisition) by 
multiplying the output of the DDL with a replica of the chirp signal used in the first mixer.
In the “long-multiplier” configuration, the received signals are multiplied by a “long” 
expanding chirp and then processed by a “short” DDL as illustrated in Figure 5.13. From the 
diagram, the SLO sweeps a bandwidth which is twice the input bandwidth of the receiver (i.e. 
Bscmrf 2x B rf), and the passband of the DDL is equal to the receiver’s input bandwidth (i.e. 
B ddl= B rf). It should be noted that B Ddl and B rf need not be the same, as they can have 
almost any relationship depending on its intended application. In this special case, it is 
assumed that they are identical.
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Figure 5.13: Sweep-intercept diagram o f  Long-Multiplier M (L)-C(S) scheme for 50 %  POI
As Bscan is twice B d d l ,  certain portion of the linearly frequency modulated signals will be 
placed outside the passband of the DDL. Those portions within the passband are intercepted 
and will be compressed, and the out-of-band portions will be missed by the receiver. The SLO 
must sweep a total bandwidth spanning B r f + B d d l  in order to intercept all the spectral 
components and fill the entire bandwidth Bddl- The POI that could be achieved for this 
particular example is only 50 % as Bscan= 2xBDDL. Likewise, the spectrum of the intercepted 
signals can be determined by simply measuring the relative time position of the individual 
output pulses. Since the same portion of the DDL is used in the processing of the intercepted 
signals, therefore the output pulse will be identical (also same centre frequency) if the 
intercepted spectral components have the same amplitude.
The distinction between the two configurations is that the long-convolver is capable of 
achieving 100% POI at the expense of having a narrower receiver bandwidth, whereas, the
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long-multiplier scheme has the potential for wider receiver bandwidth but at a reduced POL In 
order for the long-multiplier scheme to achieve 100% POI, two parallel channels would have 
to be implemented and alternately scanned to intercept all signal components 100% of the 
time. This would mean higher hardware complexity and cost, and is not normally 
implemented for applications that require 100% POI.
5.2.4 Combining Microscan and geolocation
Having shown the fast scanning nature of the Microscan receiver, the aim then is to establish 
if it is possible to use the data sampled by two such spaceborne receivers in the proposed 
system for geolocation processing. In other words, the goal is to assess the compatibility 
between the Microscan receiver scheme and the joint TDOA/FDOA geolocation technique. 
The analysis suggested by Hodgart [117] shows that samples acquired by Microscan receivers 
do preserve the phase characteristics that are needed for further Doppler processing, it proves 
that such receivers could be used in the proposed system for fast data acquisition and it should 
also be compatible with the joint TDOA/FDOA geolocation mapping scheme. By sampling 
the output at some specific time slots (i.e. through time gating); the whole process is then 
equivalent to tuning into a fixed-frequency cell as in the case of a static tuning receiver.
5.2.5 100% POI system for acquisition of signals (with geolocation)
Having established that Microscan receiver will work in the proposed geolocation scheme, the 
task next is to illustrate the integration of the two subject area by putting forward a Microscan 
receiver designed using commercially available COTS DDL and also study the potential 
capability of the system. To maintain a quantitative approach, we continue with the example 
of searching for GLOBALSTAR signals. In this analysis mode (as distinct from the 
acquisition mode), it is required to achieve bandwidth (after processing) which matches the 
spectral width of the signal to be detected. From the analysis of the static tuning system (see 
Section 5.1.3), it was found that the equivalent static filter must be sufficiently wide to pass 
all spectral components within an emission and also the associated Doppler frequencies. 
Therefore, the Microscan receiver must be designed to achieve an equivalent static frequency
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resolution of Af=  1.25 MHz (i.e. bandwidth of GLOBALSTAR signals). Also it must be able 
to revisit every signal after every T j= 1/A? which in our consistent example is 0.8 psec.
Preliminary component search showed that suitable COTS components are currently available. 
The example assumes the use of the ID500-500-2.5W SAW DDL manufactured by Phonon 
Corporation. Its specifications are as follows (see Appendix 5.1 for the complete specification 
sheet).
SAW DDL: 1D500-500-2.5W
Bandwidth ( B d d l ) 500 MHz
Centre frequency (F0) 500 MHz
Dispersive delay (T) 2.5 psec
Scan gradient (S0) -0.005 psec/MHz
Pulse width (PW) 0.0023 psec
Table 5.1: Specification o f Phonon Corporation ID 500-500-2.5W
Figure 5.14 shows both “M-C” and “M-C-M” compressive receiver scheme. As mentioned 
previously, the M-C configuration in Figure 5.14(a) is commonly used in applications that 
require only the knowledge of pulse amplitude. The output signal from such a scheme will be 
a narrow pulse modulating a certain carrier frequency (i.e. centre frequency of SLO) and the 
pulse amplitude can be measured through the use of diode detector. All phase information 
will be lost in the process of diode detection.
However, the full M-C-M scheme in Figure 5.14(b) will be needed for our intended 
application as the aim is to recover the Doppler information (i.e. for geolocation purposes) 
embedded within the output signal of the DDL. The second sweep local oscillator (i.e. SLO 2) 
serves to strip away the unwanted carrier frequency component, leaving the wanted Doppler 
information as implied. Section 5.2.7 details a generic payload design example based on the 
M-C-M scheme. However, it is sufficient for now to consider the M-C implementation for the 
purpose of a more general analysis.
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Output from DDL are pulse 
modulating a carrier.
(a)
SLO 2 serves to remove the 
unwanted residual modulation.
(b)
Figure 5.14: (a) M-C and (b) M-C-M compressive receiver scheme
Since the chosen DDL has a dispersive delay T= 2.5 psec and the DDL bandwidth B d d l =  500 
MHz, then the sweep-rate ic to be used in the sweep system is;
= I dol = 500xl06 = 2 x 10t4 Hz/sec (5.19)
T 2.5 xlO-6
The required bandwidth Bw to realise an equivalent static filter bandwidth of 1.25 MHz is 
therefore;
u - o  v i n 14
B._ =  —  =  ZX1U - =160 MHz (5.20)
1F Af 1.25 x 10
In this example, the receiver’s DDL bandwidth ( .S d d l )  is 160 MHz wide and the scan-time 
(Tsca,,) required to sweep the entire 160 MHz bandwidth at a sweep rate of ic= 2xl014 Hz/sec is 
thus;
160 x 106 Hz .T = ..... ......— — = 0.8 z/sec (5.21)
scan 2 x l0 14 Hz/s
This particular configuration then realises a sweep slope of 0.005 psec/MHz (i.e. 0.8 gsec/160 
MHz) which matches the inverse of the DDL’s scan gradient (see specification sheet for S0),
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which automatically delivers the required 1.25 MHz frequency resolution. The sweep 
intercept diagram of the example system is shown in Figure 5.15. In this example, the filter 
Z ? if  only passes signals in the range of 420 MHz to 580 MHz for pulse compression.
Freq
Bppi = 500 MHz 
f n=  500 MHz
Br =  160 MHz
580 MHz
B „=  160 MHz
420 MHz
0.8 ps
1 O u tp u t  p u lse s
fa fh fc t
Figure 5.15: Sweep intercept diagram o f the example system
In the specification sheet, the output pulse width for the chosen DDL is 0.0023 psec; that is 
assuming the use of the entire I.F bandwidth for pulse compression. In this particular design 
example, the Microscan system only uses 160 MHz (instead of the full 500 MHz) IF 
bandwidth for pulse compression. Therefore, the actual width of the pulses emerging from the 
DDL is;
PW = 1
B,f 160x 10
= 6.25 nsec (5.22)
The corresponding number of equivalent frequency cell in this example system is thus;
Tp    scan 0.8x10
PW 6.25x10
= 128 frequency cells (5.23)
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Thus realising a system which is capable of monitoring a span of 160 MHz in 0.8 psec, and 
the equivalent frequency resolution is Af=  (160x 106/128) = 1.25 MHz. This design 
configuration is then equivalent to implementing a parallel cascade of 128 filter-banks each 
tuning into a specific frequency cell of 1.25 MHz wide. With slight modification, the above 
system could be made to achieve 100% POI by using the M(S)-C(L)-M(S) (long-convolver) 
configuration. The details of which will be shown in the next section, which look at the design 
of a potential Microscan receiver payload scheme.
5.2.6 Mission scenario (Wideband analysis)
The focus of this section is to derive a mean to geolocate L-band transmitters and also 
determine the spectrum occupancy of the entire L-band spectrum allocation. To achieve the 
goal, the surveillance system must be capable of acquiring any portion of the radio spectrum 
within L-band, From the previous design example, it had been shown that a Microscan 
receiver can be constructed using available COTS DDL to monitor a frequency span of 160 
MHz to an equivalent static frequency resolution of 1.25 MHz.
The challenge now is to design a scheme that can survey the entire L-band spectrum by using 
the Microscan receiver previously investigated. A feasible solution would be to acquire 
consecutive 160 MHz frequency bands in 1 second time-frames (burst mode acquisition, see 
Section 4.4) as illustrated by the frequency acquisition chart in Figure 5.16. In this case, a 
frequency span of 0.96 GHz (~ 1 GHz) will be covered in six seconds. In general, the system 
could be used in a flexible manner, by either acquiring the entire 1 GHz band or selectively 
sampling only the bands of interest.
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Os Is  2s 3s 4s 5s 6s 
Figure 5.16: Frequency acquisition plan for wideband acquisition
For proper operation, the master clock onboard both satellites must be synchronised to GPS 
time. The process of data acquisition could be initiated by means of pre-scheduled tasking, 
whereby the RF environment in the areas of interest will be acquired as the satellite passes 
above. The scheme would require a tuneable front-end as shown in Figure 5.17, to select and 
down-convert the respective bands into the Microscan section for sampling.
Tuning Microscan section fom Data acqisition &
Figure 5.17: Block diagram o f simplified compressive receiver payload scheme
The one second burst of data for each corresponding frequency cell will then be used in 
generating the geolocation map of the entire receiving swath (using variable-slip technique). 
Since a target will typically remain within the receiving swath for up to 40-50 seconds 
(depending on the receiving swath and target geometry); then in principle, the same frequency 
bands will have to be acquired every other 40-50 seconds in order to build up a continuous 
geolocation map spanning the entire L-band spectrum.
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5.2.7 Generic Microscan receiver payload design
The Microscan section of the receiver payload is largely based on the design given in Section 
5.2.5. In the example, only a small portion (i.e. 160 MHz) and not the entire bandwidth of the 
DDL were used in pulse compression. Since the bandwidth of the DDL (i.e. B»i)i = 500 MHz) 
is more than twice as large as the receiver’s input bandwidth (i.e. B/&= 160 MHz), then by 
using a short expanding chirp (instead of the long chirp shown in the example), the Microscan 
section can potentially be modified into the M(S)-C(L)-M(S) configuration (see long- 
convolver in Section 5.2.3) for 100 % POI.
Figure 5.18 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed Microscan receiver payload; the 
various frequency translation processes and the sweep-intercept plot of the Microscan section 
can be found in Figure 5.19. The system takes the form of a Superheterodyne configuration, 
which uses a RF section to select and down-convert the bands of interest into I.F for “Micro- 
scanning” as shown in Figure 5.18.
R F  section  IF  sec tion  C o m p ress ive  rece iver Data acq usition
(I & Q)
Figure 5.18: Schematic diagram o f proposed Microscan receiver payload scheme
To illustrate its operation, it is assumed that the RF spectrum to be acquired spans from 1 
GHz to 1.16 GHz as shown in Figure 5.19 (a). The local oscillator LOl is set to 0.9 GHz, and 
taking the Lower Side Band (LSB) of the mixing product, the selected RF band is then down- 
converted into I.F which spans from 100 MHz to 260 MHz shown in Figure 5.19 (b).
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From the specification sheet, the DDL’s sweep-slope is S0= -0.005 ps/MHz. In order to match 
the sweep gradient of the DDL, the SLO must be swept at a rate which correspond to S s l o ~  
0.005 ps/MHz. The correct matching of the sweep-slope is critical in getting the compressive 
section to work as if the slopes are mismatched, then pulse compression will not be performed 
correctly and the signals will not be detected. In the proposed scheme, the SLO sweeps from 
330 MHz to 490 MHz, spanning 160 MHz as shown in Figure 5.19 (c) and up-converts the IF 
signals (i.e. spanning 100 MHz to 260 MHz) into the pass band of the DDL. The chirped 
modulated signal will only pass through the portion of the DDL which corresponds to 430 
MHz to 750 MHz (spanning 320 MHz) as shown in Figure 5.19 (d).
From Figure 5.19 (d), it was shown that the upper-band edge of the chirped signals scans from 
590 MHz to 750 MHz and the lower-band edge scans from 430 MHz to 590 MHz. In this 
manner, the output from the first mixer is always within the passband of the DDL and 
therefore, all the spectral components within the input signal will be intercepted at all times 
(i.e. 100%POI).
In this scheme, the highest input frequency (i.e. represented by the blue line) tracks between 
590 MHz and 750 MHz. After pulse compression, the output waveform corresponds to a 
pulse modulating a carrier which has a centre frequency of 670 MHz. Likewise, for the lowest 
input frequency (i.e. red line) tracking from 430 MHz to 590 MHz, the output waveform is 
also a pulse modulating a carrier which has a centre frequency of 510 MHz. Prior to 
quadrature sampling, we need to strip this unwanted modulation from the remaining carrier by 
means of applying a negative ramp (see Figure 5.18 using SLO 2) running from 670 MHz 
down to 510 MHz. In this case, the absolute delay through the DDL would have to be 
measured in order to synchronise the negative sweep.
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B r f =  1 6 0  Mb
RF stage
f«=4.16 Gb
fb=4.08 Gb  
fert Gb
Down convert from RF to IF by mixing with 0.9 GHz (taking lower-side band) \
IF stage
f .4 6 0  Mb
fb480 Gb 
fcrtOO Mb
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 5.19: Sweep-intercept plot and output signal from the proposed Microscan receiver payload scheme
Since the effective pulse compression bandwidth used for this system is only 160 MHz; 
therefore, the width of the pulses emerging from the DDL is;
PW = —-  = ------------ = 6.25 nsec (5.24)
Bxf 160 x 10
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Therefore, it would imply that the data acquisition circuit at the output of the DDL must be 
capable of sampling at a rate of 160 MS/s, which is easily supported by state of the art COTS 
ADC (see Appendix 5.2). From Figure 5.19 (e), there will be an ambiguity when sampling 
spectral components ' f i” and “fn s ”- In the illustration, by the time spectral component "fus” 
from the previous sweep exit the DDL, it actually coincides in time with the exit of the 
spectral component “ft  ” of the next sweep. So for this matter, when the pulse is sampled at 
that specific time position when both spectral components emerge at the same time, then there 
is really no way of differentiating which spectral component is actually being measured.
The way forward is to just discard the “ambiguous” samples, meaning that ‘f i ” and "fi2s ” 
will still be sampled, but their corresponding frequency bins will not be used for signal 
processing. So with a frequency resolution of A/= 1.25 MHz, then in a 160 MHz monitoring 
span, there will be a total ofN= 160MHz/l.25MHz= 128 frequency bins. Having to discard 
‘bin 1’ and ‘bin 128’, then the system effectively only uses information obtained from ‘bin 2’ 
to ‘bin 127’ (i.e. total of 126 bins) to monitor the frequency band spanning from 1.00125 GHz 
to 1.15875 GHz. The system will simultaneously acquire 1 second worth of data (i.e. Burst­
mode acquisition) for each frequency cell, which corresponds to acquiring 1,250,000 data 
samples for each frequency bin within that one second interval. Other frequency portion 
within L-band can be acquired by tuning of LOl to the appropriate down-conversion 
frequencies shown in the table below. The acquired data will be stored in the on-board 
memory storage unit and downlink back to mission control during the next pass over the 
ground station.
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Band Frequency range (GHz) L.O 1 (GHz)
1 1 -1 .16 0.9
2 1.16-1.32 1.06
3 1.32-1.48 1.22
4 1.48-1.64 1.38
5 1.64-1.8 1.54
6 1.8-1.96 1.7
Table 5.2: Down-conversion frequency for various radio monitoring band
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In general the receiver should be designed based on the actual requirement for the intended 
application, and custom made DDL could be ordered from manufacturers (subjected to extra 
cost and manufacturability) so that the Microscan system can be customised.
5.3 Memory storage and downlink
In order to sample and represent the associated Doppler signals correctly, the receiver’s IF 
section must perform a process of quadrature down-conversion (as shown in Figure 5.18) so 
that “I ” and “Q” channel are acquired separately. The memory requirement of such scheme 
must be evaluated to determine if it could be supported by a typical UOSAT small satellite 
bus. Continuing with the design example; it was established that in the 100 % POI scheme, 
the output pulse rate R= 160 MS/s for each channel. Assuming that the data are acquired at a 
resolution of 10 bits, then the total memory space required to store 1 second worth of data 
from both '7 ” and “Q" channel is;
Memory requirement = 2 x (l60M S/sx  1 Obit) = 3.2 Gbit/s 
= 400 MByte/s
Currently, SSTL provides solid-state recorder with a memory capacity of up to 2 GBytes (See 
Appendix 5.3). Space qualified memory unit from other supplier with even larger storage 
capacity are also available. A particular memory module by SEAKR Engineering Inc holds up 
to 8 GBytes of data (see Appendix 5.4) and a more advance model stores up to 24 GBytes 
(Appendix 5.5), so it seems that memory storage is not a major issue.
Obviously, the choice of available ADC and also the chosen sampling resolution to be 
implemented will alter the system/memory requirement. A proper product development 
process must be undertaken to consider the system’s requirement/design and is out of scope 
for this thesis. The aim here is to establish the theories and show that the proposal is feasible, 
any prototyping and design will have to be addressed in future work.
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5.4 Data sorting and geolocation processing
The Microscan section of the proposed receiver payload is equivalent to physically 
implementing a bank of filters; each acquiring the independent frequency cells in parallel as 
shown in Figure 5.20. From the diagram, the number of parts, complexity and physical mass 
associated with the equivalent filter-bank scheme is apparent.
Microscan section
M i c r o s c a n  s e c t i o n  i s  e q i v a l e n t  
t o  i m p l e m e n t i n g  a  f l t e r  b a n k
Figure 5.20: Microscan receiver and its equivalent Channelised scheme
The data down-linked by both satellites are to be sorted, so that the ambiguity function for 
each of the respective frequency bins can be evaluated to create the geolocation maps. Figure 
5.21 illustrates the data sorting operation whereby the serial data from the individual satellite 
is converted into 128 parallel channels, each of which is equivalent to a 1.25 MHz spectral 
cell.
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S w eep 1 ’ 
Sw eep '2 ' 
S w eep ‘3’ 
S w eep  ‘4’
S w eep '1 .2 5  E 5 '
Figure 5.21: Serial to parallel sorting of data into their corresponding frequency bins
Basically, the sorting process reorganises the serial data into the equivalent Channelised 
output form, and by selectively processing any one of the parallel channel will then be 
equivalent to just mapping the geolocation of that specific frequency component. The point 
should be clear that the signal processing operations are essentially identical to the much 
simpler fixed-frequency scheme discussed in Section 5.1,
The ambiguity function for each of the spectral cell will be evaluated, and using the variable 
slip technique, it would be possible to map the entire swath by just using 1 second worth of 
data collected. Therefore, a total of 126 (i.e. minus bin ‘/f and ffus) geolocation maps can be 
created to show the locations of active transmission sites for each of the specific spectral cell. 
An emission intensity map can be created by stacking the entire 126 individual geolocation 
map together and summing the correlation amplitudes associated with each geolocation cell. 
The data computation is rather intensive but since that is all done terrestrially, there should 
not be a big problem regarding insufficient computing resources.
sort serial data into their 
respective frequency bins
b in  b in  f 2 ’ b in  f j ’   b in  ’f u s ’ b in  f l l 7 ’ b in
1 2 3 1 2 6 1 2 7 1 2 8
1 2 9 1 3 0 1 3 1 2 5 4 2 5 5 2 5 6
2 5 7 2 5 8 2 5 9 3 8 2 3 8 3 3 8 4
3 8 5 3 8 6 3 8 7 5 1 0 5 1 1 5 1 2
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - 1 6 0 E 6
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6.1 Final discussion:
Existing spaceborne radio spectrum surveillance and transmitter geolocation systems are 
largely operated by military establishments or intelligence agencies and are strictly out of 
bounds for civil applications. If such systems were made available for civil use, it would give 
rise to many potentially useful applications (as discussed in chapter one) which could benefit 
the public on many fronts and contribute to the advancement of science.
This research was carried out to consider possibilities for a space-based global radio spectrum 
surveillance system dedicated to civil applications. The primary aim of the system is to 
achieve signal intensity monitoring by building up a map showing what frequencies are being 
transmitted, and from which locations on the surface of Earth. These signals need not 
necessarily be directed into space, and actual identification and demodulation of individual 
signals is not attempted. Literature on the design of space-based radio spectrum surveillance 
system is scarce in the public domain due to confidential nature of such system operations for 
military purposes. Thus, in the absence of a working model, the design of the proposed 
system was conceived from first principles by integrating existing knowledge from the theory 
of spectrum analysis, communication theory and geolocation technique. The approach taken 
was to synthesize the “know-how” in related fields to create a hopefully novel spaceborne 
radio spectrum surveillance system that is potentially useful and commercially viable.
A key challenge in the system design was to devise a system that is sensitive enough to detect 
weak communication signals and also determine their originating sites. In chapter three, the 
underlying theories and operating principles of the proposed system were examined. A system 
configuration consisting of two satellites was proposed. To achieve geolocation, the principles 
of joint TDOA/FDOA were applied. In order to geolocate a source signal, a form of two- 
dimensional cross-correlation (or otherwise known as the Ambiguity Function) was 
implemented by using the principle of time correlation to help identify the along-track 
location of a target. Doppler difference frequency tuning was then subsequently used to select
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the across-track range at which the correlation functions are to be evaluated. In this manner, a 
geolocation map can be generated by stepping through and evaluating the individual 
correlation functions at the various across-track ranges around the target’s vicinity. Against a 
typical GLOBALSTAR source (i.e. bandwidth of 1.25 MHz), the joint TDOA/FDOA method 
was shown to be capable of geolocating transmission sites to an across-track range resolution 
of better than 200 m. The along-track resolution is dependent only on the transmission 
bandwidth, and narrow band signals would be located with inversely proportionally ‘worse- 
off along-track range resolution.
The required system sensitivity can be achieved through post-detection integration technique. 
Against signals emitted from satellite mobiles (e.g. GLOBALSTAR), typically 0.31 seconds 
of data are to be collected to ensure sufficient sensitivity for detection of weak signals. It is to 
be recalled that only low gain antennas are to be used, thus post-detection integration is 
essential for the proposed system to work.
Having built the theoretical framework for the system operation in chapter three, the system’s 
performance was evaluated using simulation in chapter four. Simulation results showed high 
agreement with theoretical predictions. However, the simulation results highlighted the 
problem that a potentially huge amount of data would have to be collected by both satellites 
and then downloaded to the ground for post-processing. To get the necessary across-track 
range resolution, typically 0.31 seconds worth of data is needed. This would deliver one 
image ‘strip’ along-track at the corresponding across-track range angle that is being evaluated. 
To process /?x7km along-track would then require 0.31 seconds + n seconds worth of data (i.e. 
assuming ground velocity of 7km/sec). The amount of data required for any significant along- 
track mapping would rapidly become impractical to manage. This problem seems to be 
overcome with the use of the Variable slip technique which enables the entire receiving swath 
as seen by the antennas to be mapped from just 0.31 seconds worth of complex sampled data 
obtained by each of the receiving satellite. The internal signal processing is such that, by 
slipping the two data sequences with the required number of slip-counts prior to evaluating 
the cross-correlation function, it is then possible to create the geolocation map over the entire 
region of near instantaneous view as seen by the satellites in their antenna beams. The 
analogy here is with phased array radar - where a scanning beam can be tilted over an 
azimuth range to enhance the field of view. The variable slip technique therefore significantly
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reduces the need of unduly large onboard memory requirements, thus making system 
implementation realistic.
In chapter four, the system model was built and tested based on the use of a tuned receiver to 
acquire data to create the geolocation map. This use of tuned receiver is inherently a narrow­
band spectrum acquisition technique which only collects information 011 one frequency cell at 
a time. To extend the system’s spectrum monitoring ability, it is necessary to come up with a 
technique to simultaneously monitor multiple channels for wide-band acquisition. In chapter 
five, it was shown that this could be achieved using the concept of Microscan receivers. The 
use of Microscan receiver proved to be equivalent to implementing a bank of filters, each 
acquiring the independent frequency cells in parallel. The data samples acquired by the 
Microscan approach are similar to those acquired by means of static-tuning and thus are 
compatible with the joint TDOA/FDOA geolocation scheme. It was shown that a system 
implemented using Microscan receiver can potentially monitor 160 MHz instantaneously to a 
frequency resolution of 1.25 MHz.
The entire receiver payload of the proposed system can be built using available/existing 
COTS components, thus making the system a potentially easy and cost-effective solution for 
global wideband radio surveillance.
6.2 Conclusion and further work
Current civil spectrum surveillance systems are largely land-based and cover a localised area 
limited to within the radio horizon of the measurement sites. This thesis proposes a novel 
space-based radio spectrum monitoring system consisting of a simple constellation of two 
small satellites, capable of geolocating transmitters and analysing its emission spectrum. 
Simulation results have demonstrated the functionality of the proposed system and showed 
that this system may be feasibly implemented.
Currently, the synthetic signals were simulated by a filtered Gaussian random process. Further 
work could investigate the effects signal modulation has on the detection and geolocation of 
transmission. Different signal models could be implemented to simulate different modulation
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scheme, bandwidth and channel access schemes (such as TDMA, FDMA, CDMA, frequency 
hopping, etc ),
The simulator presented in this thesis has only modelled the fixed-frequency acquisition 
scheme, whereby the synthetic signals were not filtered prior to the evaluation of its 
ambiguity function. The option to perform such filtering and also the ability to vary the 
filter’s responses should be included in further work (but is not expected to cause any problem 
at present) so that the effects filtering have on the achievable along-track range could be 
evaluated. In addition, a dual-Microscan acquisition scheme needs to be modelled, and a 
simulator built to test and evaluates the associated theory and concepts.
Future work could include the addition of Earth’s rotational model into the simulator; also the 
mapping distortion associated with the variable-slip technique should be investigated in 
greater detail. Signal processing algorithms such as those used in SAR processing should be 
investigated to perform distortion compensation. At present the simulations are done directly, 
which is computationally intensive. The proposed scheme is open to computation saving 
algorithms as have been developed over the years to make SAR signal processing more 
efficient. Thus, further work should be directed to combining existing SAR processing 
technique with the current proposal.
Fundamentally, the proposed system consists of a very simple space-segment, essentially 
using very well established receiver technology to acquire information about the RF 
environment. It is emphasised that with this proposal, transmitter geolocation is achieved 
through accurate measurement of TDOA and FDOA of the signals. There is no need to 
maintain satellites’ separation distance to the order of wavelength precision as required by 
phase interferometry techniques [126, 127] in radio astronomy. The required accuracy for 
attitude determination and control need only be sufficient to maintain pointing of the low gain 
antennas, and could be met by current GPS receivers (typical position error ~ 50 m).
The complexity and novelty is at the post-processing level which needs to take place on the 
ground. The system requirements are modest since there is no need for onboard processing 
operations. Depending on the signal transmission bandwidth, and with further signal 
processing, the proposed system could potentially geolocate transmitter to sub-kilometre
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resolution in the across-track direction, thus making it a potentially useful system for the task 
of spectrum surveillance. The viability and performance of the proposed system has been 
demonstrated in this thesis. Subjected to available funding, the proposed system could be put 
forward for prototype development and testing. This thesis has shown that the proposed 
system is based on a sound theoretical framework and backed by encouraging simulation 
results. With further development and testing, it is hopeful that the proposed system would 
enhance current best practice in global radio spectrum surveillance and geolocation of 
emission sites.
Chapter 6: Final Discussion and Conclusions_____________________________________________
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Appendix 1.1: L-band frequency allocation
S e r v i c e s R e g i o n  1  ( M H z ) R e g i o n  2  ( M H z ) R e g i o n  3  ( M H z )
A e r o n a u t ic a l  R a d io  n a v ig a t io n  (R A D A R , 960-12151300-1350
960-1215
1300-1350
960-1215
1300-1350
T X /R X ) 1559-1610
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
1559-1610
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
1559-1610
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
A m a t e u r  R a d io  S a te l l i te  (T X /R X ) 1240-12601260-1300
1240-1260
1260-1300
1240-1260
1260-1300
B r o a d c a s t i n g  (u p lin k ) 1452-1492 1452-1492 1452-1492
B r o a d c a s t i n g - S a t e l l i t e  (d o w n lin k ) 1452-1492 1452-1492 1452-1492
E a r t h  E x p l o r a t i o n - S a t e l l i t e  ( a c t i v e ,  T X /R X ) 1215-12401240-1260
1215-1240
1240-1260
1215-1240
1240-1260
1260-1300
1525-1530
1530-1535
1260-1300
1525-1530
1530-1535
1260-1300
1525-1530
1530-1535
E a r t h  E x p l o r a t i o n - S a t e l l i t e  ( p a s s i v e ,  R X  o n ly ) 1400-14271525-1530
1400-1427
1525-1530
1400-1427
1525-1530
1530-1535 1530-1535 1530-1535
F i x e d  M o b ile  (u p lin k /d o w n lin k )  
‘ N o t e :  A e r o n a u t i c a l  M o b i le ( A .M )
1350-1400
1427-1429 (except A.M) 
1429-1452 (except A.M) 
1452-1492 (except A.M) 
1492-1525 (except A.M) 
1525-1530 (except A.M) 
1530-1535 (except A.M) 
1660.5-1668.4 (except A.M) 
1668.4-1670 (except AM) 
1670-1675
1675-1690 (except A.M)
1690-1700 (except A.M)
1700-1710 (except A.M)
1710-1930
1930-1970
1970-1980
1980-2010
1427-1429 (except A.M)
1429-1452
1429-1452
1492-1525
1525-1530
1530-1535
1660.5-1668.4 (except A.M) 
1668.4-1670 (except A.M) 
1670-1675
1675-1690 (except A.M)
1700-1710 (except AM)
1710-1930
1930-1970
1970-1980
1980-2010
1427-1429 (except A.M)
1429-1452
1429-1452
1492-1525
1525-1530
1530-1535
1660.5-1668.4 (except A.M) 
1668.4-1670 (except A.M) 
1670-1675
1675-1690 (except A.M)
1700-1710 (except A.M)
1710-1930
1930-1970
1970-1980
1980-2010
M e t e o r o lo g ic a l -S a te l l i t e  ( S p a c e  t o  E a r t h ) 1670-16751675-1690
1670-1675
1675-1690
1670-1675
1675-1690
1690-1700
1700-1710
1690-1700
1700-1710
1690-1700
1700-1710
M e t e o r o lo g ic a l  A id s  (M e te o r o l o g i c a l  R A D A R ) 1668.4-16701670-1675
1668.4-1670
1670-1675
1668.4-1670
1670-1675
(T X /R X ) 1675-1690
1690-1700
1675-1690
1690-1700
1675-1690
1690-1700
M o b ile -S a te l li te  ( E a r t h  t o  S p a c e ,  u p lin k ) 1610-1610.61610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
1626.5-1660
1660-1660.5
1980-2010
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
1626.5-1660
1660-1660.5
1675-1690
1690-1700
1700-1710
1930-1970
1980-2010
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
1626.5-1660
1660-1660.5
1980-2010
M o b ile -S a te l li te  ( S p a c e  t o  E a r t h ,  d o w n lin k ) 1492-15251525-1530
1530-1535
1535-1559
1613.8-1626.5
1525-1530
1530-1535
1535-1559
1613.8-1626.5
1525-1530
1530-1535
1535-1559
1613.8-1626.5
R a d io  A s t r o n o m y  (R X  o n ly ) 1400-1427
1610.6-1613.8
1660-1660.5
1660.5-1668.4
1668.4-1670
1400-1427
1610.6-1613.8
1660-1660.5
1660.5-1668.4
1668.4-1670
1400-1427
1610.6-1613.8
1660-1660.5
1660.5-1668.4
1668.4-1670
R a d io  L o c a t i o n  (T X ) 1215-1240
1240-1260
1260-1300
1300-1350
1350-1400
1215-1240
1240-1260
1260-1300
1300-1350
1350-1400
1215-1240
1240-1260
1260-1300
1300-1350
1350-1400
R a d io  D e te r m in a t i o n - S a t e l l i t e  (E a r t h  t o  S p a c e )  
(R A D A R )
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
1610-1610.6
1610.6-1613.8
1613.8-1626.5
R a d io  n a v i g a t io n -S a te l l i t e  ( S p a c e  t o  E a r t h )  
( i .e .  G lo b a l  P o s i t i o n i n g  S y s t e m )
1215-1240
1240-1260
1559-1610
1215-1240
1240-1260
1559-1610
1215-1240
1240-1260
1559-1610
S p a c e  O p e r a t io n  ( E a r t h  t o  S p a c e  u p lin k ) 1427-1429 1427-1429 1427-1429
S p a c e  O p e r a t io n  ( S p a c e  t o  E a r th ) 1525-1530
1530-1535
1525-1530
1530-1535
1525-1530
1530-1535
S p a c e  R e s e a r c h  ( a c t i v e ,  T X /R X ) 1215-1240
1240-1260
1215-1240
1240-1260
1215-1240
1240-1260
1260-1300 1260-1300 1260-1300
S p a c e  R e s e a r c h  ( p a s s i v e ,  R X  o n ly ) 1400-14271660.5-1668.4
1400-1427
1660.5-1668.4
1400-1427
1660.5-1668.4
* Adapted from http://www.ntia.doc.gov/osinhome/Chp04Chart.pdf
Appendix 2.1: Existing military radio spectrum surveillance satellites
USA
GRAB (ELINT): LEO
Developed by Naval Research Lab, GRAB was placed into a circular orbit at an altitude of 500 miles. It became 
operational in July 1960 and was operated until August 1962. Its unclassified mission is to measure solar radiation, 
but covertly it was used to characterise and locate Soviet air defence radars using a classified ELINT payload. The 
ELINT payload acts as a transponder, relaying the intercepted signals to a network of data collection facilities to be 
analysed as it passes over Soviet airspace. GRAB was officially declassified in June 1998.
FERRET (ELINT): LEO, 75-107°
The system was made up of a constellation of satellite, which were deployed into multiple orbital planes. Each  
orbital plane contained a primary satellite (a.k.a Heavy FERRET) and a cluster of (either one or two) sub-satellites in 
formation flying. Most of the FER R ET satellites were placed into circular orbits between 4 0 0 -5 0 0  km, but a few 
were also placed at much higher altitudes (-9 0 0  km) in order to increase surveillance range. Their purpose was to 
gather electronic intelligence on Soviet anti-aircraft RADAR systems and also intercept signals from Soviet 
command and control systems. The system became operational in 1962 and was operated well into 1970s.
CANYON (ELINT/COMINT) (USAF): Quasi-GEO
Building on the success of FERRET, the CANYON system was conceived and became the first SIGINT satellite to 
combine ELINT and COMINT capability into one vehicle. The satellites were placed in inclined (ranging from 
3 ° -1 0 ° )  elliptical quasi-geostationary orbit with apogee of 3 9 ,0 0 0 -4 2 ,0 0 0  km and a perigee of 3 0 ,0 0 0 -3 3 0 0 0  km. In 
such an orbit the satellite moves in a complex elliptical trajectory, which increases the area of coverage and also 
allows the bearings of radio emitters to be measured front various points o f the orbit. It had a 10 meter antenna with a 
total mass o f 270 kg and where used primarily to intercept communication signals from Soviet high-echelon 
command posts.
RHYOLITE/ AQUACADE (ELINT/COMINT) (CIA): GEO
The system had similar configuration as the CANYON satellites, except that their receiving antenna had a diameter of  
20 meters and had more than doubled in weight to 680 kg. RHYOLITE became operational in 1970s and was 
operated until late 1980s. Its primary mission is to intercept signals from Soviet air defence RADAR, communication 
systems and also terrestrial microwave links.
JUMPSEAT (ELINT/COMINT): Moniya orbit
The system was quite similar to RHYOLITE (both in terms of configuration and purpose), each satellite weighted 
about 1500 kg and was equipped with 20 metre receiving antenna. The system was deployed in highly elliptical 12 
hours “Molniya” orbit so as to penetrate into the far northern regions of Soviet Union. The first two JUM PSEATS  
were launched in the 1970s, followed by the launch o f a second pair in 1980s and probably remained operational 
until 1990s.
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NOSS, White Cloud, Parcae, Classic Wizard, Triplet (NAVY): 1000 x 1100 Km, 63.5°
The system comprised o f a constellation of satellite deployed in four different orbital planes. It was first launched in 
1976, modernisation and upgrading to the system continued through 1987. Each NOSS launch placed a cluster of one 
primary satellite and three smaller sub-satellites (separated by 5 0 -2 4 0  km apart) into low polar orbit. The satellite 
array is capable of determining the locations o f radio and RADAR transmitters using TDOA technique, and the 
entire system is capable of monitoring any region at latitudes between 40° and 60° for more than 30 times a day. All 
NOSS satellites are probably now inactive, having been replaced by the SB-WASS system in the early 1990s.
CHALET/ VORTEX (USAF): GEO
Development of SIG1NT satellites continued with the launch of the first CHALET 1978. After the CHALET 
codename was compromised, it was changed to VORTEX. VORTEX was even larger than RHYOLITE, weighing 
around 1800 kg and having a 38-meter diameter antenna. The primary mission of Vortex was to intercept 
communications carried on UHF radio links which used antennae directed towards stationary orbit, or antennae with 
wide main lobes. The second batch of three Vortex satellites, launched fi-om 1984 to 1989, probably had enhanced 
sensors. One was stranded in the wrong orbit when its transfer stage malfunctioned.
MAGNUM/ ORION/ MENTOR (CIA): GEO
The first Orion satellite was launched in 1985 as a replacement for the RHYOLITE series. Orion's primary mission 
was to monitor Soviet microwave traffic, but it also monitored missile telemetry and data-links. A second first- 
generation satellite was launched in 1989. ORION (the names MENTOR and MAGNUM are also associated with the 
program) has a very large antenna, over 40m in diameter, and weighs around 2700 kg. The increase in antenna 
diameter makes it possible to record lower-power transmissions, as well as to determine the transmitter's position 
with increased precision. In 1995 the first second-generation ORION (U SA -110) was launched. This appears to have 
an even bigger antenna, over 50 meters in diameter. U SA -139, launched in May 1998, was probably the second of  
the series.
TRUMPET (USAF): Molniya orbit
TRUMPET is probably a replacement for JUMPSEATS. It operates in a similar highly elliptical 12-hour orbit. Three 
have been launched by Titan 4 since 1994.
MERCURY 3r“ generation Vortex (USAF): GEO
The first of the third generation of VORTEX-type satellites was launched in 1994. It was probably given the 
codename MERCURY,, but this may have been changed after it appeared in the public domain. The second satellite 
was launched in 1996. The third in the series was believed to have been destroyed when its Titan 4A exploded 42  
seconds after launch on August 12th 1998. The value of the lost satellite was estimated at $1 billion. Presumably this 
means that USA-37, launched in 1989, will have to soldier on for longer than intended.
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INTRUDER: Geosynchronous
The INTRUDER geosynchronous SIGINT spacecraft represents a consolidation o f previously discrete COMINT and 
ELINT collection programs into a single collection platform under the Integrated Overhead SIGINT Architecture 
[lOSA]. When NRO presented its five-year program to Congress in the fall o f 1995, the new satellites under 
development - including the INTRUDER signals intelligence satellite was estimated to cost roughly a billion dollars 
apiece. IOSA will improve SIGINT performance and avoid costs by consolidating systems, utilizing medium lift 
launch vehicles wherever possible, and using new satellite and data processing technologies. At the urging of  
Congress, NRO initiated the study phase for the follow-on architecture, IOSA-2. These systems are intended to be 
increasingly responsive to operational needs and the military is an integral partner and participant in NRO space 
missions.
PROWLER: Geosynchronous
The PROWLER geosynchronous SIGINT geolocation platform was initially intended to help locate strategic re­
locatable targets. The design of this spacecraft is said to include low-observable features. PROWLER was an 
antecedent of the Precision SIGINT Targeting System (PSTS) Advanced Concept Technology Demonstration 
[ACTD], Apart from the Army R C-12 Guardrail's Communications High-Accuracy Location System (CHALS) and 
Quicklook ES systems use of time-difference-of-arrival direction-finding, few existing SIGINT systems provide 
targetable geolocation accuracies against communications or radar emitters. PSTS is a Joint Service and Defense 
Agency effort to develop and demonstrate a near-real-time, precision targeting, sensor-to-shooter capability using 
existing national [including overhead] and tactical systems.
IV
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USSR
TSELINA-O: 540 Km, 74°
No useful information were found/
RORSAT: 250 Km, 65°
The Soviet RORSAT program, mentioned briefly above, began sporadic operations in October 1970, after two 1-day 
flight tests of spacecraft support systems in 1967 and 1968 (Kostnos 198 and Kosmos 209 , respectively). Equipped 
with a nuclear-powered radar, the RORSAT spacecraft could reportedly detect destroyer-size ships in good weather 
and aircraft carrier-size vessels in rough seas, but submarine detection remained an elusive goal. The RORSAT 
program ceased flight operations in 1988 after five serious mishaps in 33 missions, including two nuclear reactors 
falling back to Earth from orbit and two launch failures. The RORSAT spacecraft possessed some similarities with its 
EORSATrelation and was 3,800 kg in mass, 1.3 m in diameter, and 10 m in length.
TSELINA-D: 630 Km, 81.2°
TSELINA D spacecraft launched since 1983, are estimated to have a mass of less than two metric tons. The similarity 
o f their orbits to OKEAN satellites, their similar radar cross-sections, and their lack of manoeuvrability, suggest that 
these ELINT spacecraft, like their TSELINA D cousins, are the product of the Ukranian Yuzhnoye Scientific 
Production Association, the makers of OKEAN. A report in 1985, citing a classified GAO study, estimated that these 
ELINT satellites could determine the location of pulsed emitters with an accuracy of about 10 km. The original 
TSELINA D constellation consisted of six spacecraft in evenly spaced orbital planes, but by the end of 1992, the 
network appeared to have been reduced to only three satellites with 60 degree orbital plane separations. The only 
launch o f 1993 occurred on 16 April when Kosmos 2242 was inserted into an orbital plane midway between the 
previous two missions (Kosmos 2221 and Kosmos 2228), forming a potential new system of three spacecraft in 
orbital planes only 30 degrees apart. The operational status of the TSELINA D constellation can be inferred by 
Kettering Group interceptions of the spacecraft's CW  beacon operating at about 153 MHz.
EORSAT: 410 Km, 65°
The EORSAT is a 3 ,000 kg spacecraft principally comprised of a 1.3 m diameter, 17.0 m long cylindrical bus and 
two large solar arrays. A special communications antenna on top of the vehicle is designed for real-time or near real­
time operations via a geosynchronous relay satellite (presumably Geyser for the EORSAT network). The primary 
EORSAT payload antenna is apparently configured in the form of an "X " (like the civilian OKEAN spacecraft) and is 
carried on the Earth-facing side of the bus. It was operated by the USSR and then the Russian Federation. The 
objectives of the EORSAT system were to detect, identity, and track Western shipping, particularly naval task forces 
which might threaten the CIS or are engaged in a conflict elsewhere in the world. Since naval vessels may be in 
transit at high speeds, several sightings in a short period of time are desired to determine location, heading, and speed. 
To accomplish this, the EORSAT constellation normally consists of multiple satellites in two orbital planes. A 
complete EORSAT constellation might consist o f six satellites with three satellites evenly spaced in each of two
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orbital planes separated by approximately 145 degrees. This arrangement ensures a flurry of over-flights for specific 
regions, increasing the probability of detection and the accuracy of position and movement data. EORSATs are 
believed to be capable of estimating naval positions to within two kilometres. From a temporary high of six 
operational EORSATs in late 1990, the EORSAT constellation steadily declined during 1991-1992 (which witnessed 
only one replenishment launch in January 1991) to a single spacecraft by the beginning of 1993. On 4 March 1993 
the last EORSAT spacecraft performed an end-of-life manoeuvre, terminating all EORSAT activities for the first time 
since 1983 after setting a record mission duration of 775 days.
TSELINA-2: 850 Km, 66.6°
A successor to the TSELINA D network, TSELINA 2, began flight testing in 1984. Launched by Zenit-2 boosters 
from the Baikonur Cosmodrome, these more modern ELINTs are assessed to be capable o f near real-time downlinks 
via Geyser geosynchronous spacecraft. The higher altitude and lower inclination (71.0  degrees versus 82.6 degrees) 
o f TSELINA 2 as compared to TSELINA D actually increase the frequency of detection in the temperate zones 
without sacrificing polar coverage. After nine launches (including one launch failure) during the first six years, the 
program was wrecked by three successive Zenit-2 launch failures between October 1990 and February 1992. In 
November and December 1992, more than two years after the trio of Zenit-2 launch failures began, replenishment 
TSELINA 2 spacecraft were successfully deployed under the guise of Kosmos 2219 and Kosmos 2227. Together with 
Kosmos 2082 (May, 1990), the new spacecraft formed a network of three orbital planes spaced approximately 45 
degrees apart.
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FRANCE
CERISE (DGA, MOD): 666/675 Km, 98.1°
Operated by CNES and the DGA (Delegation Generale de I'Armement), ministry of defense. Cerise is to catalog 
terrestrial electromagnetic sources between 500 MHz and 20 GHz in order to find out which are the interesting 
frequencies.
CLEMENTINE (DGA, MOD): 646/665 Km, 98.1°
Owned by DGA (more precisely it is operated by the centre electronique de l'armement based in Rennes). This 
satellite is said to be similar to CERISE but operating in different frequency bands. The objective is to catalogue 
radio sources between 20 MHz and 1 GHz.
ESSAIM 1,2,3,4 (DGA,MOD): 657/666 Km, 98.1°
The latest French ELINT micro-satellite program. The concept and technology was first experimented with CERISE 
and CLEMENTINE. First set o f 4 satellites: 3 active and 1 in-orbit spare will fly in a triangle formation so that it may 
operate as a large, virtual antenna. Swath width of the surveillance system is approximately 400 km to 5000 km An 
ELINT program is planned in 2009 which will have three small satellites flying in formation.
VII
Appendix 3.1: Specification of typical satellite mobile commuiiicatioii systems
System Coverage Frequency Modulation Services
Iridium66 LEO Constellation
Global Unlink/Downlink:16L6.0 to 1626.5 MHz TDMAMod:QPSK
Voice: (Adaptive) 2,4/ 4.8 Kbps
Data/ Fax: 2.4Kbps
Paging, Messaging, Position location
Globalstar48 LEO Constellation
North &. South AmericaEuropeNorth AfricaMiddle EastCentral & East AsiaAustralia & New Zealand
Unlink:1610.73 to 1625.49 MHz 
Downlink:2484.39 to 2499.15 MHz
CDMA
Mod:QPSK
Voice: (Adaptive) 2.4, 4.8, 9.6Kbps
Data/ Fax: 1.2.2.4,4.8, 9.6kbp 
Paging, Position location
Thuraya2GEO-Synchronous
North & Central AfricaMiddle EastIndiaCentral Asia Europe
Unlink:1626.5 to 1660.5 MHz 
Downlink:1525.0 to 1559.0 MHz
TDMA
Mod: 
tt/4 QPSK
Voice: 4.8Kbps
Data/ Fax9.6Kbps (GSM 900)
Position location, GSM Roaming
ACESIGEO-Synchronous
IndiaAsia Continent Unlink:1525.0 to 1559.0 MHz 
Downlink:1626.5 to 1660.5 MHz
TDMA- GSM 900 protocol when roaming within terrestrial network
Mod:GMSK
Voice: 4.8Kbps
Data/ Fax 9.6Kbps (GSM 900) 2.4kbps (ACeS)
GSM Roaming, GPS
Inmarsat4 Geo­stationary'
Global (except the poles) Unlink:1626.5 to 1660.5 MHz 
Downlink:1525.0 to 1559.0 MHz
TDMA
Mod:O-QPSK (Single Carrier per Channel)
Voice: 3.4Kbps 
Data/ Fax: 2.4Kbps
Satellite
UMTSGEO-stationaiy
Global(through interoperation with 3G terrestrial segment)
(tentative allocation) Unlink:2570 to 2590 MHz
Downlink:2500 to 2520 MHz
CDMA To be Determined
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Appendix 3.2: Gain calculation of a 1 m long L-band helical antenna
The following plot illustrates a screen shot of a Helical antenna calculation program written by 
Fred Spinner (http://vhf.worldsbest.com.au/Helix.htm). The algorithm is based on the basic 
program by Bob Atkins (call sign KA1GT) which can be found Chapter 9, page 9-49 through 9- 
51 of the ARRL UHF/Microwave Experimenters Manual, American Radio Relay League, August 
1990.
E n t e r  D a t a  i n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t w o  c o l u m n s ,  a n d  
C l i c k  o n  " C a l c u l a t e "  t o  g e n e r a t e  t h e  H e l i x  d a t a .
F r e q u e n c y  
N u m b e r  o f  T u r n s  1 9
1500 MHz
T u r n s  ( 5 - 3 5  O n l y  a r e  V a l i d )
1  W a v e l e n g t h  R e f l e c t o r  
I n c h e s7 . 8 6 8 5 0 3 9 3 7
C a l c u l a t e
c m
C i r c u m f e r e n c e
D i a m e t e r
8 . 7 1 8 3 0 2 3 6 2  I n c h e s
2 . 7 7 5 1 2 1 8 3 3  I n c h e s
S p a c i n g  B e t w e e n  T u r n s  1 . 9 8 0 7 4 9 6 9 2  I n c h e s
L e n g t h  o f  E a c h  T u r n  8 . 9 4 U 4 7 9 0 4 1  I n c h e s
L e n g t h  o f  W i r e  N e e d e g  1 6 9 . 8 6 9 1 0 1 /  I n c h e s  
A n t e n n a  L e n g t h 3 7 . 6 3 4 2 4 4 1 3  I n c h e s
C i r c u m f e r e n c e
D i a m e t e r
2 2 . 1 4 4 4 8 8 0 C  c m
7 . 0 4 8 8 0 9 4 5 6  c m
2 2 . 7 0 8 8 1 6 7 6  c m
S p a c i n g  B e t w e e n  T u r n s  5  0 3 1 1 0 4 2 l £ j f i  
L e n g t h  o f  E a c h  T u r n  
L e n g t h  o f  W i r e  N e e d e d  
A n t e n n a  L e n g t h
4 3 1 . 4 6 7 5 1 8 5 M
9 5 . 5 9 0 9 8 0 1 4  c m
The calculation suggests that a gain of 16 dBi can be achieved with a helical antenna which is 
approximately 1 m  long. This is within the form factor (i.e. volumetric constraint) of typical 
SSTL's advance micro/mini-satellite platform.
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Appendix 3.3: Noise temperature of an arbitrary receiving system
Assuming a generic receiving system as shown in the Figure below;
Ta=  290° K 
GR~  16 dBi
Gain= 60 dB 
N .F= 0.4 dB 
P idB=  13 dBm
A A
T f = 270° I< 
Loss« -0.5 dB
L o ss- -0.5 dB
Noise contribution becomes
negligible down the receiving
Further assume that an axial mode helical antenna o f gain in the order o f 16 dBi is picking up the
290 °K Earth noise (Ta). The antenna then feeds directly to a feeder with temperature o f 270 °K 
(Tf) and a loss o f 0.5 dB. A wideband L-band LNA (e.g. such as the MITEQ AMF-4F-01000200- 
04-13P) o f Noise Figure 0.4 dB and Gain 60 dB then amplify the received signals before passing 
the through a Band Pass Filter (of insertion loss o f -0.5 dB) to reject unwanted frequency 
components. The analysis will only consider the noise effects up to the BPF since the noise 
contribution from components further down the receiving chain gets progressively negligible and 
shall not be considered.
The effective Noise factor o f the LNA and BPF referred to the input o f the LNA is thus;
«1.123 (or N .F ~  0.52 dB)
The effective noise temperature o f the LNA and BPF is thus;
Te= (F-l).To -  (1.123 -l)x290°K ~  35.67 °K
In this example, the system noise temperature referred to the input o f the LNA is evaluated as 
follows;
Ta= 290°K, Tf= 270°K, a  =  10'(O-5/1O)
r sys= a .T a + ( l-a ) .T f  + Te = 10'(a5/10)x(290) + (l - 10'(a5/1O))x270 + 35.38 ~ 324 °K
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Appendix 3.4: Derivation of mathematical equations in chapter three
Deriving Equation (3.37)
Differentiating Equation (3.36a);
AR f  _  a(©  + h)2 -  2.a.(a + h ).c o s ©  ).cos© + y s ) + <72) 
A<9 ~~ A d
A R
2R X. — -  = - 2 ,a.(a + h). cos©7- )• -  sin© + y s )
AO
R y•V X  = a(a + h)‘cos^ ' )' sin(<9 + Ys )AO
R x .ARX -  a.(a +  h ).cos©7. ). sin© + y s ).A0  
a (a  + h). cos (y T ). sin© + ys ).A 0
and similarly differentiating Equation (3.36a);
AR j  A ((a + h )2 -  2.a.(a + h). c o s© .). cos© -  y s ) + a 2)
~ A 0 ~  A0
2 ^ 2 • = -2 .a.(a +  h). cos ©  ). -  sin© -  )
A<9
AR
R 2. —©  = a.© + /?). c o s© .). sin© -  )
AO
R 2 .AR2 = a.© + /?). cos© . ).sin© -  ).A<9
_  a.© + /?). c o s© .). sin© + y s ).A0
at TDC, i?i= R?= Ro thus;
A/?, — A R 2
A t  =  — 1--------------
c
[a.(a +  h ).cos (yr ).sin(0 + y s ).A$] -  [a.(a  + © .cos© . ).sin(0 -  ys ).A©
c.R0
2.(a + © .s in ©  ).a .cos(yT ).A 0 
c.R0
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Appendix 3.4: Derivation of mathematical equations in chapter three
Deriving Equation (3.43)
Differentiating Equation (3.10) with respect to yf,;
ARq A(b 2 -  2.a.b.cos(yr ).cos(/s )+  a 2)
Ay,. A  y r
AR
2R 0. — -  = -2 .ah. -  sin(z7-). cos(fs )
A Yr............ . ...... .
Ro • = a-b- M r T )• cos(z5)
A y r
_ a.b. sin (y r ). cos (ys ).A y r
0 Ri'-o
(3.43)
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Appendix 3.4: Derivation of mathematical equations in chapter three
Deriving Equation (3.49)
Substitute Equation (3.47) into Equation (3.44)
A/,
2.a.b.sm(ys).sin(yr).n./0 | a.b.cos{yT )-cos(ys)\
c.R0 { Ro j T
u 2.b.sm(ys).sm(yT).iLf0 
C-R0AX
x \ a.b.cos(yT).cos(ys)l + -
Y R 2o
l
J
^ Ai; x — E-
a
„ a.c.Rn 1
Ag.AX = ------ — v.x—  x --------- -— -----— —2Asin(^J.sm(yr)./0 f ci.b.cos(yr).cos(ys)i H--------- r-----
I  « l  J
A£.AY =  j— * j r x —---------5— -- - —r- x “■2./0.6.sin(ys).sin(^ ) a.b.cos(yT).cos(ys)\ R(I
I  *0 J
j.c
2./0Asin(y5).sin(y7.) (a 2 + a.Z>.cos(^ 7.).cos(ys)j
by substituting Equation (3.11) yields;
^  —  a’c  x   't'~°___________________
2./0Asin('ry).sin(y7.) [p2 + a 2 - 2.a.b.cos(yr).cos(ys) + a.b.cos(yr).cos(ys)
cue R o
2*/o-b.sin[ys).sin(y7.) (a2 +b2 - a.b.cos(y7.).cos(y5)]
Rl
(3.49)
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Let input x[/7] be a call on a Gaussian random variable o f RMS value ax, the filter synthesises an 
output (ideally set loop gain a = 1, Z? =1);
y["] = +  ©H + x[n - 1]) + ....x[n - D  +1]
The equivalent filter transfer response is thus;
* 1 -l -7 -J9+L— = l +  z + z  ....z 
X
which is also mathematically identical to;
Y b0 + b x.z~l + ... +  bm.z~m _ l~ z ~ D
x r  1 - l  - N  i  -1A \-\-Qy.Z +  ... +  £7/(.Z 1— Z
From Equation (4.2) D = 9, the coefficient o f the moving average filter is evaluated by first 
substituting Equation (4.2) into Equation (4.1);
Y 1 -z~9 
X  ~ 1-z-1
by inspecting Equation (4.1); bo^ 1, bg— -1 and «/=  -1 and the corresponding coefficients are 
thus;
a=[l,-l,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] 
6= [1,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,-1]
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m u l t i s i g n a l . m
cd('C:\MATLAB7\work\simcode\Data Dump');
% Input prompt and constants........................
a=6378; 
h= 600;
gammaS_DEG=5.3;
% Global Constants ----------------------
muE=3.986005 * 10A5; 
c=3*10A8;
Ts_sat=324;
kelvin
b=a+h;
T=2*pi*((b)A3/muE)A0.5; 
omega=2*pi/T; 
epsilom= -muE/(2*b);
Vorb=(2 * ((muE/b)+epsi lorn)) A0.5; 
u=omega*(a* 10A3);
% Parameters to generate synthetic signals-
acq_tim e=l; 
sec)
Alongtrack=Vorb*acq_time; 
fC= 1;
lambda=(3* 10A8)/(fC* 10A9);
EIRPdB= -7.3;
ElRP=10.A(EIRPdB/10); 
margin= 1.5;
Lm= 10 A(margin/10);
GodB= 16;
(dB);
Go= 10.A(GodB/l 0);
DT=9;
SIGBW=[(1-25*10A6)];
B WDT=[(SIGB W/( 1.25*10 A6))*DT]; 
Bandwidth 
DS=8;
sampTime=0.8* 10A-6; 
delta= sampTime;
K=(aeq_time/2)/sampTime;
%  Defining target's relative position &
disoff=[0*10A3];
AOs=[((disoff/(2*pi*a* 10A3))*360)]; 
targetoff=[0];
AT=[((tar getoff/(2 * p i * a * 10A3))*360)];
% Define default folder
% Equatorial radius o f Earth 
% Orbital height (km).
% Satellite separation from TDC in Deg
%  Gravatational constant o f Earth Km3.S"2 
% Velocity o f light km/s 
%  Receiver’s system temperature in deg
% Orbital Period 
%  Orbital Angular velocity
%  In Km/s
% Ground-track velocity
% simulation time (sec) (maximium is 1.8
%  Along-track sampling distance 
% Carrier frequency (GHz)
% Wave length
% EIRP of the transmitter (dB W);
% EIRP in absolute number 
% system link margin 
% Link margin in absolute number 
%  boresight gain o f the receiving antenna
% Absolute value for boresight gain 
% Signal generator's filter length DT 
% Signal Bandwidth
% Required filter length for intended Signal
% Sampling interval (every other 8 samples) 
% Onboard Sampling time 
% Sampling time (sec)
% simulation steps 2*K+1
separation between satellites—
% Along-track offset in m 
%  Along-track offset in Deg 
% Target's colatitude offset in m 
% Colatitude offset in Deg
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gammaS=gammaS_DEG*(pi/l 80); 
d=2*(gammaS_DEG/360)*(2*pi*a*10A3);
SIGlcn=0; SlG2cn=0; num l= l; 
for num l=l :length(AT); numl 
BW=SIGBW(numl); 
deta= delta/BWDT(numl); 
gam maOs=( AOs(num 1) * p i)/180; 
gammaT=(gammaS ■-(AT(num 1) * pi/18 0)); 
simulation_geometry; 
synthesize_signal;
SIG1 cn=SIG 1 cn+SIG 1 cnt; 
SIG2cn=SIG2cn+SIG2cnt; 
end
clear SIG lent SIG2cnt; 
save 2target.mat; 
clear function; clear; clc;
% Angular separation from TDC (Radian) 
% Separation between satellites (km).
% Bandwidth o f various signal sources 
% Signal generation interval (sec)
% Target Offset Angle Deta (Radian)
% Co-latitude o f target 
% Function to initialise orbital geometry 
% Function to generate synthetic signals
% Save synthetic data as a mat file
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s i m u l a t i o n _ g e o m e t r y . m
%  Satellite's position at TDC---------
% Position o f Satellite 1 at TDC 
SlX=-b*sin(gammaS)* 10A3; 
S1Y=0*10A3;
S 1 Z=b*cos(gammaS)* 10A3;
% Position o f Satellite 2 at TDC 
S2X=b*sin(gammaS)* 10A3; 
S2Y=0*10A3;
S2Z=b*cos(gammaS):!: 10A3;
% start o f vectorising o f calculation
k=-K: 1 :K; 
tk=k* delta; 
clear k;
% Location o f Satellite 1 along X-axis 
% Location o f Satellite 1 along Y-axis 
% Location o f Satellite 1 along Z-axis
% Location o f Satellite 2 along X-axis 
%  Location o f Satellite 2 along Y-axis 
% Location o f Satellite 2 along Z-axis
% Sampling time at delta interval
% Target's position at TDC (for gammaT=gammaS)-..................................
TOX=a*cos(gammaT)*sin(gammaOs)* 10A3; %  Location o f Target along X-axis
TOY=a*sin(gammaT)* 10A3; % Location o f Target along Y-axis
T0Z=a*cos(gammaT)*cos(gammaOs)*10A3; % Location o f Target along Z-axis
% Vector o f rangi
% For Satellite 1 
R01X= S1X-T0X;
R01Y= S1Y-T0Y;
R01Z= S1Z-T0Z;
% For Satellite 2 
R02X=S2X-T0X;
R02 Y=S2 Y-TOY;
R02Z=S2Z-T0Z;
clear TOX TOY TOZ;
% Range at TDC-
% In Vector form
RO1 =(R01XA2 + RO1YA2 + RO1 ZA2)A0.5; % Vector RO1 (range o f Sat 1 to target at
TDC)
R02=(R02XA2 + R02YA2 + R02ZA2)A0,5; % Vector R02 (range o f Sat 2 to target at
TDC)
R0= RO 1;
TauO= RO/c;
%--—Position o f target at various tk instances------------------------------
xT=a*cos(gammaT):|:sin((omega*tk)-gammaOs)* 10A3; % X-component o f target location
XVII
RO at TDC-------------------------------------------------
% X component o f R01 
%  Y  component o f R01 
% Z component o f R01
% X component o f R02 
% Y component o f R02 
% Z component o f R02
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yT=a* sin(gammaT)* 10A3;
zT=a*cos(gammaT)*cos((omega*tk)-gammaOs)*10A3;
% Y-component o f target location 
% Z-coniponent o f target location
% Range 1 at various tk instances-----
R1X= SIX  - xT; 
target
RIY = S1Y - yT; 
target
R1Z= S1Z - zT; 
target
R l=  (R1X A2 + R1Y.A2 + R1Z A2) A0.5; 
Delayl = R l/c  - TauO;
% X-component o f range between satellite 1 to
% Y-component o f range between satellite 1 to
% Z-component o f range between satellite 1 to
%  Distance between Satellite 1 and target 
% Propagation delay o f path 1 relative to range RO
%  Range 2 at various tk instances—
R2X=S2X-xT;
R2Y=S2Y-yT;
R2Z=S2Z-zT;
R2=(R2X A2 + R2Y.A2 + R2Z A2) A0.5; 
Delay2 = R2/c - TauO;
% X-component o f range from satellite 2 to target 
% Y-component o f range from satellite 2 to target 
% Z-component o f range from satellite 2 to target 
%  Distance between Satellite 2 and target 
% Propagation delay o f path 2 relative to range RO
clear SIX  SI Y S1Z S2X S2Y S2Z xT yT zT;
% Buffer offset count-
nl = Delay 1/deta; 
n2= Delay2/deta;
% Antenna offset Angle for beta 1 and received power-
dotl=(RlX.*R01X) + (R1Y.*R01Y) + (R1Z.*R01Z);
R1M=(R1X.A2 + R1Y.A2 + R1Z.A2).A0.5;
R01M=(R01X.A2 + R01Y.A2 + R01Z A2) A0.5;
beta 1 =acos(dot 1 ./(R1M . * RO 1M ));
clear dotl R1X R1Y R1Z R01X R01Y R01Z RIM  R01M;
gainl=Go*(l+0.18*betal.A2).*exp(-Go*(betal.A2)/4); 
prl=((lambda./(4*pi*Rl)).A2).*gainl*(EIRP/Lm); 
clear betal gainl R l;
% Buffer offset for path 1 
% Buffer offset for path 2
% Rl .R01 (dot product)
%  Magnitude o f range Rl 
% Magnitude o f range RO 1 (at TDC) 
% Pointing offset angle BETA1
%  Antenna gain with BETA1 
% Received power at Satellite 1
% Antenna offset Angle for beta 2 and received power-
dot2=(R2X.*R02X) + (R2Y.*R02Y) + (R2Z.*R02Z);
R2M=(R2X.A2 + R2Y.A2 + R2Z A2).A0.5;
R02M=(R02X.A2 + R02Y A2 + R02Z A2).A0.5;
beta2=acos(dot2./(R2M.*R02M));
clear dot2 R2X R2Y R2Z R02X R02Y R02Z R2M R02M;
gain2:=:Go*( 1 +0.18*beta2.A2).*exp(~Go*(beta2.A2)/4); 
pr2=((lambda./(4*pi*R2)).A2).*gain2*(EIRP/Lm); 
clear beta2 gain2 R2:
% R2.R02 (dot product)
% Magnitude of range R2 
% Magnitude o f range R02 (at TDC) 
% Pointing offset angle BETA2
%  Antenna gain with BETA2 
% Received power at Satellite 2
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% phase rotation o f carrier due to doppler---------------
Doppl=exp(-j*2*pi*fC*10A9.*Delayl); %clear Delay 1; 
Dopp2=exp(-j*2*pi*fC*10A9.*Delay2); %clear Delay2;
save matlab.mat; clear functions; clear; clc; 
load matlab.mat;
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s y n t h e s i z e _ s i g n a l . m
%...Generate Synthetic signal....
% Transmit filter parameters------------------------------------------------
aT=zeros(l,DT); aT (l)= l; aT(2)=-l; % Numerator coefficient for transmit filter
bT=zeros( 1 ,DT); bT( 1)=1; bT(DT)=-1; % Denominator coefficient for transmit filter
% generate Noise signals-----------------------------------------------------
% I/Q Random noise signalstream---------------------------------------------
ktb=((l .38* 10A-23)*Ts_sat*B W); % Noise power in 1.25MHz bandwidth
% Noise 1---------------------------------------------------------------------
%  1 Channel for Noise 1
XInl®(randn(l,ceil((2*K*DS)+l))/(DTA0.5)); % Random input
YInl=filter(bT,aT,(XInl/DT)); clear X Inl; % Filtered input
%  Q  Channel for Noise 1
XQnl=(randn(l,ceil((2*K*DS)+l))/(DTA0.5)); % Random input
YQnl=filter(bT,aT5(XQnl/DT)); clear X Q nl; % Filtered input
noisel=YInl + j*Y Q nl; clear YInl Y Q nl; % Complex noise sample
Noisel=(ktbA0.5)*noisel(l:DS:ceil((2*K*DS)+l)); clear noisel;
save matlab.mat; clear functions; clear; clc; load matlab.mat;
% I/Q random Input and filtered Output— ...........................................
if n l( l)<  n2(l)
diffleng=ri2-nl; %  Difference in pointing length use to increase the size o f the
buffer 
else
diffleng=nl-n2;
end
pointleng=ceil(max(diffleng));clear diffleng;
% Compute the required buffer length needed to synthesis source signals which is 8 times longer 
% than the required number o f samples 
bufflength=((length(tk)-1 )*DS)+pointleng+2;
% I Channel for source signal
XI=(randn( 1 ,bufflength))/(DTA0.5); % Random input for I Channel
YI=fdter(bT,aT,(Xl/DT)); clear XI; % Filtered input
% Q Channel for source signal
XQ=(randn(l,bufflength))/(DTA0.5); % Random input for Q Channel
YQ=filter(bT,aT,(XQ/DT)); clear XQ;
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buffshift=(0:DS:ceil((length(tk)-l)*DS)); % Data sampling at intervals o f DS(~8) steps
save matlab.mat; clear functions; clear; clc; load matlab.mat;
% pointing parameters for signal 1 & 2........... ....................................
if n 1 (1 )<n2( 1) % target nearer to sat-1
%  pointing parameters for signal 1------------------------------------
offset=ceiI(n2(l));
nlpointa=buffshift+offset-nl; clear n l; 
n 1 pointb=fioor(n 1 pointa); 
fh 1 =n 1 pointa-n 1 pointb; clear n 1 pointa; 
n 1 pointc=n 1 pointb+1;
% pointing parameters for signal 2...............................................
n2pointa=buffshift+offset-n2; clear n2; 
n2pointb=floor(n2pointa); 
if n2po in tb (l)= 0 ;
n2pointb(l)=l;
end
fn2=n2pointa-n2pointb; clear n2pointa; 
n2pointc=n2pointb+l; 
else
% pointing parameters for signal 1------------------------------------
offset=ceil(nl(l));
n 1 pointa=buffshift+offset-n 1; clear n l; 
n l pointb=floor(n 1 pointa); 
if nlpointb(l)==0;
n lpoin tb(l)= l;
end
fn l= nl pointa-n 1 pointb; clear nl pointa; 
n 1 pointc=n 1 pointb+1;
% pointing parameters for signal 2------------------------------------
n2pointa=buffshift+offset-n2; clear n2; 
n2pointb=floor(n2pointa); 
fn2=n2pointa-n2pointb; clear n2pointa; 
n2pointc=n2pointb+l; 
end
clear buffshift;
% Interpolated I signal------------------------------------------------------
siglI=Y I(nlpointb).*(l-fnl) + YI(nlpointc).*fnl; % Interpolated “I” o f Signal 1
siglQ=Y Q (nlpointb).*(l-fnl) + YQ(nlpointc).*fnl; % Interpolated “Q” of Signal 1
clear nl pointb nlpointc fill;
% Interpolated Q signal------------------------------------------------------
sig2I=Yl(n2pointb).*(l-fn2) + YI(n2pointc).*fn2; % Interpolated “I” o f Signal 2
sig2Q=YQ(n2pointb).*(l-fn2) + YQ(n2pointc).*fn2; % Interpolated “Q”of Signal 2
clear n2pointb n2pointc fn2 YI YQ;
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% Synthesised Complex signal received on Satellite 1 & Satellite 2------
sig l= sig ll + j*siglQ ; % Complex signal received in
satellite 1
clear s ig ll siglQ ;
sig2=sig2I + j*sig2Q; % Complex signal received in
satellite2
clear sig2I sig2Q;
save matlab.mat; clear functions; clear; clc; load matlab.mat;
% Signal with correlated noise----------------------------------------------
SIGlcnt= ((prl .A0.5).*(sigl).*Doppl) + Noise 1; % Rx signal in sat-1 for correlated
noise
clear sigl prl Doppl;
SIG2cnt= ((pr2.A0.5).*(sig2).*Dopp2) + N oise l; % Rx signal in sat-2 for correlated
noise
clear sig2 pr2 Dopp2 Noisel; 
save matlab.mat;
clear functions; clear; clc; load matlab.mat;
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m a p g e n . m
cd('C:\MATLAB7\work\simcode\Data Dump'); load 2target.mat;
% prompt user to set the maximum mapping range, i.e. -100km to 100km from TDC
maplength=5 * 10A3; 
segments
plength—l 2.5*10A3; 
nlength=-12.5*10A3;
total_map_length=abs(plength)+abs(nlength);
gammaOs=(AOs(l)*pi)/l 80; 
n=0;
blocklengthsim;
duration
maxstep=ceil((plength/(Vorb* 10A3))/corr_duration)+3; 
minstep=floor((nlength/(Vorb* 10A3))/corr_duration)-3; 
pdical;
summulticorr=[;,;]; 
countm ap=l;
% Along track length of map
% Positive range value 
% Negative range value
% Calculates signal correlation
% Calculate offset to realise PDI
for mapcentre=(plength-maplength/2):-maplength:(nlength+maplength/2) 
countmap 
slipstep; 
slip 
sim;
if coun tm ap= l 
nullmap=[summulticorr multicorr]; 
else
nullmap=[summulticorr multicorr(:,(2:end))]; 
end
summulticon-nullmap; 
countmap=countmap+l; 
end
% Calculate slip steps for variable 
% Function to generate location map
sortcorr;
V m 1 =max(rightmulticorr);
V max=max( V m l);
SF=1/Vmax;
r ightm uiticon-r ightmu lticorr * S F * corrstep;
mesh(rightmulticorr);
axis equal;
% Scaling factor
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b l o c k i e n g t h s i m . m
A=num2str(a* 10A3);
B=num2str(b* 10A3); 
gT=num2str(gammaT); 
gS=num2str(gammaS);
OMEGA=num2str(omega);
C=num2str(c);
N=num2str(n);
DELTA=num2str(sampTime); 
dt0=0; DTO=num2str(dtO);
dt 1 =sampTime/2; DT 1 =num2str(dt I);
dt2=-sampTime/2; DT2=num2str(dt2);
% Implementing the following equation into symbolic form 
% x-sqrt(aA2+bA2-2*a*b*cos(gT)*cos(x*omega+gS))/c-(x-n*delta)+sqrt(aA2+bA2- 
% 2*a*b*cos(gT)*cos((x-n*delta)*omega-gS))/c=0.0000004
% Formating strings so that it can be read by the symbolic solver
S 1—x-sqrt('; S2=A; S3='A2+'; S4=B; S5=’A2-2*'; S6=A; S7='*'; S8=B; S9=’*cos('; S10®gT; 
S ll-)*cos(x* '; S12=OMEGA; S13='+'; S14=gS; S15=’))/'; S16=C; S17=’-(x-('; S18=N; S19®’)*’; 
S20=DELTA; S21=,)+sqrt('; S22=A; S23='A2+'; S24=B; S25=,A2-2*'; S26=A; S27='*'; S28-B; 
S29-*cos('; S30=gT; S31=')*cos((x-('; S32=N; S33=')*'; S34=DELTA; S35®')*'; S36=OMEGA ; 
S37--'; S38=gS; S39='))/'; S40=C; S41=’=’; S42=DT1; S43=DT2; S44®DT0;
Sa=[Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
523...
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42]; 
tl=solve(Sa); %Solves for tl in Symbolic form
Tl=tl/delta; % Tl in Symbolic form, convert to double precision value
Tld®double(Tl); % T ld  is the double precision value o f T l
Tli=floor(Tld); 
if n==0, T li= T li(3 ,l); end;
Sb=[Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 SI 1 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
523...
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S43];
t2=solve(Sb); % Solves for tl in Symbolic form
T2=t2/delta; % T l is in Symbolic form, convert to double precision
value
T2d=double(T2);
T2i=floor(T2d);
if n==0, T2i®T2i(3,l); end;
% T ld  is the double precision value o f T l
BL=(T2i-Tli);
corr_duration=BLf!idelta;
%Minimum averaging length
%Maximum duration the 2 signal remained correlated
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p d i c a l . m
% Calculate the correlation time for the signal for varying slip position
count la= l; 
duration=[l,;];
for n=maxstep:-l uninstep 
blocklengthsim;
Sdura=size(duration);
Scorr=size(corr_duration); 
if  Sdura(l )==Scorr(l) 
duration(count 1 a)=corr_duration; 
else
duration(countl a)=corr_duration(3,1); 
end
count 1 a=count 1 a+1; 
end
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c o r r e c t . m
%  Round the calculated values and also replace incorrect values 
countx^l;
for countx=l :(length(duration)-3)
if duration(countx)==duration(countx+1) 
Dura(countx)=duration(countx); 
else
if duration(countx+l )==duration(countx+2); 
Dura(countx)=duration(countx); 
duration(countx+1 )=duration(countx+2); 
else
Dura(countx)=duration(countx); 
duration(countx+1 )-duration(countx); 
end 
end
countx=eountx+1; 
end
Dura(countx)=Dura(countx-1);
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s l i p s t e p . m
tduration=(mapcentre/(uA2/(Vorb* 10A3))); %  Time shift from TDC to new map centre
A_tduration=abs((mapcentre/(uA2/(Vorb* 10A3))));
if tduration= 0 
slipcount=0; 
else
if tduration<0
sign=-l; % If tduration (transit duration) is negative
else
sign=+l; % If tduration (transit duration) is positive
end
county=l;
slipcount=0;
while A_tduration>0
A_tduration=A_tduration-Dura(county); % Deduct by each correlation duration count 
slipcount=slipcount+l; 
county=county+l; 
end
if mapcentre > 0
slipcount=(slipcount+l)*sign;
else
slipcount=(slipcount+l)*sign;
end
end
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s i m . m
% Generate ambiquity function-----------------------------------------------
cd('C:\MATLAB7\work\simcode\Data Dump'); load 2target.mat; 
shiftsignal;
sampTime=l/((l .25* 10A6)); % Search for signal o f a particular B W
decimate:=20; %  Decimation factor!
%Along_length=5 * 10A3; % Along-track simulation length
Along_length=maplength;
Along_interval=50; % Distance (m) between each simulation points
corrstep=Along_iength/Along_interval; % No. o f points in Along track direction (~m)
% Number o f Along-track points----------------------------------------------
vect_size=length(nsig 1);
% Number o f simulation steps equivalent to the defined Along interval 
Alongtrack_step=ceil((Along interval*vect_size)/((V orb* 10A3)*(acq_time-... 
((abs(slip)*sampTime)))));
M=ceil(Alongtrack_step/decimate);
% Number o f Across_track points— ----------------------------------------
Across_interval=(Along_length)/corrstep; % Across-track step res. (km)
step_angle=((Across_interva{/(2*pi*a* 10A3))*360)*pi/l 80; % Across-track step in Radian
% Angle subtended by the 5 km Across-track distance in Radian 
eq_angle=(((Along_length)/(2*pi*a* 10A3))*360)*pi/l 80;
% Create r sequence----------------------------------------------------------
K=ceil(vect_size/2);
NI=0; % To make PDI=-5:5
k=ceil((K/decimate))-3; % Scale original sequence to shorter length (i.e. decimate by 20)
ta=-k:k; % Range o f the new scaled sequence
tb=(ta*decimate)+K; % Pointing to the equivalent original sequence
mid=floor((K+slip+l)/decimate); % Calculate the position for the data corresponding to TDC 
fil=triang(2*NI+l); % Setup an equivalent Triangular filter for each o f the 'r'
sequence 
count 1=1; 
for n=-NI:NI
r((n+(NI+1)), :)=nsig 1 (tb). *conj (nsig2(tb-n)). * fil(count 1,1); 
count 1-countl+ l; 
end
%  Create image across the various Across track ranges------------
count2=T;
for gammaD=(gammaS-eq_angle):step_angle:(gammaS+eq_angle) 
count2
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% Function to calculate Doppler tuning signal for various V
% Function to calculate the length o f the correlation block 
% Calculate the decimated blocklength 
% Calculate half o f the blocklength
D ifferential_Dopp; 
sequence
averaginglength; 
bl=ceil(BL/decimate);
HBL=ceil(bl/2); 
count3=l;
for m=-(corr step/2): (corrstep/2)
r_vect=[;,;]; % Create a null vector to act as a cummulation buffer
00111114=1; 
for n=-NI:NI 
RT=r(count4,(mid+M*m+(n*bl)- 
HBL):(mid+M*m+(n*bl)+HBL)).*expO*Doppdiff((mid...
+M*m+(n*bl))*decimate).*tk(((mid+M*m+(n*bl)-HBL):(mid+M*m+(n*bl)... 
+HBL)) * decimate)); 
r_sum_vect=[r_vect RT]; clear RT; 
r_vect=r_sum_vect; 
count4=count4+l; 
end
CI(count3)=sum(r_sum_vect); 
plane)
clear r_sum_vect r_vect; 
count3=count3+l; 
end
multicorr(count2,:)=abs(CI).A2; 
clear CI;
count2=count2+l; 
end 
clear r;
% Equivalent to CI (-for one pixel in the image
%  Create 3D Ambiguity map
XXIX
Appendix 4.2: MATLAB simulation codes
D i f f e r e n t i a M J o p p l e r . m
Rl=((bA2 - 2*a*b*cos(gammaD)*cos(omega*tk + gammaS) + aA2).A0.5)* 10A3;
R2=((bA2 - 2*a*b*cos(gammaD)*cos(omega*tk - gammaS) + aA2).A0.5)*10A3;
%----- Doppler velocities o f vector RD1 and RD2-----------------------------------
VDl=((a*10A3)*(b*10A3)*omega*cos(gammaD)*sin(omega*tk + gammaS))./Rl; % In m/s 
VD2=((a*10A3)*(b*10A3)*omega*cos(gammaD)*sin(omega*tk - gammaS))./R2; % In m/s
% Differential Doppler frequency in Hz 
Doppdiffi=((VD 1 -VD2)*(2*pi*fC* 10A9))/c; 
clear R l R2 VD1 VD2;
XXX
Appendix 4.2: MATLAB simulation codes
a v e r a g i n g  J e n g t h . m
A=num2str(a* 10A3);
B=num2str(b* 10A3);
gT=num2str(gammaD);
gS=num2str(gammaS);
OMEGA=num2str(omega);
C=num2str(c);
%n=0;
N=num2str(n);
DELTA=num2str(sampTime); 
dt0=0; DT0=num2str(dt0);
dt 1 =sampTime/2; D T1 =num2str(dt 1);
dt2=-sampTime/2; DT2=num2str(dt2);
% Implementing the following equation into symbolic form
% x-sqrt(aA2+bA2-2*a:!:b*cos(gT)*cos(x*omega+gS))/c-(x-n*delta)+sqrt(aA2+bA2- 
%2*a*b*cos(gT)*cos((x-n*delta)*omega-gS))/c=0.0000004
% Formating strings so that it can be read by the symbolic solver
S I—x-sqrt('; S2=A; S3='A2+'; S4=B; S5=,A2-2*'; S6=A; S7='*'; S8=B; S9='*cos('; S10=gT;
SI l-)*cos(x* '; S12=OMEGA; S I3='+'; S14=gS; S15='))/'; S16=C; Sl7='-(x-('; S18=N; 819=')*’; 
S20=DELTA; S21=,)+sqrt('; S22=A; S23='A2+'; S24=B; S25='A2-2*’; S26=A; S27-'*'; S28=B; 
S29='*cos('; S30=gT; S31=')*cos((x-('; S32=N; S33=')*'; S34=DELTA; S35=*)*'; S36=OMEGA ; 
S37— S38=gS; S39='))/'; S40=C; S41=’='; S42=DT1; S43=DT2; S44=DT0;
clear A B gT gS OMEGA C N DELTA dtl dt2 D T I;
% Solve for Starting o f block
Sa=[Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 SI 1 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
523...
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42]; 
tl=solve(Sa); clear Sa; %Solves for tl  in Symbolic form
T l=tl/delta; %T1 in Symbolic form, convert to double precision value
Tld=double(Tl); % Tld is the double precision value o f T l
T l i=ceil(Tld); % Start o f correlating sample
i f n==o, T li= T li(3 ,l); end; 
clear t l  T l T ld ;
% Solve for ending o f block 
S43=DT2;
Sb=[Sl S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S l l  S12 S13 S14 S15 S16S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22
523...
S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S43]; 
t2=solve(Sb); clear Sb; %  Solves for tl in Symbolic form
XXXI
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T2=t2/delta;
value T2d=double(T2);
T2i=ceil(T2d);
if 11=0, T2i=T2i(3,l); end;
clear t2 T2 T2d DT2;
% T l in Symbolic form, must convert to double precision 
% T ld  is the double precision value o f T l 
% Stop o f correlating sample
BL=(T2i-Tli);
%corr_duration=BL*delta;
%  Minimum averaging length 
% Maximum duration the 2 signal remain correlated
clear SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 SI 1 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23; 
clear S24 S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 S32 S33 S34 S35 S36 S37 S38 S39 S40 S41 S42 S43 
S44;
XXXII
Appendix 4.2: MATLAB simulation codes
s o r t c o r r . m
% Invert the geolocation map so that the orientation is correct
countr=0; 
countrl—I;
asize=size(summulticorr); 
for countr 1=1 :asize( 1)
rightmulticorr(countrl,:)=suinmuiticorr((asize(l)-countij,:);
countr=countr+l;
end
XXXIll
Appendix 4.3: Specification sheet of SSTL/s SGR-05 GPS receiver and timing subsystem
S S T L  S G R - 0 5  S E R I E S  S U R R E Y  
S P A C E  G P S  R E C E I V E R S
S A T E L L I T E  T E C H N O L O G Y  L T D
T h e  S G R - 0 5  i s  a  s p a c e c r a f t  o r b i t  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  a n d  t i m i n g  s u b ­
s y s t e m  d e s i g n e d  f o r  m i n i a t u r e  L E O  a p p l i c a t i o n s .  T h e  S G R - 0 5  
p r o v i d e s  G P S  s t a n d a r d  t i m e ,  p o s i t i o n ,  a n d  v e l o c i t y  m e a s u r e m e n t s  i n  
a  c o m p a c t  a n d  l o w  p o w e r  u n i t  a t  l o w  c o s t .  T w o  g r a d e s  o f  t h e  S G R - 0 5  
a r e  a v a i l a b l e :  S G R - 0 5 U  i s  a  l o w e r - c o s t  r e c e i v e r  w h i c h  i s  s o l d  a s  a  
s t a n d a r d  C O T S  h a r d w a r e  p r o d u c t  a n d  S G R - 0 5 P  i s  a  m o r e  c o m p l e t e  
p a c k a g e ,  s u p p l i e d  w i t h  a l l  t h e  a c c e p t a n c e  d o c u m e n t a t i o n ,  p a r t s  
t r a c e a b i l i t y  a n d  s u p p o r t  e x p e c t e d  o f  a  p r o f e s s i o n a l  s p a c e  p r o d u c t .  
B o t h  g r a d e s  o f  r e c e i v e r  a r e  s u p p l i e d  w i t h  f i r m w a r e  s u i t a b l e  f o r  
o p e r a t i o n  i n  s p a c e .
T h e  G l o b a l  P o s i t i o n i n g  S y s t e m  ( G P S )  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  c o n s t e l l a t i o n  o f  2 4  s a t e l l i t e s  a t  
a n  a l t i t u d e  o f  2 0 . 0 0 0  k m  a n d  c a n  b e  u s e d  f o r  p o s i t i o n i n g  o n  l a n d ,  a t  s e a ,  in  a i r  o r  in  
s p a c e .  T h e  S G R - 0 5  r e c e i v e s  a n d  d e c o d e s  t h e  L - B a n d  s i g n a l s  f r o m  f o u r  o r  m o r e  
G P S  s a t e l l i t e s  a n d  t h r o u g h  r a n g i n g  t e c h n i q u e s  i s  a b l e  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  
t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  t o  a n  a c c u r a c y  o f  b e t t e r  t h a n  2 0  m e t r e s ,  t t  c a n  a l s o  b e  u s e d  t o  
d e t e r m i n e  a c c u r a t e  v e l o c i t y  a n d  t i m e .
• T h e  S G R - 0 5  i s  a n  O E M  G P S  
r e c e i v e r  b a s e d  o n  a  Z a r i i n k  
c h i p s e t  a p p l i c a t i o n  b o a r d  in  
c o l l a b o r a t i o n  w i t h  S i g t e c  
N a v i g a t i o n  T h e  m i n i a t u n s a t i o n  
i s  p a r t i c u l a r l y  u s e f u l  f o r  n a n o -  
a n d  m i c r o s a t e l l i t e s  w h e r e  h i g h l y  
i n t e g r a t e d  s y s t e m s  s h a r i n g  
r e s o u r c e s  a r e  r e q u i r e d
• S S T L - p r o v i d e d  q u a d r i f i l a r  o r  
p a t c h  a n t e n n a s  a n d  L o w  N o i s e  
A m p l i f i e r s  ( L N A s ) .  T h e  L N A s  
m a y  b e  i n t e g r a t e d  o r  s e p a r a t e  
f r o m  a n t e n n a s  S G R - 0 5 U  O E M  b o a r d  a n d  q u a d r i f i l a r  a n t e n n a
• P r o g r a m m a b l e  b i n a r y  d a t a  i n t e r f a c e  t o  t a i l o r  d a t a  r a t e s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
a p p l i c a t i o n .
• P u l s e  p e r  s e c o n d  o u t p u t  c a n  p r o v i d e  m e a n s  t o  s y n c h r o n i s e  h o s t  s a t e l l i t e  
c l o c k s  t o  w i t h i n  o n e  m i c r o s e c o n d  o f  U T C .
• C o d e  s t o r e d  i n  F l a s h  m e m o r y  t o  e n a b l e  r a p i d  b o o t i n g  a n d  f u t u r e  f u n c t i o n a l  
u p g r a d e s  e v e n  o n c e  in  o r b i t .
• W i n d o w s  p r o g r a m  p r o v i d e d  t o  m o n i t o r  a n d  c o n t r o l  t h e  S G R  a n d  t o  v i e w  a n d  
p r o c e s s  l o g g e d  d a t a  f r o m  t h e  S G R .
• T e s t i n g  a n d  P A  p l a n s  a v a i l a b l e  ( S G R - 0 5 P  o n l y ) .  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  a n d  
A c c e p t a n c e  T e s t i n g  a n d  P A  p l a n s  c a n  b e  t a i l o r e d  t o  s u i t  c u s t o m e r
• O n b o a r d  o r b i t  k n o w l e d g e  e x p e c t e d  t o  b e  o b t a i n e d  t o  w i t h i n  s e v e r a l  m e t r e s  
f r o m  d a t a  o v e r  2 4  h o u r s .  S S T L  c a n  p r o v i d e  e x p e r t  a d v i c e  o n  o r b i t  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  
s o l u t i o n s  u s i n g  t h e  S G R
1 Input for
L-band I I___
antenna! I 
with
integrated 
LNA
S G R - 0 5
R F  S e c t i o n
Digital Section
imBaa
cpi U a s
H o s t  M o d u l e
UART
Power
Supply
O t h e r
F u n c t i o n s
Interfacing to SGR-05 by a host module
a f f o r d a b l e  a c c e s s  t o  s p a c e
Applications
• P o s i t i o n i n g  a n d  o r b i t  d e t e r m i n a t i o n
• T i m e - s t a m p i n g ,  o n - b o a r d  c l o c k  
s y n c h r o n i s a t i o n
• L o w  b u d g e t  o r  v e r y  s m a l l  s a t e l l i t e s ,  
m i c r o  a n d  n a n o s a t e l l i t e s
Characteristics
• 1 2  c h a n n e l s  r e c e i v i n g  L 1  Q A  c o d e
• 1 a n t e n n a
• T i m e  ( U T C ) :  U ; s
• P o s i t i o n  ( 2 o ) :  1 0  m
• V e l o c i t y  ( 2 < r ) .  0 . 1 5  m s 1
• D y n a m i c  C a p a b i l i t y :  8  k m s 1. 2  g
• T i m e  t o  F i r s t  F i x  ( T T F F )
6 0  s  w a r m  s t a r t ;  9  m i n u t e s  c o l d  s t a r t .
• I n t e r f a c e s :  3 . 3 V  T T L  U A R T  
c h a n n e l s .
5  V  p o w e r  a n d  p u l s e  p e r  s e c o n d
Physical & Power
• S G R - 0 5 U  O E M  D i m e n s i o n s
7 0  x  4 5  x  1 0  m m
• S G R - 0 5 U  M a s s :  2 0  g
• 0 . 5 - 0 . 8  W  @  5  V
A l s o  l o w e r  p o w e r  m o d e  ( T B C )
Related Products
• S G R - 1 0 :  2  A n t e n n a s :  p o s i t i o n ,  
v e l o c i t y  a n d  t i m e
• S G R - 2 0 :  4  A n t e n n a s :  p o s i t i o n ,  
v e l o c i t y  a n d  t i m e  a n d  a t t i t u d e  
d e t e r m i n a t i o n
Environmental 
(Acceptance Level)
• V i b r a t i o n :  1 5  g  r m s
• T e m p  S G R - 0 5 U :  0 °  C  t o  + 5 0 °  C
S G R - 0 5 P  - 2 0 3C  t o  + 5 0 ® C
• R a d i a t i o n ;  -  > 1 1  k R a d  ( S i )  
t o l e r a n c e  d e m o n s t r a t e d  S E E  
r e s u l t s  a v a i l a b l e .
Qualification / Heritage
• S G R - 0 5  ( p r e v i o u s  v e r s i o n )  f l o w n  o n  
S N A P - 1 ,  d e l i v e r e d  f o r  S T P S a t - 1
• S G R - 1 0  /  2 0  s e n e s  ( r e l a t e d  
t e c h n o l o g y )  f l o w n  o n  9  s a t e l l i t e s
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S U R R G Y
SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY LTD
S u r r e y  S a t e l l i t e  T e c h n o l o g y  L t d  ( S S T L )  i s  
a  l e a d i n g  m a n u f a c t u r e r  o f  s m a l l  s a t e l l i t e s  
a n d  s u b - s y s t e m s .  S S T L  h a s  d e s i g n e d ,  
b u i l t  a n d  l a u n c h e d  2 3  s a t e l l i t e s  s i n c e  
U o S A T - l  in  1 9 8 0 .  T h e  S G R - 0 5  c o m b i n e s  
S S T L ’s  k n o w l e d g e  o f  s p a c e c r a f t  s e n s o r s  
a n d  s y s t e m s  w i t h  a d v a n c e d  t e r r e s t r i a l  
G P S  t e c h n o l o g y  t o  o f f e r  a  s o p h i s t i c a t e d  
s p a c e c r a f t  n a v i g a t i o n  s y s t e m .
S G R  P a t c h  a n t e n n a :  
P r e v i o u s  v e r s i o n  o f  
S G R - 0 5  f l o w n  in  
2 0 0 0  o n  7  k g  S N A P  
n a n o s a t e l l i t e .
P e r f o r m a n c e
A s s u m e s  c i r c u l a r  p o l a r  o r b i t  a t  6 8 0  k m  a l t i t u d e  a n d  t y p i c a l  i o n o s p h e r i c  a n d  
E p h e m e r i s  e r r o r  l e v e l s  o n  G P S  s i g n a l s ,  c o - v i s i b l e  a n t e n n a  c o n f i g u r a t i o n
SGR-05U SGR-05P
Parts Parts not traceable All parts traceable using SSTL 
computerised management system 
SGR-05P also includes EDAC 
protected memory
Assembly May be machine- 
assembled
Hand-assembled by ESA-qualifed 
staff
Temperature Commercial-grade
components
Industrial-grade components
Environmental
Testing
Limited tests & 
reporting
(vibration thermal)
Deta'led tests with full test reports, 
potential for custom test plan
Acceptance
Testing
Delivery tests only Documented acceptance tests
Support Web-based support 
only
Customer support available prior to 
delivery, limited after-sales support
Software
Deliverables
Receiver software Advanced low power software plus 
additional support
Hardware
Deliverables
Receiver antenna Receiver antenna, PC interface 
box, auxiliary cables
Documentation User Manual User Manual, Specifications. Parts, 
Processes and Materials Lists, 
Environmental and Acceptance test 
reports. Configuration document
T y p i c a l  ( 9 5 % ) M a x  ( 9 5 % )
O r b i t a l  P o s i t i o n  ( 3 - D ) 1 0  m 2 0  m
O r b i t a l  V e l o c i t y  ( 3 - D ) 0 . 1 5  m / s 0 . 2 5  m / s
T i m e 0 . 5  u s 1 p s
T i m e  t o  F i r s t  F i x  ( c o l d ) 5 5 0 s 7 0 0  s
T i m e  t o  F i r s t  F i x  ( w a r m ) 5 0 s 9 0 s
T y p i c a l  m e a s u r e m e n t  p r e c i s i o n
Pseudorange 0.9 m Doppler Velocity 0.5 m/s
Carrier-smoothed range 0 15 m Camer range rate 
velocity
0.03 rtvs
Carrier Phase noise 1.5 m m Filtered velocity 0.0 I m/s
O t h e r  S S T L  P r o d u c t s
• C o m p l e t e  s a t e l l i t e  m i s s i o n s  i n c l u d i n g  t u r n k e y  s y s t e m s  a n d  k n o w - h o w  t r a n s f e r  
• U n i t s  f o r  C & D H .  P o w e r .  C o m m s  &  A O C S  s u b - s y s t e m s  a n d  v a n o u s  p a y l o a d s  
• S p a c e  t e c h n o l o g y  d e s i g n ,  a n a l y s i s  a n d  m a n u f a c t u r e  s e r v i c e s
a f f o r d a b l e  a c c e s s  t o  s p a c e
Options
• 2 8 V  p o w e r  s u p p l y  /  i n t e r f a c e  b o a r d
• S G R - 0 5  a n d  i n t e r f a c e  b o a r d  h o u s e d  
in  m o d u l e  b o x
• C h o i c e  o f  p a t c h  o r  q u a d n f i l a r  
a n t e n n a  f o r  u l t r a - c o m p a c t  
a p p l i c a t i o n
Contact
S u r r e y  S a t e l l i t e  T e c h n o l o g y  L t d
S u r r e y  S p a c e  C e n t r e  
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  S u r r e y  
G u i l d f o r d ,  S u r r e y  G U 2  7 X H  
U n i t e d  K i n g d o m  
T e l :  + 4 4 ( 0 ) 1 4 8 3  6 8 9 2 7 8
F a x :  + 4 4  ( 0 ) 1 4 8 3  6 8 9 5 0 3
E - m a i l :  i n f o @ s s t l . c o . u k  
w w w : w w w . s s t l . c o . u k
Issue Number & Notice
SSTL-27433-03. 05-11-2003. This data 
sheet is for preliminary information 
purposes and can be changed without 
any notice. Please contact SSTL (see 
above) for further information
XXXV
Appendix 4.4: Filter transfer function and coefficients
T I M I N G ,  T E S T  &  M E A S U R E M E N TI
Sym m etricom
9 6 3 3
Military OCXO
STANDARD FEATURES
10MH; O u tp u t
< 3E-I0 F'er Day Aging
<  2 E -11 0  Sensitivity 
Lew, Phase Noise
OVERVIEW
A s  t h e  m i l i t a r y  m o v e s  t o w a r d  i m p l e m e n t i n g  
m o r e  a d v a n c e d  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s ,  n a v i g a t i o n  
a n d  t a r g e t i n g  s y s t e m s ,  p r e c i s i o n  o s c i l l a t o r s  
t h a t  c a n  w i t h s t a n d  a  w i d e  r a n g e  o f  o p e r a t i n g  
e n v i r o n m e n t s  i s l a r e l  b e c o m i n g  m o r e  c r i t i c a l
T h e  S y m m e t r i c o m  9 6 3 3  i s  a  m i l i t a r y  O C X O  
d e s i g n e d  f o r  g r o u n d  t a c t i c a l  a n d  a i r b o r n e  
a p p l i c a t i o n s  w h e r e  s u p e r i o r  f r e q u e n c y  s t a ­
b i l i t y  a n d  p h a s e  n o i s e  a r e  r e q u i r e d .  T h e  
9 6 3 3  i s  w e l l  s u i t e d  f o r  i h e s e  a p p l i c a t i o n s  a s  
i t  p r o v i d e s  s u p e r i o r  d y n a m i c  p h a s e  n o i s e ,  
f r e q u e n c y  a c c u r a c y  a n d  s t a b i l i t y ,  w h i c h  a r e  
a l l  c r i t i c a l  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  r a d a r ,  s e c u r e  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n  a n d  n a v i g a t i o n  a p p l i c a t i o n s .
B o t h  e l e c t r o n i c  a n d  m e c h a n i c a l  c o m p e n s a ­
t i o n  t e c h n i q u e s  a r e  u t i l i z e d  t o  p r o v i d e  u p  t o  
A O d B  o f  c o m p e n s a t i o n  w h e n  o p e r a t i n g  
u n d e r  v i b r a t i o n  T o t a l  g a m m a  a c c e l e r a t i o n  
s e n s i t i v i t y  o f  <  2 E - 1 1 p e r  g  c a n  b e  a c h i e v e d
T h e  9 6 3 3  i s  b a s e d  a r o u n d  a n  o v e m z e d  1 0  
M H z  3 r d  o v e r - t o n e  S C  c u t  c r y s t a l  r e s o n a t o r  
e n c l o s e d  i n  a  h e r m e t i c a l l y  s e a l e d  1 6 0 "  x  
3 . 0 0 "  x  1 . 6 7 "  H  p a c k a g e
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Appendix 4.4: Filter transfer function and coefficients
9 6 3 3  S p e c i f i c a t i o n s
E LEC TR IC A L SP E C IFIC A T IO N S
Frequency
Standard output
Frequency: 10MHz
Form at: Sinewarve
Amplitude: 7 .0  ± 2dBm
H arm onic: <  -35d B c
Non harm onic: <  -8 0 d 6 c
Load im ped ance: 5 0 0
PER FO R M A N C E PA R A M E T E R S
Stability
AvgTim e Isl 10MHz
1 <  5 .0 E -I2
10 <  5 .0 E -I2
Aging
P erd av : <  3 .0 E -I0
P e ry e a r : <  4 .0E -8
10 y ears: <  I.OE-6
R etrace ±  IE -8
A cceleration sensitivity
P er  g . to ta l qam m a: £  2 .0 E -1 1
S S B  P h ase  no ise Is ta tid
O ffset (Ha) 10MHz
10 -1 2 0 d B c
100 -1 4 0 d B c
1.000 -!5 0 d B c
10.000 -155d B c
100k -155d B c
Tem p vs Freg
-AO’ C to . 5 5 f C <  ± 1 E-8
Tuning ran ge: t  5E -7 . Analog or TC
ENVIRONM ENTAL & PH Y SIC A L S P E C IFIC A T IO N S
G eneral environm ent 
Operating
Tem perature: to 70°C
Storage tem p eratu re : -5 5 <’C to 8 5 ° C
Humidity : 95%  RH up to S S 'C
Altitude loperatinql: -IOOO to 65 .000  feet
Random vibration
O perating lendurancel 
OC Pow er requirem ents.
D im ensions:
W eight:
PIN FUNCTION
J 1 - I 10 MHxzOut
J2 -1 CHASSIS GND
J 2 -2 SCL 1C  -C LO CK
J2 -3 S  DA PC -  DATA
J2 -4 CHASSIS GND
J2 -5 CHASSIS GND
J2 -6 FW R RETURN
J2 -7 PWR RETURN
J 2 - 8 FWR
J2 -9 FWR
30 qrm s 
!5Vdc
<  3W operating p a v e r  at ISvdc 
4  to t2W  w arm -up power at 15vdc 
1.60 » 3.00 x 1.67 H 
£0.35 lbs
.
Fi eq u en cy
-60
-70
-6 0
-9 0
-100
-110
-120
-1 3 0
-1 4 0
-150
-1 6 0
-1 7 0
Dynamic F h ase  Noise Itvpical perform ance!
S y m m e t r i c o m
SYMMCTRICOM. INC.
2300 Orchard Parky , j . 
San  Jose . California 
^5131-1017 
le i: 408.433.09 10 
la r : 408.428.7896 
i nto3» s.* m m eincom .com  
w w A.svm m e i ncom  .com
< 2806 Syrnmi tricorn. Symme tricorn and the S>tnm«»ric*(n logo are registered trademarks d Symmetricam, Inc. All other trademarks are the property ol their respective ccmpanice. All specifications subject to change vsilhout notice. C&Vitt/U'Ta&PDF
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Appendix 4.4: Filter transfer function and coefficients
S Y M M E T R 1 C O M  TTftN SPACE, D E F E N S E  A N D  AVIONIC P R O D U C T S
4415 Space Qualified Cesium 
Frequency Standard
T h e  s s  1 5  &  a  s p a c e  q u a l i i e d  c e s i u m  
I r e q u e n c y  a  a n d a r d  i h a i  p r o d u c e s  a c c u r a t e ,  
s t a b l e  a n d  s p e c t r a l l y  p u r e  s n u s o r i a t  
s i g n a l s .  T h i s  u n it  i s  d e s i g n e d  l o r  k in g  l i e  
a n d  i s  u s e d  n s a t e l i t e - f c a s e d t m n q  s y s ­
t e m s  a s  a  m a s t e r  I r s q u e n c v  r e  1 e r e  n e e .
4133 Milhartzed Modular 
Cesium Frequency Standard
T h e  s  1 3 )  i s  a  m l i i a r y  q r a d e  c e s i u m  
i r e q u e n c y  s t a n d a r d  i h a t  i s d e s t q i e d  lo r  
b o t h  s h i p b o a r d  a n d  a r b e m e  a p p l i c a t i o n s .  
T h e  u n i  i s  a  r u g g e d  c o m p a c t  s e t l -  
c o n t a n e d  m o d u l e  i h a t  c a n  b e  e a s i l y  
i n » < y a t e d  m t o  p r e c i s e  t i m t i q  s y s t e m s .
9130 Milharired Rubidium 
Oscillator
T h e  E l  W  i s  a  m i i u r i r e d  n j h d u n  e s c a l a t o r  
d e s i g n e d  l o r  l a c n c a i  a p p l i c a t i o n ;  w h e r e  
s h o o k  v i b r a t i o n .  h u m  d r y  m d  o t h e r  
e n v t o r m e n t  a l  l a c t o n  a r e  a  c h a l l e n g e .  T h e  
8 1 3 0  p r o u d  e t  a  s t a b l e  f r e q u e n c y  w t h  q o c d  
s h o n  a n d  l o n g - t e r m  s t a b l t y .  T h e  i n i  
i n c l u d e s  a n  R S O ) 2  i r t e t l a c e  t e r  m o n i c r -  
■n q H m p e r a i i r a o o m p a r e a n o n a n d  
i r e q u e n c y  a  d i e t  m e n s .
fc.«y  F * M « : Matt . H m  F m i n t f m i
• O u tp u t  F r e q u e n c y 1 a : > + f c • O u t p u t  F r e q u e n c y  5M -L r ■ C u t  p u t  F r e q u e n c y  5  4 I Q M H :
■ l O y e a r  o p e r a t i o n a l  l i e ■ A c c u r a c y  <  2 E - 1 2 ■ A q n g  p e r  m o n t h  '  3 E - 11
■ R e m o t e  m o n i o h n g  a n d  c o n t r o l • I s s t a b l i i y  - ' 2 . 7 E - I I ■ I s s t a b i t y  '  I . 0 E - I I
• I s  s t a t o i i y «. I E - I I • P h a s e  n o i s e ■ F h a s e  n o i r e
• A c c u r a c y '■ I E - I I I H l  - 7 6 t B c 1 H i - 7 0 t £ c
• F t w s e  n o i s e 1 0 0  H r - I s O d B c IO O H : -  U h d B c
I K : - 8 5 < E c • T e m p  S e n s i t m t y  - 2 E - I 2 H i t  -  K O d B e
lO O t t - I s O t S c ■ S i r e  f ? . 5 " x  i a s * x 7 5 ' ■ T e r r p  S e n a i M r y  3 E  - 1 0
Ik H r - I S O d B c I s ?  .5  c m x  2 4 . 7  c m x  1 9 j & a n l • S i r e  2 # 7 ' x 2 . ? 2 ' x  i j 3 i '
• T C < 5 E  - 1 i K C 1 7 . 8  c m x  7 . s  1 a m  x  1 0 4  c m l
‘ S i r e 4 2 5 ' X  7 . 5 '  X 1 4 5 0 '
1 1 5 8 .7 5  r m x  l ? ( X 5 m m  x  s l ? .  I m r r t
WpPCMtOIS
■ S a t <4 I n  b a s e d  m a s t e r  I r e q u e n c y  r e l a r e n c e
A p p l e  in t o n e
*  S h p b o a r d h m e  a n d  f r e q u e n c y  c o n t r o l
■ A t b o m e  n m e  a n d  I r e q u e n c v  c o n t r o l
■ E f e c i r o n c  w a r f a r e  m a s t e r  r e f e r e n c e
APPbCMMK
■ T a a i c a l  C o r m i m c  a t  i o r r ;
■ G r o u n d  S l t p f c o a t d  a n d A r t o m e  t m e  a n d  
I r e  q u e r c y  c o n t r o l
• E f e c i r c m c W a r t a r e  m a s t e r  r e f e r e n c e
■ C v I S R  r e i e r e n o e
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Appendix 4.4: Filter transfer function and coefficients
D E S I G N E D  T D  DELIVER T H E  H I G H E S T  Q UALITY P E R F O R M A N C E  U N D E R
3122 arid 6122 Airborne 
R u b i d i u m  Lteciliitors
TheSI22and 8123 are COTS artcrne rubidi- 
umotciljorsdesiqned lor integrationinio 
iaql««r aircraft ime and irequencyconrcl 
irsiru menu ten. Time unis serve sr. mwer 
frequency touoet r  c ommincaicn 
feavtqaiionanddcrtiicancnl Mlcn-board 
electron* su k  proMdng precsion frequency 
control os>er ectreme eitnme environment 
r,p*: celly s«fi n rai liqhter appl canon:..
bay Features
■ Ouipu Frequent’ I0M-Lr and lOOM-k 
Ouipu: RF end LVDS•Aor« par month 'SJDE-II
■ It stabiiy < I.5E-11 •Fhate raise
IH: -7i«EcICi3Hr -l25<Bc
Iklt -I iCKB:
■ Temp SarSilktV JE - B
•Sire sao’ xa.rx i.r
11 s.T cmx 204 cm x 3uo cml
9 4 0 0  S a t e U i t #  M a s t e r  
O s c  i l i a  t o r
The ?iOO is an OCXO detuned lor satellite 
based matter reterence applications. 
Rugged and environmentally hardened 
the tiDOprcvidet exceptional phase 
noise and frequency a ahliy in a small 
compact package.
few Features
■ Cwipui Frequency S-3HH:
* Aping per day •-SE-ll
• Is siabliiy < 2jOE- 12
* Phase nose IB 5F+L1I Hi -ll&dBc
lOQFt -ISOdBc
IFrt -ISTdBc
■ Temp SartdiAirv *)E-?
• 0 Se ntn sir, '7£-ioperG 
•Sire 1.49‘x Ute'x ia*
llTScmxi.72cmx V.lscml
9 5 0 f l  S a r t U i t t  M a s t e r  
Reference
The Symmeunom 9SD0 s a master esc J la tor 
that produces a teqhh a a Me ton, noise 
reference Irequencvoupu. The 
err.ironmaw ally rugged 9SOO leanra ard 
SC cut COO and temperaiue coraroled 
electro res ihai acheves tamperaive 
nsensitve pancrmance. exceleni then 
icrmtuhlry phase nose and aqtnq 
character sites.
Mr Fee-tret
■ Oupu Frequency a - 2SHH: 
•Aqhqperday SuOE-l I 
- Issiabilv « IjOE-12
■ Phase norseiuc4f-Lri
I Ft - 1 l4dEx
lODHl - l50dE*
IFH: -ISTdE*
• lamp Sensihnv '  30E-I0
• 0 Sensisw < iE-? per G 
•Sire i2VxiJTxUT
I IGtfTcmx ISJicm x 2 l.w cm I
appHcariefs
•Afrbome lime ard irequency control
• Electron* Warfare nutter relerems
• C V.1SR ret ere nee
*ppi*
■ Satellie master reference
■ Space prefce reference
■ Satellie tima and Irequency control
• ppt«:*x»r*
■ Satellie meaer Irequency relerenco
* Satellie ima end frequency control
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Appendix 4.4: Filter transfer function and coefficients
T H E  M O S T  A D V E R S E  C O N D I T I O N S  IN S P A C E  A N D  O N  EARTH.
9*00 and 9700 HF 
A t r o s p a c e  O s c i l l a t o r s  
The ?<O0 ]nd?7(i0cGcll]»r«rie>£ areulra 
miwue CO Os. They an designed » pronde 
a hrti suMry frequency cupui tornunerous 
aerospace ptailcr me. Ihbnd circuity aftows 
tor-anal sire and tow power cDnsunpwn 
wihcu cjcmprcrnsnq perlw manceor 
retiabikiy.The'&Kland 7TO0 ptaitorms an 
(isurrinMeiomeei rimcrous et«mrJ 
and fifMronfnenul re Bremen el
Nr«tr•Guipu Frequency * - iCM-t: •Aprwpardar, «. SDE-II
■ Is aabiav '-2JDE-I2- Ftuse rttse VB iMhtl I Hr .112xScICOH: .HSrficIkttr -IS'TOc• Temp Sensiiviv »E-?■G Serenity *2E-?perG 
•Sin I33*x \3Vx 1.33"
1 1 1 ?  t m x  J . r  c m x  3 . 3 ?  c m l
9800 VHF Aerospace 
□sdliaaor
The «€<M ts an Ulira -miniature hip irequency OCSO.A irequency ranqe a SO - 
riMHHr is anainabfew hile nil cebrhg occepiicnal phase noise and irequencY s*at>l)y. The ?HM is a rugged and enwrormeraaily hardened oscillator ■hai is denned tor satedle and orher spaceborne plaitomns.
Key
• CXnpu Frequency SO - 2O0HTt
■Apnqperdjr, '-iJCE-i• FUase notse ra lOOT+trlI Hi -iO®:
KM Hi -I2MBCIkft -UDdBc
• Temp sensitMiy SE-7
•GSereiir.ny 'SE-10 per 6
•Sin 13Vx I J J ’x TJT
113? omx D.J7 cmx 33? cml
9210 Low-cost Milirarv 
□ C K O
The ??IOi£a OOTSmiUTiCOOdesigrHdicr 
qreundiacncalend arboma appl o i  crew he re 
sipercr legume,saatolry and phase nets 
an nquired. The COTS desiqnu&ec rdrer, 
su nd art p nous tcrdropnn rep lac emea d cDiTfnefoi oacilaerc.
Key Feeturvt
• Ouipu Frequency S cr I0HH: •Apngper dsry * IjOE -10 
•Phase net seIH -MSdBc
I0CH: . USdBc
■ G Sensiiwr. »2E-I0per6 
•Sin 1STx2.0"x 1.25"IS. I cmx5.l cmx 12 an I
(ppKatnrv
■ Satetlie master and tocal reference 
•Ci»1SR reference
■ Satetlie nme and Irequency ccnirrt
«ppu»Mnc
■ Radar warring roceier 
• Satetlte lime and Irequency ccnirtf
AppucKnnt
• E leu rone War la re retorencD
■ Taoicai comm in canons 
■C*1SRretennte
■ Ruqqedired upgrade tor ccmmercd 
oocliatcr
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Appendix 5.1: Specification sheet of Phonon Corporation ID500-500-2.5W
p - i o n o n
CORPORATION DATASHEET
Specifications
^ a r a n e 't e - U nit M n 1 v : M ax
C e r e r  F r ~ q u e " c y  (F C ) MHz 5 I C
Bandwidth iB; MHz &:c
D i s p e " s - a i  (rf . i s e c :  :
D e  3 y  |TD) .i s e c 31 3 115 3.14
In s e n io ” L e s s  ilL ) c B 3^4 37
S l c p e  iS C i .iS'Mhz -0.0351 -0.305 -o.to te
= u ls e  ’.Yidtfi j :  - 5 c B .i s e c 3.0023 C .C 0 2 5
S i d e t f c e s  fo r  |t-T O <T cB i - 1 3
T i n e  S c u r i o - s  fc r  : - _ 0 | > T d B - e i -55
Subsfat* Material VZ-LN
f  33 M Hz D ispersive Delay - in e  
EOC M h z  B anc width 
^ ^ ^ 1 0 1 2 8 0 0  D5CD-500-2.5W -
ISctes:
1. C e rte ' Freoirerc. iFC ■ ard  B an d* c t i  5> are o crred  
re t  >neas-rec DtsoercJcr iTi s  ce flrea  as |S"SC|.
2. rsstcn w C ® s Is :• » r r r l -T«irr c s s ‘or 
3 l e t  a / a -e  S c o r  c e te -n r e d  by 5«: I t  o .a d -a tc  d.lse
in * -P 3 < S 6
a. S p e d ica lto rs  are  at 22C cniy . _ rh w  doeraoe 
uraa-^aoed irw - -s a c  to * 2SC w tn sttfls  cFC—* ’ r D 
C 'C -X 'iTD -^C '^D l C -Sa-l'Z 'SD  w e r e  
*-34 .= -€" le ’nperalu,e-22C :
Typical Performance
Frequency Response Compressed Pulse Response
jBeat Fit Quadratic Pnase Removed! FFT:Frecjs"»i» PeoDonce’cocrc s-pi-m s ;i m a w
Package Outline
-^U* I C
s— I  I —  .1C O T Y P  —  T Y P  Ir e‘ 3C MIN
Matching
. -  L U  
. 1
1 3 '2 B 3
V
R "  IN R r  O .
O j -  4'HHLD ZX'Sz
± c-L .  a _
Matcnec G-p3r3Tete"E a. a :-oe 3t vwrw.phonon.scn
P h o n e : (860) 651-0211 F ax: (860) 651-8618 w w w .p h o n o n .c o m 8/22/2003
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Appendix 5.2: Specification sheet of typical high-speed ADC
□  A N A L O G  10-Bit. 170/200 MSPS
D E V I C E S  3.3 V A/D Converter 
AD 9411
FEA TU R ES
SHR -  6 0  0 6  e  fci u p  to  TO M H l *  2  CO M SPS  
EHOB u p  0 0 7 0  M H lv  2 0 0 M S P 5  i-O .S d B F S i
SFDR -  OOdBc <  tm  up  0 0 7 0  M H X < U 0 0 M S P S  1 - 0 .5  dBFSi 
E x ce lle n t lin earity :
D N L - ± 0 .1 5  LSB i ty p k a h  
INL -  ± 0 .2 5  LSB (typical i 
LVDS o u tp u t  levels
7 0 0  M K z f u l-p c w e r  a n a lo g  b an d w id th
O n -c N p r e to r a n c o a n d  tra ck -a n d -h o ld
P o w e r d issip atio n  -  U S  W 'tv p k a l *  2 0 0  M SPS
\ 3  V Inpu t v o l ta g e  ra n g e
J  J  V s ip p ty  o p e r a t io n
O u tp u td a ta  Conn at option
Clockdutv cycle stabilizer
Pin co m p a tib le  t o  LVDS m o d e  A D M  3 0
A P P LIC A T IO N S
W ireless  and w ired  b ro a d b a n d  c o m m u n k a d o n s  
C ab le  re v e rs e  path  
C o m m u n ica tio n s  te st e q u ip m e n t  
F ta d ir a n d  s a o a i llb s u b s v s o e n s  
P o w e r a m p llle r lln e a r iz a tto n
FU N C T IO N A L  B L O C K  DIAGRAM
*»•■» was: a*a*c umo
AlUV i.
G E N E R A L  D ESC R IPT IO N
The ADM 11 Is 110-bll mondllhk sanpllrw. aialcg Iculgi i 
converter optimized ter Ngh perfor nance lev power, md ***  
ofuse. The product operdes up to a 200 Msrsecnverdon rale 
nd Is optimized rorcultiandkig drtumk performance In 
wideband orrler end broadband systems. All necessary 
luncUortJndudkigirKfc-snd 1»U iT.'HnnJ reference ire 
Included on thechlp lo provide a complete corner ion so I ill  on.
*lhc A C C  requires i 3 J  V  p o v e r apply and a  differential 
ample deck fcr lull peffomiancc operJIon. Thedl^ui output 
jre LYTC- compatible and support both twos complement and 
offset Mnerr  formal. A dab dock oilpil Is rvilkMe lo ease 
data cplire.
F a tf lc J e d  o n  a n a d v m e e d  BICM O S process th e  A D M  11 Is 
ru lta M e ln a  lOAka d a r n  ace n o u rt  f i * 1 k  package ic^P a D 
T Q F P  1 0 0 )  specified ewer the Indud rial tem per a ltre  range  
i-WCto+CTO.
(W ANmal* kniM hr luhf hrrtw k ktSime k» tk *ocnt ■( rahU* HkkMi K ikftMiar* mill hr Aufef D+kau i« b m  »hrinr mnwnre pant «• atr rtatDM iHriiwihi ika Mfrant baa bia ik«dnlaujihaitdiii|»im«iMila M»kHMlipiailbvhftca»i «« ahtW* ■■dtinr ?mh« ii pan ittki a MkfDkaot tiktmitial ra^ anlinkatitiakitkpfaiTM vafe iwpkiw»a»tt
P R O D U C T  H IG H U G H TS
I. H lfji p erform an ce.
M ain  i n s  e »  dB SMR «• 2 0 0  MSPS w ith a ~ 0  M H z fripii.
2  L o w  pow er.
Consume-. onlT US W 200 MSPS.
3. Ease of itc.
L V K  output data and o ifp u l d o c k  s lg n i  a lo w  Ir te n a ce  
to  c u ire rt  F K L  le d m clo g Y  The on ch ip  reference end  
sim p le  ind hold  (U ncllon provide iVocIMIIt  In svdetn  
d e d jp . U a e c f  a  d p g le  3 J  V  u p p fy s ln p lile s  srstem  
poMwrsupp lr d esljp .
4. CWI -of range iGRi.
The O R  o i lp U  Mt Indicate: w ti»n the Inpul d g p al Is 
tv io n d  Ihe selected Input rai% e.
OkkTffkHl«f|iWlt R O kxflM. H««woc< HCOeMSaiM.USCTatmicemeeFu HI lUtik) t Wf fwtej h«W«H htc Ulri^hufkatkkd
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M P C 8 2 6 0  S o l i d  S t a t e  
D a t a  R e c o r d e r
Appendix 5.3: Specification sheet of SSTL 2 GByte solid-state memory module
A p p l i c a t i o n s
• Data storage suitac e for LEO 
Earth observation missions 
■ Store 3"c forward 
communications
S p e c i f i c a t i o n s
2 x 40 Mbits raw cock/data 
serial -VOS payload " t - t  
st'eams 20Mbps hDLC outc-t.
C.5«1 GByte ;4.'8 3bts) SCRAM 
data storage wth 72:&4 ESC 
"a'aware e^cy corrector and 
Read-Solorro- software coding 
4 x 8  Mbits duplex se-a hDLC 
communications data strearrs 
=3yload cata s'ccessing 
capability
Dual CAN bus inte~ace
M e c h a n i c a l  I  P o w e r
=ower 9 W ;@ 28 V: peak powe' 
draw. 6 5W tyo :al 
-ower supply: 15-50 V 
Temperature -20* tc -50* C 
S -g *  SSCR -CB assembly: 
mass 0 S kg dimensions: 330 x 
1C5 x 38 mm
SSDR pair n standard SSTL 
mic'otray moc j e: mass 2.2 kg 
a mens o"s 330 x 33C x 38 mm
A pair of data recorders (8 Gbits iota!) in ar, microtray module box for A!Sai-1
The MPC8260 Solid State Data Recorder (SSDR) is a general 
purpose data recording device fo r space applications. It supports  
m ultip le  data inputs and can store 0.5 or 1 GBytes o f payload data. 
The data recorder is used on the Disaster M onitoring Constellation  
-  w ith  the firs t spacecraft launched in late 2002.
T^e MPCB25D is assigned to capture and reta n 'aw paytoad data a"c then 
dow  "x t on s-csequent ground station passes. Ir built processing capacity 
provces the ability to directly s-ccot high level cownlink protocols a~c perform on 
board payload dat3 processing While use of "g "  density SDRAM mencry 
moc- es provides a - g- data storage capacity per unit volume.
-araware
• Motorola M3CS2SD PowerPC processor with cn chip floating point anthnetic unit
• 1 MByte EDAC protectee program SRAM ;TMR)
• 2 MByte flrmware storage -LASH RAM
• "E M S  operating system (30 3  X A3 , BSD sockets;
• System capable of supporting 3n 8 Mtxtfs hDLC cr IP base: proto co stream 
across any one of the four HDLC links at a time.
• °ulse per second synchronisation interface
Environnenta'
• 3assive thermal management v a conductive therma aesign 'eat-res
• Designed for missions in the LEO environment
Customtsabie
• wpgrade -o' data storage capacity and pay cad stream :ata rates ts possible to 1 
or 2 G8yles
• Customisable daughter beard for "araware layer communications options 
(LVDS. R3422 etc.
• Enclosure may be customised tc meet mission interface requirements
• Can support alterative data encoding, protester securty and compression 
schemes
• Vancus Acceptance Rians available
a f f o r d a b l e  a c c e s s  t o  s p a c e
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Appendix 5.4: Specification sheet of SEAKER 8 GByte solid-state memory module
8 - G b y t e .  S D R A M - C P C I  (6t~ F o r m - F a c t o r )  
S D R A M  C o m p a c t  P C I  M e m o r y  C a r d
FEA TU RES
• 8-Gbyte Capacity
• Modified 6U Compact PCI Footprint
• 53 MHz cPCl Compliant
• Full Sustained PCI Data Rates
• Radiation Tolerant. Reconfigurable FPGA
• Space Qualified and Avionics Versions Available
• Dual Space Wire Interfaces
• Discrete Input Output R.S-422 LV D S P e r
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
SEA K R Engineering s SD RAM  Compact PCI Solid State Memory Card is an 8 -Gbyte, 
radiation tolerant, memory storage card, available for space and avionics applications.
Interface Features
SEA K R's single sided SDRAM memory 
card conforms to a modified 6U form- 
factor and is 35 MHz Compact PCI 
compliant. Hie high-speed memory 
architecture supports sustained PCI 
input output data rates. A SpaceWire port 
is also included for direct memory access 
to SpaceWire users.
Data Protection / Correction
Data protection and correction is enhanced 
through utilization of a robust nibble-wide 
Error Detection And Correction (EDAC). 
This powerful SEA KR proprietary 
algorithm is capable of detecting and 
correcting fiill SDRAM die failures. 
Additional protection is provided through 
data scrubbing at configurable rates.
contributing tc a total system bit error rate 
better than 1x10’*“. Low power 
consumption is achieved through use of 
configurable refresh rates and a switch 
allowing power-down of the SDRAMs.
Space Qualification
Designed for space based and "Other Thau 
Space" applications, the SDRAM-CPCI 
card implements a reconfigurable Xilmx 
FPGA. Space-qualificaticn is achieved 
through a combination of internal tnple- 
redundant registers, autonomous single 
event upset detectiou. on-the-fiy 
reconfigurability, and an on-board 
radiation tolerant charge pump. "Other 
Than Space applications share a common 
architecture, but do not subject parts to 
additional screening and processes 
required for space based applications
SE A K R  Engineering. Inc.
WTVTV.seakr com
5221 S. Racxe Circle. CexeimiaL CO £0". 11 (303) "90-34?? Set<«i.-s« v
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Appendix 5.5: Specification sheet of SEAKER 24 GByte solid-state memory module
2 4 - G b v t e  Non - V o l a t i l e  V M E  M e m o r y  C a r d
*.■ *
FEATURES
• Standard <5U VME Footprint
• YMESHx Compliant
• Supports A3 2 D S  Data Transfers
• Non-Volatile Solid State Flash Memory
• Space Qualified and Avionics -Versions Available
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The SEAKR Engineering 24-Gbyte Non-Volatile (NY) VME Solid-State Flash Memory 
Card ts a multi-capaciry memory storage module. This -ingle sided Flash. uienoi>- card is 
A32 D54 VME compatible and conforms to the 6U form-factor.
Features
The Flash memory array is available for 
avionics and space applications. This card 
provides a standard VME interfere to 2~  
Gbytes of non-volatile memory. SEAKR 
proprietary Error Detection And 
Correction (EDAC) algorithms are nsed to 
detect and correc: for full Flash device 
failures
Software Drivers Provided
Ada software drivers are provided with an 
interface guide to ease system integration. 
The drivers include Comprehensive Self- 
Test ?owej-on Self-Test. Operational
Test Data Transfers. Control, and 
Reconfiguration.
Applications
SEAKR state-of-the-art solutions provide 
reliable opeiation in space, military and 
harsh environments. The 24-Gbyte VME 
has been designed to meet a wide range of 
environmental. EMI Space and Military, 
and Civilian Airborne standards. The 
conduction cool board is ideally suited for 
air and spaceborne applications where 
rugged, sun.ivable. highly reliable data 
acquisition, storage aud retrieval are 
essential.
S z A K a  Engmeec uig. Inc. 
www. sedkr.cocn
6221 S Racine Circle. Centennial. CO SCI 11 (303: "£9-8439 w
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Appendix 6.1: Private Communication [103,113]
AIM 7: High Sensitivity Geolocation of Earth EM  Sources [103]
5 Along track resolution
For an assumed signal bandwidth B  then the fundamental along track resolution is governed by 
the equivalent correlation width
At =
B
We need to convert this to an equivalent shift in the along track direction Ax. 
Repeat range to one satellite
R 2 ~(a +  h)2 -  2a(ci +  h)cos(y).cos(Q + d)+a2 
Differentiate
.AR] = a(ci +  /7)cos(y).sin (0 + 5).A0 
similarly
R 2 A R 2 =  ci(ci + /?)cos(y).sin(0 -  5).A0 
From TDC then 
R x = R 2 =  R 0 and AR { =  -  AR2 
So that total differential time delay
At _ 2a(a + /*)cos(y).sin(8).
cRo
A0
But equivalent displacement o f target in x  direction
Ax = <2Cos(y)A0
Therefore
Ax cRr,
5.1
5.2
5.3a
5.3b
5.4
5.5
2B (ci +  /?)sin(5)
5.6
5.7
or
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c.
( 9  9  V / 2
b + a  - 2abcyc5
■
2B.b.sm (S )
5.8
after identifying b = a +  h
It is o f interest to check this formula in the limit o f best possible resolution. Clearly set y = 0 
and make 5 as large as possible. In the limit with satellites on opposite horizons see below
A t = c.Rv
2 b ( R0 / b ) B  I B  
simply because in this limit sin(8) = R 0/b
5.9
Fig extreme visibility of slave satellites from target in orbital plane
So if for example B  = 1.5 MHz then Ax = 100m and this is the absolute best
XLVII
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This is somewhat more difficult to work out. We aim to find the amount by which the target can 
move Northward/Southward in an angular shift Ay and cause a change A/in the Doppler 
difference frequency where A/is the resolution limit
First we need an expression for the Doppler shift 
Repeat
yields a Doppler shift difference on TDC recalling z =  a cos(y) when again R { -  R 2 = R 0
The aim now is to find the change in Doppler frequency difference from the point o f view of a 
target which has shifted from angular position y to a y + Ay
Now a rotation in y is an across track effect immediately a lte rs/in  above equation. But we also 
have to take into account an alteration in the range R0 with a change in y.
v,(f)=
zsm (p .t +  d )bQ  
Rt
V2 W
zsin(n/-5)Z)Q 6.1
6.2
therefore
But
R0 .AR0 = flZ?sin(y).cos(5).Ay 6.4
therefore
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2a£sin(8)sin(y)Q/0 / ,  ( a6cos(y)cos(s)—   X | -j------ -----
cR0 Ro
x Ay 6.5
or writing more compactly
2abs8syQfQ
cR0
Then
A/ _  2bs5syii
1 +
abCyC§
Rt
x Ay 6.6
o J
fo cRr
abcyc^
Rt
x Ay 6.7
o
The problem is then how to interpret and use this formula in a sensible manner. In the above A/is 
simply the inverse of whatever is the observation time At we may make available.
The Doppler resolution is simply linked to the chosen observation time as in
At.Af - I  6.8
During this time the sub-satellite point has moved a distance
AA= u At 6.9
over the Earth surface.
The physical displacement of the target with a change in y has to be a rotation in meters on the 
Earth surface we shall call
A£> =  a  Ay 6.10
After some trial and thought it would seem that a good way of expressing the across track 
resolution is to think in terms of how much distance AX the sub-satellite point has to move in 
order to realise a particular across track resolution A? . In an efficient geometry then we hope to 
show that for a desired choice of A? then the least along track rotation expressed by AX which 
essentially minimises the amount of data we need to collect will then find for an efficient 
geometry
Substituting in ( ) we get
2 bs§Syii
AY./o C R r
1 +
abcyc5
R, a
or
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1 2Z>
AX At, ocRq
xsbsy 1 +
abcych
Ri
6.12
o
This useful formulation says effectively what is the necessary shift along track AX will realise a 
required across track resolution A2,
Inverting and substituting for R0 we have
1/2
[°2 + b 2 —2abcyc § fAfyA/Y =    X  - / — ------------- -------------------- ---------- f t r —  x ---------------
2 f 0b (a + b  - a b c yc8) s8sy
6.13
This is an important formula because it establishes a definite optimal geometry. 
We suppose again that B =  1.5 xlO6 Hz
/oGHz h km y -  5 AXAm m2 d  km R0 km r km Ax — 
m
AX
m
1 600 5.3° 4.205xl05 644 1057 860 164 2561
2 600 5.3° 2.103xl05 644 1057 860 164 1280
1 1000 8.7° 6.456x105 1118 1774 1442 159 4056
2 1000 oo C
i 0 3.228xl05 1118 1774 1442 159 2028
If the above analysis is correct and sensible then it seems to find a quite definitely optimal 
geometry -  can explain further obviously we need to think it out and check
7 Signal to noise analysis
Bounds on the signal to noise had been established in Aim 6 . 
Correlated noise
Following Elachi -  assuming totally correlated measurement noise then with some modification 
to the formulas and some changes to the symbols. The Elachi derived output signal to noise now 
reads
B P 2SNR =  xt—-------------------7.1
2 BL [P2 +2N .P  +  2N 1 )
or
L
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P 2
S N R  =  w x  -f — r ------------------------------------- ^  7 . 2
jp 2 +2N .P  + 2N 2}
where n is the effective number of looks if the power did not vary with time.
Here we have adopted a hopefully consistent symbolism. The actual input power to noise ratio 
we can all the carrier to noise ratio
P
C N R  =  —  7 . 3
N
where N  is always the power in a bandwidth B  while here P is the signal power also assumed to 
be filling that same bandwidth B. Remember that in this study we do not demodulate the signal 
and as far as we are concerned it just a noise source (a random process)
These results assumed a constant power over all the summations and the same power into the two
different channels. Let us see how this works. First a change of notation: P ©  now represents 
the /’th sample power in channel 1 and P ©  represents the /’th sample power in channel 2 
Suppose that we have just one sample and let P ^  =  P ^  =  P ( to simplify).
Square law detected dc. level P
noise level (variance) P2 +  2NP +  2N2
and the signal to noise (no post detection filtering)
P 2
S N R  =  —    7 . 4
P 2 +2N P + 2N 1
Suppose we take a second sample of exactly the same power level P . There is the same dc level 
after square law detection and noise variance but now
(P + P)2
SNR^ t r  1 r\ 7’52\P +  2NP +  2N J 
which is a gain of 2
Taking n observations all of the same power then the achieved post detection signal to noise 
P 2
S N R  =  / ? x  — - ---------------------------------- —  7 . 6
P +2N P +  2N
which result we have used before
If however the power levels are not the same then we need weighting.
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Again let the two channels have the same power but different level on two samples P { and P2 
Then form a weighted estimate
SNR =   (W\T\ + W2P2 ? _____________  7 7
wf (p,2 +  2 AT5, +  2 N 2)+  w\ (p22 +  2NP2 +  2 N 2)
What values of weights uq and w2 will maximise SNR?
The answer is that
wn =  —  -  77 =  1 , 2 7.8
P 2 + 2NP„ + 2N
from which
Pi2 P?SNR = — r--- i - + —   ^   7.9
P,2 + 2NPX +  2 N 2 P f  +  2 NP2 +  2N
The signal to noise ratio of the weighted summed signal is just the sum of the individual signal to 
noise ratio BUT NOT IN dB !
Uncorrelated no ise
Our original result assuming uncorrelated measurement noise was 
2 B, P 2SNR = — ^x 7------------------------------------------------- 7.10
B \ 2 N  1 \p 2 + p n + -
or
P 2SNR = 77 x  -p---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7.11
p 2 + p n + ~ -
By exactly the same reasoning but a slightly different formula 
Suppose that we have just one sample and let P ^  =  P ^  =  P ( to simplify). 
Square law detected dc. level P
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noise level (variance) P2 +  NP +  N2/2
and the signal to noise (no post detection filtering)
P 2
S N R  =  — 5----------------------------- ^ —  7 . 1 2
P 2 + N P  +  N 2 / 2
Suppose we take a second sample of exactly the same power level P . There is the same dc level 
after square law detection and noise variance but now
(P + P)2
SNR = t o o  \ 7’13
2\P +NP + N 12)
which is a gain of 2
Taking n observations all of the same power then the achieved post detection signal to noise 
P 2
SNR = ;?x —   —  7.14
P + NP +  N  12
which result we have used before
If however the power levels are not the same then we need weighting.
Again let the two channels have the same power but different level on two samples P { and P2 
Then form a weighted estimate
S N R  =  ^ , __________________ (w lp l + w 2R z)2  7  j 5
w? (p 2 +  NP] + N 2 / 2 j+  wj  (p22 + NP2 +  N 2 /2)
What values of weights >iq and w2 will maximise yL?
The answer is that
w„ =  —= -----  „ =  1 2 7.16
P / + N P „ + N 2 /2
from which
.  2  _ _  P\ f  Pi 7 l 7
1 P 2 + iVPi + N 2 /2 P2 + NP2 +  N 2 /2
The signal to noise ratio of the weighted summed signal is just the sum of the individual signal to 
noise ratio BUT NOT IN dB !
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After some further analysis the generalisation is fairly clear. Now allowing for different power 
levels in the two channels and assuming multiple samples then
Correlated noise
'J' ~~ 1 {p/'*p/2> + N J > P  +  N . p f  + }
7.18
uncorrelated noise
p /1© /2)
-  L  yp (\)p{i) + N .P ^ /2  +  A .p /2) / 2 + N 2 1 2 )
7.19
The validity of these results depends on the samples being sufficiently spaced out in time that the 
time correlation between samples in each channel is zero.
For formal analysis we may have available continuous expressions for the available power in 
each channel. Reverting to previous notation then
Correlated noise
, / 7  Pi (/)p2(/)
SNR =  B  1 1 /■.—  ; ' — 7t— rid' 
A  |pl it)Pl(t)+N .Pl(t)+N.P1(t)+ 2N 2)
7.20
uncorrelated noise
SNR =  B  J  / -------  pDM)-— rf,
-L  ?1 (t)Pl (t)+NP](t)/2 +  NP2(t)/2 +  N 2 /2)
7.21
These slightly subtle formulas assume this optimal weighting algorithm which is being applied 
along the track -  so that stronger signal is given more weighting than less. We can see that these 
formulas must be correct in the constant and equal power special case because for example Elachi 
formula
+00 p i  ( A  p i
B \ r r r s  ~ty------- i\d t - * B T x - r .2----------------- n  122i  {p2(t)+2N .P(t)+ 2N  ) {P2 +  2N.P + 2N 2 j
and BT  product is the same as the ‘number of looks’
Greatly improved sensitivity will be gained because the integration is now being run over a 
minute or more as the target is being tracked through the beam.
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Of course this assumes that the target is obliging enough to transmit more or less continuously 
while we are looking at it. Our application then is appropriate for tracking communication 
systems but not radars with short duty cycle.
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A IM  9: Tow ards sim ulation [113]
2 Basic principles 
Sam pling structure
Every signal sm(f) is created here by synthesis of a low pass  complex process -  we do not 
specifically. This is digital and rims at a much faster  rate than the actual sample rate 
We can run the same structure as before
This seems to be the fastest possible way of creating correlated random noise like signal and the 
actual thermal noise
Let input x[f] be a call on a Gaussian random variable of nns value a x 
The filter synthesises an output (ideally set a  =  1 b =1 )
y[i]=(*[/]+Aj  -  A)+••••*[/ - D +[]
Need to consider the value of D in due course maybe 8 -  16 is the correct range. I shall assume 
D ~ S
This has a transfer response
but this is mathematically identical to
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Y
X  \ - z - {
The rms value to output y[/] is therefore
<jy =  %/Z) xctx
For each source we need to double up and make x\j] -»  x[/'] complex with independent calls on 
‘in-phase’ and ‘quadrature’.
The components x ff]  and Tq[/] are independently and identically filtered to complex output s[/] = 
OjD] *Tq[/]) which can be envisaged as samples of a particular source referenced to its EIRP
You do not index this signal. The index count j  is internal to the routine and just cycles round as 
we have done before. Just run a routine which on call increments the state by one step 
corresponding to a time step which we may call 5 .
Im plementation
We run a routine which on every call delivers a new value s (without any index). Suppose we 
represent the GLOBESTAR source then Ax =  1 IB =  0.8 psec and have D =  8 then the effective 
time increment for each sample is every 8 =  0.1 p sec . However we do not load any file at this 
rate. We sample it and then index it. Suppose we set an actual sampling time A =  100 psec . That 
means we would be only filing on average only 1 sample in every thousand ....
This time step does not appear in any calculation
However you do run a counter (non-integer) which corresponds to real time t for which this 
evolving state of signal s is said to exist. So we can have a procedure which on call updates to the 
latest s and the time t to which this signal corresponds ( s’ is also stored being the previous value)
update s
 i i _______
signal procedure 
s s
/ +  8 ;
\ 7  
new s, s’,/
The actual physical waveform being modelled can be written as 
s ( l)= )'i (/)c°s(co0/ ) - ) ’q Wsin(co0/) 
and the power of this signal is
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yJ'lW ) \Tq (0 ) a" a“ 2 2p =  4 ---------/. =  _y.+ _L = a 2; =Z)xct2
2 2 2 2
I think it is convenient to make this unity -  it keeps separate the link budget calculations. 
Therefore always
(Tv =
J d
We are however working with complex variable directly and leaving the actual carrier frequency 
as implied (but see below).
So we have
s(0=(y/(4a,e(0)
where algorithmically this then synthesises a source of unit power
3 One signal at zero longitude
The way forward seems to be this. Decide on the on-board sampling time we call A . We will 
assume synchronous clocks on each satellite sampling signals as fixed tk =  k  A . Range of —K
< k  < + K
Here we initially assume TDC corresponds to tk =  0 and our target is at equidistant delay from 
the two satellites
For each sampling count we can pre-compute time delays
x[l,/c]- k  =  - K . . . .+ K
c
and corresponding actual time instants for which the signal generator will be sampled 
/[1,/c]= /cA - t[1,&].
Similarly
t[2,/c] = ^ 1 M L t 0 k =  - K . . . .+ K
c
and corresponding actual time instants
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t[2, fc] =  fcA -  x[2, fc].
where t0 is a choice of constant. So there is a whole vector of these time delay samples (many 
thousands) and a vector of time instants one pair for each satellite. Count fc =  0 corresponds to the 
time when the centre point (where we used to have a master satellite) is opposite the target -  what 
we call TDC . The actual ranges are
/?[1,fc] =  +  h f  -  2a(ct +  /7)cos(y).cos(Qfy + 5 ) + a 2 }
R.\2,fc] =  + fc)2 - 2 a[a +  /?)cos(y).cos(pfy - 5 ) +  a 1 j
The whole synthesis is valid for only one source at one location. In this synthesis program there 
is no need to compute iterated delays -  working in this direction the calculated delays are exact 
We note that in this simulation the delay terms x[l,fc] and x[2,fc] are not the real delay but offset 
delays. Absolute phase does not matter but the Doppler shift is correctly represented internally.
A range of (say.) 1500 km is equivalent to 5 ms delay which is awful lot of cycles (107) at 2 GHz . 
We have avoided any need to incorporate all these cycles in the simulation -  absolute phase does 
not have to be monitored which is accounted for by introducing x0.
We should make x0 correspond to the range R(0) -  see below . In which case for the first half of 
the run the offset delay for one satellite is negative but positive for the other . For the second half 
the polarities reverse. In the central position for fc =  0 then x[l,0] =  0 and x[2,0] = 0 
Compute the expected powers for all these time instants, so
We know that the gains are the same for the two satellite antennas assuming a quasi-Gaussian 
beam shape G () -  assuming that they are directed with a peak from the usual TDC. Assume here 
a common P T
This figure is correct assuming that tk =  0 corresponds to the time when satellites are TDC and
our target is in the nominal correct 0° longitude. We are allowed any choice of y but recommend 
we start with the proposed optimum to suit the proposed height h of the orbit.
From before
where now
PT =  true EIRP of this source
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[(j + /?)2 - 2 (a  +  /?)cos(y)+22. cos(Qtk ) + y 2 ^
[ m 2 J
where
P(0) =  yj\p +  h)2 -  2a(ci +  /?)cos(y).cos(S)+a 2 }
is thq fix ed  range from zero-longitude target to satellites when their mid point is TDC (where we 
used to put our ‘master satellite’. f3[0] =  0
I leave to you to sort out the difficulty with MATLAB that you have to start indexing at 0 !
So we file t[l,k], t[2,k], x[\ Jc], x[2,k] , PR[1, k] PR[2, /c] fo r -K  </c < + K
When we get smarter at this we may need not bother to create and file all these vectors. But 
conceptually it is clearer this way
Now run the signal generator as above. The aim is to fill two comnplex vectors s[l,/cj] and s[2,&j] 
starting the counters at kY =  - K  and k2 =  —K  and ending on /q =  + K  and k2 =  +K  
The idea is that as time evolves to transfer the signal call to the vector at every point in real time t 
which corresponds to selected  /[1,/c] and t[2,k] because the samples at just these time instants 
will then become the samples (after a phase rotation) at the time on the satellites exactly at times
tk =  kA
Details I leave to you but there clearly have to be two separate indices since we filling the two 
vectors in two different real times! On every generator simulated 5 time step the program has to 
check for the condition
r > r[l, /cj ] 
or
t > /“ [2, At2 ]
where k { and k2 are the current indices identifying the points to which we have so far filled the 
two vectors.
When either or both conditions are satisfied then read the current s and  the previous s’ . Linearly 
interpolate these two values to some s' and then either
s[l,kx]< -  -JPR[l,kJ x  s xexp(-./©0x[l,k {])
or
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s[2,/c2]< -  tJP r [2, 1^\ x s x  exp(- /co0x[2, k2 ])
or both. Note the essential phase rotation in the last term which must be included in the signal 
representation. Then increment either k { or k2 or both by one.
Note the following subtlety. Count k { corresponds to two different times at once. It indicates both
the time /[1,&j] when the signal was generated. It also refers to the time t =  k {A
when that signal was received (after power re-scaling and phase rotation). similarly for count k2
You need to satisfy yourself that the above is correct. I may be being too complicated but I do not 
think so. We have to be smart in order to avoid massively over-stating our data requirements.
This is one possible architecture for the solution. You may be able to think of something different 
and less complicated -  the problem is getting it right realistic and not overwhelming ourselves 
with data
4 One signal at non- zero longitude
We need a relatively painless of modifying the above to account for targets earlier or later along 
track. In my opinion the simplest way is to adopt a non-standard co-ordinate system It seems 
simplest to identify the location of the target in a mixed co-ordinate expression
x =  <2cos(y)sin(0) 
y  =  asin(y) 
z =  acos(y)cos(9)
where 0 describes a rotation of the vector to the target around the Y axis. The target co-ordinates 
are therefore given by two angles (y, 9) which are neither latitude or longitude (yes)
Envisaging running the real time operation in exactly the same time band we have to correctly 
incorporate the necessary shifts to allow for the non-zero 0.
Simplest is to go through the same general procedure and think which formulas need to be 
modified
Same on-board sampling time we call A . Same synchronous clocks on each satellite sampling 
signals as fixed tk = k  A . range of k  from =  -  i f  to +K  again
Again TDC corresponds to / =  0 and but our target is no longer equidistant delay from the two 
satellites at this time ( it will be at some earlier or later time).
For each sampling count again pre-compute time delays
k  =  - K . . . .+ K
c
and corresponding actual time instants
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/e [l,*] =  *A -T 0[U ].
Similarly
Te [2,/fc] =  A ! M L To k =  - K . . . .+ K
c
and corresponding actual time instants (when we sample the signal generator)
/0 [2, /c] =  -  x0 [2, k \.
where x0 is a choice of constant. So there is a whole vector of these time delay samples (many 
thousands) and a vector of time instants one pair for each satellite. Count k  =  0 still means that 
real time t =  0 . But the target is no longer equidistant from the satellites at this time. The actual 
ranges are
Rq [l, k] =  sj^a +  h)2 -  2a(a  +  /?)cos(y).cos(Q^ -  0 +  8) + a 2 }
Rq [2, A;] =  i/|© + h)2 - 2 a(a  +  /?)cos(y).cos(0/. -  0 -  8 )+  a 1}
The whole synthesis is valid for only one source at one location.
We note that in this simulation the delay terms x0[l,/c] and x0[2,/c] are not the real delay but offset 
delays. Absolute phase does not matter but the Doppler shift is correctly represented internally.
We still make x0 correspond to the range P(0). For small displacement 0 there will still be 
negative as well as positive x6[l,/c] and x0[2,/c] but the range is not symmetrical over the span of k  
Again compute the expected powers for all these time instants, so
X
47iP0[l,/c]
xG(peM)xf*r
where now
PT =  true E1RP of this source
PR[Xk\.
4ttP0[2,A:]
xGe(p[A])xPT
where we know that the gains are the same for the Gaussian beam -  assuming that they are 
directed with a peak from the usual TDC. Assume here a common P T 
The gains now peak at a different time so
PeM=acs
[© +  h)2 - 2 ©  +  /?)cos(y)+z2. cos(Qt/{ - Q ) + y  
R(0)2
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where again
P(o) =  yj^a +  h f  -  2a(a +  h)cos(y).cos(s)+ a 2]
is still the fix ed  range from zero-longitude target to satellites when their mid point is TDC (where 
we used to put our ‘master satellite’ . The above has to be correct because when Qtk =  9 then 
satellites are now pointing at our off set target
So we file f0[U ] , /e[2,/c], x0[l,/c], x0[2,/c] , PR0[1, k] PR0[2, k]
Now run the signal generator as above. The aim is to add  to the existing two vectors sff/cj] and 
s [2 / j]  again starting the counters at k x =  - K  and k2 =  - K  and ending on k l =  +  K  and k2 =  +K  
So start up the signal generator again ( fresh random calls) having initialised
The idea again is that as time evolves to transfer the signal call to the vector at every point in real 
time t which corresponds to selected t[l,k] and t[2,k] because the samples at just these time 
instants will then become the samples (after a phase rotation) at the time on the satellites exactly 
at times tk =  kA
Again there have to be two separate indices since we filling the two vectors in two different real 
times! While calling on every 8 time step the program has to check for the condition
t > /0[l}/ci]
or
t > /q[2,/c2 j
where k x and k2 are the current indices for the point we have filled the two vectors structure 
When either or both conditions are satisfied then read the current s and the previous s’ . Linearly 
interpolate these two values to some s' and then either
[l,k{]+ V / r I U i J x s xexp(-yro0x[l,/q])
or
s[2,/c2]<—s [2, /c2 ] +  A/PR [2, k2 J x s x exp(- y©0x[2, k2 ]) 
or both .
Note the essential phase rotation in the last term which must be included in the signal 
representation.
Then increment either k x or k2 or both by one. Add for more targets as required
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